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Abstract 
Nanozirconia ceramics have great potential to be used in a range of applications 
from dental implants to petrochemical valves due to their enhanced mechanical 
properties and superior hydrothermal ageing resistance. Unlike conventional ceramic 
components that are normally produced in large quantities with low costs using 
various conventional dry forming or wet forming methods, industry scale processing 
of nanoceramics has not yet been achieved. Concentration and granulation of 
nanostructured 3 mol% yttria stabilised zirconia via a spray freeze drying (SFD) 
technique was investigated to determine whether large scale dry forming of 
nanoceramics would be possible. Commercial nanosuspension with a primary 
particle size of 16 nm was concentrated to 55 wt% solids content using an 
electrosteric dispersant, β-alanine, whilst retaining low viscosities of ~20 mPa s at a 
200 s-1 shear rate. The nanosuspensions concentrated using the β-alanine also 
displayed good ageing resistance and it has been proven that a large scale vacuum 
assisted rotary evaporator can be used to perform concentration in industry. 
The concentrated suspensions were subsequently sprayed into liquid nitrogen using 
a twin-fluid atomizer. Following extensive optimisation, about 1 kg of the SFD 
granules in a preferred, specific size fraction, 45‒150 µm, was produced in about 1 h 
using the twin-fluid atomisation approach; this is ~5 times larger than achieved 
previously, though much more scaling up is needed. 
Ketone (3-methyl-2-butanone) was chosen to replace Freon. It was added into the 
concentrated suspensions before spray freeze drying to yield granules with 
micrometre-sized internal flaws; this improved their crushability significantly. 
Spherical granules were achieved with good flowabili ty after freeze drying, whilst 
about 55% green density was obtained after die pressing the granules with sizes 
between 45 and 150 µm, at a pressure of 200 MPa. Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) based 
binders were used to improve the strength and machinability of dry-formed green 
compacts. A density of 99.5% of theoretical was achieved by using conventional two-
step sintering of nano3YSZ compacts, whilst the mechanical properties measured 
match with the components produced using industrial standard submicron powders. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1 Background of Project 
Nanocrystalline ceramics, i.e. those with average grain sizes of less than 100 nm, 
have become of interest in recent years due to their novel mechanical, thermal and 
optical properties, which allow them to access a wide range of industrial 
applications[1]. The processing of nanoceramic components is difficult however, since 
ultrafine particles possess very high surface areas and hence have extremely high 
free energy, which hinders the manufacture of high density green bodies before 
sintering[2]. Dry forming is the industrially preferred processing route for technical 
ceramics because of its high manufacturing efficiency and low cost[3]. However, dry 
nanopowders are not free-flowing due to uncontrolled agglomeration; they stick 
together due to van der Waal’s forces[4]. Hence it is essential to granulate them into 
suitably sized granules from suspensions before dry pressing[1]. Uniaxial/die pressing 
was employed in this project to form nanoceramic green bodies. Whilst granulated 
nanopowders are needed to flow readily, crushable granules with low strength are 
desirable to satisfy conventional pressing pressures, which are up to 200 MPa [1].  
3 mol% yttria stabilised zirconia (3YSZ) was used in this project. Conventional 
submicron 3YSZ is a common material for engineering components, since it displays 
excellent mechanical properties of high strength and toughness, making it applicable 
for wear parts and in load-bearing applications. Furthermore, zirconia has the 
potential to be used in the bioceramics industries for bone replacement and dental 
applications due to its intrinsic bioinertness[5]. However, conventional 3YSZ suffers 
from hydrothermal ageing, which is a degradation process caused by a tetragonal to 
monoclinic phase transformation in the presence of water or water vapour, usually at 
elevated temperatures[6]. Recent results have suggested that the mechanical 
performance of nanostructured zirconia is at least as good as that of conventional 
submicron zirconia, better in some respects, whilst the nanostructured material is 
totally immune to hydrothermal ageing[7].  
At Loughborough University, conventional ceramic processing techniques have been 
adopted for producing nanoceramic components in a low cost manner using existing 
facilities, whilst retaining their nanostructure[1]. For dry forming routes, spray drying is 
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a widely-used technique to produce ceramic powders with good flowability; however, 
spray dried nanogranulates retain very high strength and hence are difficult to crush 
completely at typical industrial pressing pressures of up to 200 MPa[8]. Any residual 
uncrushed granules in a sintered component will severely reduce its strength by 
acting as flaws[9]. Hence, a spray freeze drying (SFD) technique has been employed 
to granulate 3YSZ nanoparticles into suitable sizes with good flowability for the 
subsequent die pressing. Trials on granulating nanoparticles using spray drying and 
freeze drying were also investigated in previous research[1], but for producing 
nanopowders, neither of them alone can produce soft granules with high flowability. 
In the current research, green densities of up to 55% of theoretical have been 
achieved after die pressing spray freeze dried nano3YSZ granules within specific 
size fractions, whilst a density of 99.5% of theoretical was obtained after sintering 
using both conventional two-step sintering and microwave hybrid sintering. The 
mean grain size achieved was ~210 nm using conventional two-step sintering. 
1.2 Aims and Objectives 
Since dry forming is of interest in this project, it is essential to produce a significant 
amount of granulated nanopowders with good flow and crush properties  via spray 
freeze drying. A commercially available, dilute (~25 wt%) nano3YSZ suspension was 
used as a precursor material; however, recent results suggested that it has to be 
concentrated to higher solids content whilst maintaining a low viscosity to achieve 
granules with good properties after spray freeze drying. A patented process[10] was 
developed and used in previous research for concentrating nano3YSZ suspension in 
small batches (less than 1 kg per batch), but recent trials demonstrated that this 
process cannot be used for concentrating large amounts of suspensions (more than 
100 kg per batch) to satisfy industry scale processing. Hence, one objective of this  
project was to develop an alternative concentration technique using industry scale 
manufacturing facilities to process significant amounts of nanosuspensions within a 
short time. Meanwhile, the forming of relic-free, high density green bodies using the 
SFD granules is key to achieving high performance nanozirconia components after 
sintering. Previous laboratory-scale SFD processing could only produce a maximum 
of 200 g of nano3YSZ powders per batch and involved the use of very expensive 
additives. Hence, the current work has focused on scaling up the laboratory scale 
process through the use of novel and improved techniques  at each stage. The aim 
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was to develop an industry-friendly process that enabled large scale processing of 
nanoceramics with high efficiency, whilst retaining the quality of the nanopowders 
produced. Further developments were also made on improving the green 
machinability of the dry formed compacts using the SFD granules, as well as some 
studies on the sinterability of these compacts. 
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
2.1 Nanocrystalline Ceramic Materials 
Nanostructured polycrystalline materials are those with average grain sizes less than 
100 nm[11]. For ceramic materials, reducing the grain size to nanometer scales may 
improve their optical and thermal performances significantly, whilst retaining good 
mechanical properties[1]. Conventional submicron ceramics are generally considered 
as brittle materials, but with high strength and hardness values. In a typical ceramic 
material, atoms are firmly bonded via covalent and ionic bonds with high association 
energy. Such materials have a high theoretical strength because the tensile stress 
required to break atomic bonds is high[3]. However, due to the strong and directional 
atomic bonding with fixed bond angles, and most importantly, the presence of 
fabrication and structural flaws, the theoretical strength of bulk ceramic materials has 
not been achieved[3]. When they suffer from a propagating crack under tension, due 
to the stress concentration at the crack tip, extending the flaw requires much less 
energy than breaking the immobile crystal lattice, which leads to fracture at a load 
well below the theoretical strength[3]. The compressive strength of ceramics is 
normally found to be a few times greater than their tensile strength; this enables 
conventional ceramics to be used as structural materials in load bearing 
applications[12]. In terms of high hardness, conventional ceramics exhibit good 
resistance to stress penetration, due to the strong atomic bonding.  
Conventional ceramics are normally considered as brittle materials due to the lack of 
plasticity; they fracture, instead of yield, when they are subjected to stress[13]. The 
primary factor that determines the brittleness of most conventional ceramics is the 
stress concentration at their structural defects[3]. Besides, their brittleness is also 
caused by the immobility of lattice dislocation, especially for polycrystalline ceramics, 
where the motion of dislocations is severely impeded by the random orientation of 
individual grains[3]. Several failure criteria have been proposed to predict the yield or 
fracture of different materials. For ductile materials, the Tresca yield criterion based 
on a maximum-shear-stress theory (MSST) and the von Mises criterion derived from 
a distortion energy theory (DET) are often applied to predict their failures[14]. The 
MSST states that a component yields when the external stress applied exceeds the 
maximum shear stress of the material, whilst the von Mises criterion assumes that 
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yielding occurs when the shear deformation energy is equivalent to a critical value of 
the combined tensile and compressive stress (also known as the effective stress) in 
a component[15]. Since the compressive strength of conventional ceramics is usually 
a few times greater than their tensi le strength, the failure criteria mentioned above 
are modified to incorporate this behaviour[15]. The Coulomb-Mohr theory proposed is 
based on the MSST, but the compression and tensile strengths are considered as 
separate factors due to their significant difference in conventional ceramics [13]. In 
addition, considering the presence of structural flaws in the ceramic components, 
their failures can be predicted using the Griffith failure criterion, which specifies that 
fracture happens when the tensile stress at the flaw surfaces reaches a critical 
value[15].  
Nanoceramics, however, can offer different mechanical properties. It has been 
reported that some nanoceramics display superplastic deformation at elevated 
temperatures[16]–[18], whilst some are ductile even at low temperature when reducing 
the crystal size to only a few nanometers[19]. Ovid’ko and Sheinerman demonstrated 
that the superplasticity in nanocrystalline materials is due to grain boundary sliding [20].  
A possible explanation has been suggested that when the size of grains is reduced 
to the nanometer scale, the movements of grain boundaries during deformation are 
promoted by the diffusional flow of atoms residing on those grain boundaries[19][21]. 
There are also indications that the hardness values of nanoceramics are lower than 
conventional ceramics at room temperature, which allows nanoceramics to crack 
less easily[1]. 
For other unique properties, it has been suggested that nanoceramics may possess 
extremely low thermal conductivity, since the transmission of phonons is inhibited by 
the scattering created by having a large fraction of grain boundaries as a result of the 
nanosized grains[22]. This offers the possibility for nanoceramics to be used in 
thermal barrier coatings (TBCs), providing that the elevated working temperatures do 
not cause grain growth[23]. For optical applications, fully dense transparent 
nanoceramics have been achieved with grain sizes less than the wavelength of 
visible light (ranging from 390 to 700 nm), which allow it to pass through without 
scattering[24][25]. For other industrial applications, nanoceramics have been used as 
bonding agents in solid-state sintering to improve the sinterability of conventional 
ceramics[26]. By adding nanosized particles into conventional ceramic powders, a 
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number of short-circuit diffusional paths is created around the large sized grains 
during densification, which causes diffusion and assists the bonding of large 
grains[27]. The sintering temperature for nanoceramics has also been found to be 
significantly lower than for conventional ceramics[27]. This allows the production of 
co-fired metal and ceramic components to a greater extent, which also reduces the 
energy consumption and the fabrication cost[1][28]. It has also been reported that 
nanocrystalline yttria stabilised zirconia (YSZ) ceramics offer superior resistance to 
hydrothermal ageing[7], which is the unwanted tetragonal to monoclinic phase 
transformation in a humid environment, whilst retaining good mechanical 
properties[29]. This allows them to have the potential to be used in solid oxide fuel 
cells and as alternative human bone structures in surgery and dental applications [30].  
The processing of nanoceramics is much more difficult than for conventional 
submicron ceramics. A number of challenges need to be overcome when 
conventional ceramic processing routes are adopted for processing nanoceramics. 
Previous research has demonstrated that nanoceramics can be manufactured via a 
‘top down’ approach by employing the existing facilities used for conventional 
ceramic processing, without losing their nanostructure[1][28]. However, for 
nanopowders to be used for the dry forming process, they need to be granulated into 
a suitable size fraction to achieve good flowability, whilst retaining a weak granule 
structure to be crushed completely under conventional pressing pressures, which are 
up to 200 MPa. 
2.2 Introduction to Zirconia Ceramics 
In this project, nanostructured 3 mol% yttria stabilised zirconia (3YSZ) was used to 
investigate the processing of nanoceramics using die pressing, which is the most 
common industrial process route for advanced ceramics. 
2.2.1 The characteristics of zirconia and zirconia ceramics 
Zirconia-based ceramics are engineering ceramic materials with advanced physical 
and mechanical properties. They have been used for thermal barrier coatings (TBCs) 
in advanced gas turbine engines to protect the inner component against high 
temperature corrosion and oxidation[31]. Yttria stabilised zirconia (YSZ) is a common 
material used for the top-coat in this application; it possesses several desired 
properties[32]. YSZ has extremely low thermal conductivity (~2.3 W m-1 K-1 at 1000ºC 
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in its dense form) at elevated temperatures, which is much lower than alumina and 
magnesia[31]. It is reported that the low thermal conductivity of YSZ originates from 
the addition of yttria, which creates more point defects in zirconia lattices to inhibit 
phonon propagation[33]. The subsitutional yttrium cations also contribute to the low 
thermal conductivity because the size of yttrium cations is different from zirconium 
cations, which promotes the scattering of phonons and hence hinders the heat 
transfer[33]. Compared to some other industrial ceramics, YSZ has a high thermal 
expansion coefficient (CTE) value ~11 × 10-6 K-1, which is similar to the CTE of the 
underlying metal alloy (normally ~14 ×  10-6 K-1)[31]. The high CTE of YSZ can 
effectively prevent peeling of TBCs during turbine operations, resulting in reductions 
in thermal stress concentrations at the coating interfaces. It is also found that the 
CTE of YSZ increases with an increase in temperature; this could improve the 
thermal compatibility of the TBCs further and hence extend their lifetime. The 
mechanical performance of TBCs is also essential since the top-coat is designed to 
resist high temperature erosion and friction during operations. This has been 
achieved by using YSZ as the top-coat due to its phase transformation toughening 
characteristic, which will be explained in detail in section 2.2.2.  
In terms of mechanical properties, zirconia-based ceramics retain high strength and 
fracture toughness, and also possess sufficiently good wear and friction resistance to 
be used for cutting tools and extrusion dies[34]. As bioinert materials, zirconia-based 
ceramics demonstrate excellent chemically inertness and biocompatibility to human 
body conditions; they have been used in artificial implants, such as total hip 
replacements[35] and artificial teeth[36][37]. Due to the significant improved ionic 
conductivity, some doped zirconia ceramics have also been used in oxygen sensors  
for monitoring the air-to-fuel ratio inside combustion engines[38] and as solid 
electrolytes in solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs)[39][40] to conduct oxygen ions at elevated 
temperatures. Detailed explanations for these advanced properties are provided in 
section 2.2.2.  
Whilst zirconia-based ceramics offer many advanced properties, undoped, pure 
zirconia is never used as an engineering ceramic due to its phase transformation 
characteristic[41]. As a polycrystalline ceramic, zirconia has three distinctive crystal 
phases, monoclinic, tetragonal and cubic[42]. For pure zirconia, a cubic to tetragonal 
phase transformation starts at 2370ºC when it cools down from an elevated 
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temperature, followed by a tetragonal to monoclinic martensitic phase transformation 
at 1170ºC, as shown in Figure 2.1[42]. The tetragonal to monoclinic transformation is 
more detrimental to a structural component since it causes a shear strain of ~0.16 
and a 4% volume expansion, which induces disintegration[41]. When zirconia is used 
as structural components for industrial applications, other oxides (e.g. yttria, calcia, 
magnesia, etc.) are doped into the pure zirconia to suppress the unwanted 
martensitic transformation and yield reinforcement to the ceramic components [43][44]. 
The focus of this project is on yttria stabilised zirconia (YSZ).  
 
Figure 2.1 Different crystalline phases of zirconia[41]. 
 
2.2.2 Yttria stabilised zirconia (YSZ) 
As a zirconia-based engineering ceramic, yttria stabilised zirconia offers enhanced 
mechanical properties of high flexural strength and fracture toughness, as well as 
improved ionic conductivity[45]. By varying the concentration of yttria in zirconia, YSZ 
ceramics have been used in solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs), oxygen sensors, 
bioceramics and load bearing applications. Figure 2.2 shows the phase diagram of 
the zirconia-yttria system and demonstrates the different crystalline phases formed in 
a YSZ solid solution with different yttria contents.  
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Figure 2.2 Zirconia-yttria phase diagram at the zirconia rich end[41]. 
 
Ionic conductivity 
When the yttria content reaches 8 mol%, zirconia is fully stabilised in a cubic (fluorite)  
structure[42]. In 8YSZ, some Zr4+ ions in the crystal lattice are substituted with Y3+ 
cations at a lower valence state; this creates vacancies in the oxygen sublattice to 
maintain its charge neutrality, as shown in Figure 2.3[46]. Due to the migration of 
oxygen ions through these vacancies created in the crystal structure, the cubic 8YSZ 
displays high ionic conductivity whilst retaining good chemical stability in oxygen-rich 
environments. This attribute has been used in oxygen sensors[47] and electrolytes for 
SOFCs[48]. Some previous studies have demonstrated that improved ionic 
conductivity of YSZ solid electrolytes is achieved for yttria additions of up to 8 mol%, 
due to the cubic structure retained and the creation of more oxygen vacancies[40][49]. 
However, for higher yttria contents, the ionic conductivity of YSZ decreases because 
of the association of a large fraction of point defects, which impedes their mobility 
and thus leads to a reduction in conductivity[50]. It has also been reported that the 
ionic conductivity is improved when the cation radius of dopant used to stabilise 
zirconia is similar to the host Zr4+ cations, due to less energy required for oxygen 
vacancies association[49]. When scandia (Sc2O3) is employed to stabilise cubic 
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zirconia, the ionic conductivity measured is significantly higher than those stabilised 
using yttria, due to the similar ionic radii between Sc3+ and Zr4+ cations[40].  
 
 
Figure 2.3 Crystal structure of cubic YSZ and oxygen migration through vacancies[51]. 
 
Since 8YSZ is fully stabilised with a cubic structure, there is no transformable 
tetragonal phase in the material to create a stress-induced metastable tetragonal to 
monoclinic phase transformation toughening at the crack tip when it suffers from an 
external stress[41]. This yields poor mechanical properties for 8YSZ, including low 
toughness and flexural strength[52]. Second phase particles may be added into the 
binary 8YSZ system to tackle this problem. It has been reported that up to 10 wt% of 
alumina can be added into 8YSZ to improve its mechanical properties without 
reducing the ionic conductivity significantly, whilst exceeding this amount can 
suppress the conductivity dramatically, due to the presence of a large fraction of 
alumina phase[53]. 
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When the concentration of yttria in a YSZ solid solution is less than 8 mol% but more 
than 3 mol%, some of the metastable tetragonal phase is retained in the cubic 
zirconia matrix to form partially stabilised zirconia (PSZ)[42]. Compared with 8YSZ, 
the PSZ displays a lower ionic conductivity, due to the limited vacancies created in 
the oxygen sublattice, but improved strength and toughness, due to phase 
transformation toughening[41]. It has been reported that the PSZ is a good candidate 
for some oxygen sensors due to its enhanced mechanical properties, though the 
oxygen conductivity is slightly lower[54].  
Phase transformation toughening 
When zirconia is doped by 3 mol% yttria, a large fraction of transformable tetragonal 
phase is retained to form tetragonal zirconia polycrystals (TZP)[42]. This material 
offers excellent mechanical properties such as high flexural strength (~1 GPa) and 
good toughness (~5-10 MPa m1/2), due to phase transformation toughening[52]. The 
TZP contains a substantial amount of metastable tetragonal phase which is 
constrained in the zirconia matrix; when it suffers from a propagating crack, 
tetragonal grains in the stress field of the crack tip acquire sufficient shear-strain to 
transform spontaneously to the stable monoclinic phase[55]. The shear torsion and 
dilatation associated with the phase transformation place the crack in compression; 
this hinders the further propagation of the major crack and reduces the overall stress 
concentration near the crack tip[56][57]. This effect is known as stress-induced phase 
transformation toughening, as shown in Figure 2.4. Because of the intrinsic wear 
resistance of zirconia and the high strength and toughness values of the TZP and  
some PSZ ceramics, they have been used in various industrial components, e.g. 
zirconia knives, petrochemical ball valves, extrusion dies for metal wire processing, 
etc[41]. It is also reported that the TZP has been used extensively in artificial implants 
due to its advanced mechanical properties and excellent biocompatibility; by 2006, a 
total of more than 600,000 zirconia femoral heads were implanted worldwide in 
artificial hip replacements[58]. However, some recent studies have demonstrated that 
these desired properties of zirconia ceramics are compromised after prolonged 
exposure to a humid environment at elevated temperatures[59]; the presence of water 
or water vapour causes a catastrophic tetragonal to monoclinic phase transformation 
that degrades their mechanical properties severely[7]. The degradation of zirconia 
ceramics, also known as hydrothermal ageing, was even found when they were used 
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in such environment at low to intermediate temperatures, i.e. 30-300ºC[59]. In 2001, 
nine batches of Prozyr® zirconia femoral heads manufactured by Saint Gobain were 
recalled by the US Food and Drug Administration due to their unexpected high 
fracture rate in some patients after being implanted for 13 to 27 months [60]. Therefore, 
major concerns have been brought against the use of conventional zirconia in 
bioceramic implants.  
 
Figure 2.4 Illustration of stress-induced phase transformation toughening[55]. 
 
Hydrothermal ageing 
The instability of yttrium-doped PSZ ceramics after prolonged (up to 3000 hours) low  
to medium temperature ageing was first reported by Kobayashi et al[6]. They 
observed a significant increase of the monoclinic phase in yttria doped PSZ ceramics 
after ageing at 300ºC when the yttria content was 4.5 mol%, whilst ageing showed 
less effect when the yttria content increased to 5.5 and 6 mol%, due to less 
tetragonal phase presented in the solid solution; hence less transformed monoclinic 
phase was detected[6]. This ageing behaviour reduces the ability to use submicron 
YSZ ceramics, especially those with low yttria contents, in any structural applications 
where moisture is present, especially at temperatures up to ~300ºC. Results have 
shown that 4.5 mol% YSZ sintered at 1700ºC for two hours was degraded 
completely after ageing at 300ºC[6]. However, the mechanisms of this ageing 
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behaviour have not yet been understood fully. Following this work, many other 
researchers have proposed different models to explain this behaviour. Lange et al. 
observed the forming of α-Y(OH)3 nanocrystallites in the YSZ ceramics after 
ageing[61]. They proposed that water vapour tended to react with Y2O3 in YSZ grains, 
starting from those at the sample surface to form α-Y(OH)3, which was more stable 
under hydrothermal conditions; this led to the depletion of yttrium and resulted in 
insufficient stabilisation in tetragonal YSZ grains, which could eventually transform to 
monoclinic grains after prolonged exposure[61]. However, due to the extremely low 
diffusion rate of yttrium cations in the YSZ (~1×10-43 cm2 s-1 at 250ºC), according to 
some researchers[62], the formation of Y(OH)3 crystallites in the size of 20-50 nm was 
not possible through Y3+ diffusion within the provided experimental time frame; 
therefore, the hypothesis proposed by Lange et al. was not considered as the 
primary mechanism for this ageing behaviour[63]. Sato and Shimada[64] investigated 
the ageing behaviour of YSZ with various yttria contents at lower temperatures. They 
concluded that degradation of 3YSZ was greatly accelerated by the presence of 
water and the increasing of ageing temperature from 65 to 120ºC [64]; this ageing 
behaviour reached a maximum at a temperature around 200-250ºC[7]. They also 
demonstrated that the acceleration of unwanted tetragonal to monoclinic phase 
transformation was not only limited to the presence of water vapour, but extended to 
some polar compounds (e.g. HCl and NH3) and non-aqueous solvents that contained 
a lone pair electron orbital opposite to a proton donor in their molecular structures, 
such as ethanol and ethylene glycol[64]. As for the ageing mechanism, they proposed 
that water molecules reacted with Zr-O-Zr bonds and formed Zr-OH, as shown in 
Figure 2.5[64]. This released the strain used to stabilise the tetragonal phase on the 
surface and promoted the growth of existing flaws, which eased the tetragonal to 
monoclinic phase transformation[64].  
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Figure 2.5 Reaction scheme between water and Zr-O-Zr bonds during hydrothermal 
ageing proposed by Sato and Shimada[64]. 
 
Based on the observations and proposed mechanisms discussed above, Yoshimura 
et al.[62] claimed that hydrothermal degradation of yttria doped TZP was due to anion 
diffusion, i.e. OH-, rather than the slow diffusion of yttrium cations. A model was 
proposed to explain this ageing behaviour, which contains four steps, as shown in 
Figure 2.6. In the initial step, water molecules were adsorbed at the sample surface; 
this led to the formation of Zr-OH and/or Y-OH due to water dissociation and the 
reaction between water and Zr-O-Zr/Y bonds proposed by Sato and Shimada[62]. 
This created point-stressed sites, which were accumulated through the migration of 
the OH- group in the subsequent step at the sample surface and in the crystal lattice; 
this provided defects and hence nucleation sites for monoclinic phase in the 
tetragonal grains[62]. The tetragonal to monoclinic phase transformation occurred 
eventually, accompanied by micro- and macrocracking; this allowed water to 
penetrate further into the sample and causing complete degradation after prolonged 
exposure[62].   
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Figure 2.6 Hydrothermal ageing processes proposed by Yoshimura et al.[62]. 
 
Research presented by Chevalier[58] focused on the initiation of unwanted tetragonal 
to monoclinic phase transformation, particularly in 3Y-TZP under low temperature 
hydrothermal conditions, e.g. during sterilisation and in the human body. He 
emphasised that degradation started in isolated grains that were in a non-equilibrium 
state, such as those with low yttria content, large grain size, specific grain orientation, 
residual stress or even the presence of cubic phase [58]. He also claimed that 
transformation of a single grain could be passed onto the neighbour grains due to 
stress accumulation from the ~4% volume change associated with the original 
transformation; this led to a cascade effect, as shown in Figure 2.7[58].  
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Figure 2.7 Hydrothermal ageing process proposed by Chevalier showing 
transformation of grains from neighbour to neighbour[58]. (a) Nucleation of monoclinic 
phase on a particular grain at the sample surface; this causes microcracking and 
stresses to the neighbour grains; (b) and (c) Neighbour grains transform (grey) under 
stress and the formation of extensive microcracks provide paths (red) for water 
penetration, cascading the effect further. 
 
Whilst a universally accepted theory for the hydrothermal ageing behaviour of YSZ 
ceramics has not yet been established, many researchers have demonstrated that 
the unwanted degradation can be retarded through decreasing the grain size and/or 
increasing the dopant content[65]; the former is more favoured when the YSZ is used 
for structural applications. Munoz-Saldana et al.[66] reported that fully dense 3Y-TZP 
with a mean grain size of less than 360 nm demonstrated complete hydrothermal 
degradation resistance after ageing at different temperatures up to 260ºC for 8 hours. 
Furthermore, Paul et al.[7] demonstrated that fully dense nano3YSZ with <100 nm 
grain size was totally immune to hydrothermal ageing at 140ºC and 0.4 MPa 
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conditions for at least 14 days; this is equivalent to ~1350 years in vivo. This was 
calculated based on a research conducted by Chevalier et al.[67]; their results 
suggested that ageing of 3YSZ at 130ºC and 2 bars conditions for 1 hour is 
equivalent to ~4 years in vivo[68]. Paul et al.[7] have further proved that the same 
material offered complete resistance to hydrothermal ageing even under extreme 
conditions, e.g. 245ºC, 0.7 MPa for 14 days, whilst conventional submicron 3YSZ 
disintegrated completely within 1 hour under the same conditions[69]. This offers 
great opportunities for nanozirconia, especially those with lower yttria content , to be 
used as bioceramics for dental and orthopaedic replacements and for petrochemical 
valve applications, where moisture is present and hydrothermal ageing would be a 
serious issue. 
2.2.3 Properties of nanozirconia ceramics 
Apart from the complete hydrothermal ageing resistance of nano3YSZ discussed 
above, compared with conventional submicron zirconia, nanozirconia offers similar 
or improved properties in many other aspects. In terms of mechanical performance, 
the levels of yttria needed in nanoYSZ are reduced whilst enhanced toughness and 
similar strength are obtained. It has been reported that nano1.5YSZ ceramics 
demonstrate considerably improved resistance to crack initiation; the indentation 
toughness was measured up to 14.5 MPa m1/2, whilst the flexural strength was ~1.1 
GPa, which is very similar to that of conventional 3YSZ[69]. Conventional 3Y-TZP 
ceramics are generally considered as materials with high strength and toughness 
values due to transformation toughening; however, according to Cottom and Mayo[70],  
fine-grained nano3YSZ demonstrated significantly lower fracture toughness. The 
indentation toughness of nano3YSZ with grain sizes over the range 55-160 nm was 
measured between 2.25 and 4.25 MPa m1/2 respectively, whilst it was measured at 
8.2 MPa m1/2 for conventional 3YSZ of ~1.4 µm grain size[70]. For 3YSZ ceramics, 
their results showed that differences in grain size had a great effect on determining 
the toughness values; meanwhile, the hardness values varied with sintered density 
and seemed relatively independent of the grain size[70]. Bravo-Leon et al.[71] claimed 
that the very poor fracture toughness of nano3YSZ was due to the overstabilisation 
of the tetragonal phase by the small grain size, which could not transform into the 
monoclinic phase spontaneously in the stress field of a propagating crack. They also 
concluded that the critical grain size for transformation toughening to occur were 90 
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and 110 nm for nano1YSZ and nano1.5YSZ, respectively[71]. Below these values the 
tetragonal grains were stable at room temperature and could not transform into the 
monoclinic phase in the vicinity of a crack front; this led to the low toughness values 
since the transformation toughening was suppressed[71]. The same critical size effect 
in pure ZrO2 was reported by Garvie and Goss
[72]; they demonstrated that 
unconstrained, pure tetragonal zirconia crystals could be retained at room 
temperature without transformation, providing that the crystal size was ~10-30 nm.  
Lange[73] investigated the thermodynamics of the phase transformation, in particular 
the size effects associated with the transformation that relieve constraint, e.g. by 
microcracking and/or twinning. He demonstrated the existence of a critical grain (or 
inclusion) size that is largely dependent on the chemical free energy change; this 
was recognised as the driving force for the tetragonal to monoclinic transformation 
and it is reduced by increasing the dopant content in pure ZrO2
[74][75]. According to 
Lange[74], increasing the yttria content in ZrO2 could increase this critical grain size; 
for 3YSZ, it was reported to be ~1 µm[74]. This explains the recent results published 
by Binner et al.[69], as nano3YSZ with average grain sizes ~130 nm exhibited 
extremely low fracture toughness at ~3.9 MPa m1/2, whilst significantly improved 
toughness values of ~14.5 MPa m1/2 were obtained from nano1.5YSZ samples with 
~190 nm grain sizes, which was slightly larger compared to the critical grain size for 
1.5YSZ proposed by Bravo-Leon et al.[71]. Furthermore, Paul et al.[76] demonstrated 
the use of micro-Raman for analysing the amount of transformed tetragonal phase in 
nano- and submicron zirconia. They observed a lower peak intensity for the 
monoclinic phase near the crack region for nano3YSZ, compared with its submicron 
counterpart, even though the yttria content was the same; this indicates that the 
small tetragonal grains in nano3YSZ were less transformable [76]. For other nanoYSZ 
ceramics with lower yttria contents, i.e. nano2YSZ and nano1.5YSZ, the peak 
intensities for the monoclinic phase were measured to be considerably higher near 
the indent area than that of nano3YSZ, suggesting a higher amount of phase 
transformation that could toughen the material; this was proved since the indentation 
toughness for these materials were measured to be a few times greater than that of 
the nano3YSZ samples[76]. 
A number of the studies mentioned above have concluded that nano1.5YSZ and 
nano2YSZ display significantly enhanced toughness compared to nano3YSZ; 
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however, Paul et al.[7] have demonstrated that these materials are susceptible to 
hydrothermal ageing degradation. Their results showed that nano1.5YSZ degraded 
completely with the monoclinic phase content reaching >99 vol% in less than 8 hours 
at 140ºC, whilst nano2YSZ was found to offer slightly better hydrothermal ageing 
resistance compared to submicron 3YSZ due to its small grain sizes [7]. However, this 
was not comparable to nano3YSZ, which was completely immune to hydrothermal 
ageing at 245ºC and 7 bar conditions for at least 14 days[7]. Therefore, it should be 
noted that nano3YSZ is more suitable to be utilised in an environment where the 
presence of water or water vapour is unavoidable, even though other nanoYSZ 
ceramics with less yttria contents may offer much higher toughness. 
Improved sinterability for some nanozirconia ceramics has also been found[77]. 
Conventional submicron 3YSZ normally needs to be sintered at ~1400ºC or above to 
achieve full density. However, fully dense nano3YSZ has been achieved by using a 
two-stage sintering profile with a maximum temperature of 1310ºC, or by a 
microwave/radiant hybrid sintering process using a lower temperature such as 
1150ºC, whilst retaining a fine grain size  of ~60-80 nm[28]. For nanoYSZ with lower 
yttria contents, Binner et al.[69] reported that nano1.5YSZ and nano2YSZ could be 
sintered to full density using either a radiant two stage sintering or the hybrid 
sintering with similar profiles to nano3YSZ, whilst the average grain sizes were 
maintained at ~190 nm and ~250 nm, respectively. The mechanisms for sintering 
nanoYSZ will be explained in detail later in section 2.6. 
In terms of the ionic conductivity, Mondal et al.[78] suggested that the grain boundary 
conductivities of nano1.7YSZ and nano2.9YSZ, both with pure tetragonal grains, 
were ~1 to 2 orders of magnitude higher than that of conventional microcrystalline 
zirconia as a result of the reduction in the grain size to nanometer scales. A recent 
investigation conducted by Tong[79] suggested that nano3YSZ with ~100 nm grain 
size could have an ionic conductivity as high as 8YSZ under the same testing 
conditions. The conductivity results obtained from AC impedance and DC 4-probe 
measurements suggested that the fine grained nano3YSZ had slightly enhanced 
conductivity[79]. In addition, the nano3YSZ offered much better mechanical properties 
than the 8YSZ, with hydrothermal ageing resistance at controlled grain sizes less 
than ~360 nm. 
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2.3 Ceramic Powder Granulation Techniques 
The common methods used for producing ceramic components are  mainly 
categorised as dry forming, wet forming and plastic forming; this project focuses on 
dry forming which is industries’ favourite approach. The specific process employed 
for producing a ceramic green body depends on its size and shape, as well as the  
associated fabrication cost. For instance, injection moulding as a plastic forming 
method is employed to produce complex shaped ceramic components, e.g. silicon 
nitride turbine blades and automotive turbochargers[80], when the near net shape 
finishing of a component is required[81]. However, this process is not industrially 
favourable for producing simple shaped components, due to its relatively high 
manufacturing cost. In general, green bodies formed with high densities and uniform 
packing of primary particles are mostly desired; this can be readily achieved by using 
wet forming routes such as slip casting and tape casting, providing that a stabilised 
colloidal suspension consisting of mono-dispersed particles with suitable solids 
loading is used[82]. Slip casting, for example, has been used extensively to achieve 
homogeneous, crack-free green bodies with high densities for both conventional and 
nanoceramics[1]. However, when mass production of simple shaped green 
components is desired and the fabrication cost becomes a key issue, dry forming 
routes are the preferred approach, since the processing efficiency is much higher[82]. 
During dry forming, mechanical compaction of dried ceramic powders is used to 
obtain green bodies with sufficient densities. Nevertheless, stress and density 
variations within the green bodies can limit their packing homogeneity, especially 
when uniaxial/die pressing is employed. This is mainly due to the friction between 
the ceramic particles, as well as that between the particles and the die walls; this will 
be explained in detail in section 2.4.  
For the processing of nanoceramic components via dry forming, the nanostructure 
characteristic of nanoceramics must be retained; a high density green body has to 
be obtained prior to sintering to avoid excessive grain growth[1]. Nevertheless, since 
ultrafine nanoparticles possess very high surface areas and hence have extremely 
high free energy, they stick together due to van der Waals force [4]. When nanosized 
particles are used directly for packing, due to uncontrolled agglomeration caused by 
their high surface energy, as well as the presence of large interpaticulate forces, it is 
very difficult to attain a high green density via conventional die pressing[83]. Cottom 
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and Mayo[70] reported the use of an extremely high pressure at 1.26 GPa for die 
pressing ~0.1 g of 3YSZ nanopowder, yet the green density achieved was ~56% of 
theoretical. For the die pressing process, ceramic powders are required to have 
good flowability to ensure fast and uniform filling of the die; this is determined mainly 
by the particle shape, surface morphology and size distributions [82]. A typical 
automated die press used in the ceramic industry can produce  6 to 100 parts per 
minute, whilst the production rate using a rotary press can be up to 2000 parts per 
minute[3]. Very fine powders are cohesive and do not flow well; nanopowders exhibit 
even poorer flow, and hence a key stage is to granulate the primary particles into 
suitable sized granules with good flowability[1]. However, these granules must crush 
readily during compaction without leaving any residual uncrushed granules in the 
green bodies. The presence of uncrushed agglomerates is detrimental since they will 
act as flaw origins, which will lower the mechanical performances of a sintered 
component significantly[8]. Since most dried nanopowders contain both inter- and 
intra-agglomerate pores, the existence of uncrushed aggregates will also give 
undesired porosity and lead to excessive grain growth within a nanoceramic during 
densification[4]. In addition, dry nanopowders are not free-flowing due to the random 
aggregation of nanosized primary particles[84]. Therefore, it is essential to granulate 
them into spheres to enhance their flowability before dry forming. 
For conventional submicron ceramics, spray drying is the most commonly used 
technique for preparing granules, due to the high processing efficiency; this will be 
introduced in detail in section 2.3.2. However, this process may not be suitable for 
producing nanoceramic granules. Raghupathy and Binner[8] reported the forming of 
spray dried nano3YSZ granules from a concentrated aqueous nanosuspension with 
~50 wt% solids content. The results showed that the spray dried nanogranules could 
not be crushed completely during die pressing , even when the consolidation 
pressure applied was 380 MPa[8]; pressing pressures used in the ceramic industry 
are typically less than 200 MPa. A patented method was used by the authors to keep 
the nanoparticles apart during concentration whilst maintaining a low suspension 
viscosity (see section 2.3.1.2 for details)[8]. During spray drying the thermal energy 
used to evaporate water served as a driving force that promoted the aggregation of 
nanoparticles, along with the possible segregation of organic dispersants onto the 
granules surface; these resulted in the formation of hard agglomerates. The spray 
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dried nanogranulates are difficult to crush completely under conventional pressing 
pressures to form homogeneous, flaw free green bodies. These residual uncrushed 
granules in a sintered component will act as flaw origins and thus reduce the 
strength of the component severely[8]. Hence, for the processing of nanoceramics via 
dry forming, an alternative method for granulating nanosized particles must be  
developed that ensures the granules produced display a low strength whilst retaining 
good flowability. 
Focusing on fabricating engineering ceramic components using nanosized particles, 
Binner and Vaidhyanathan[1] proposed that the main focus should be on developing 
a processing method via a ‘top down’ route, i.e. using the existing  manufacturing 
facilities available in the mainstream ceramic industries to avoid retooling. This is 
seen as a more practical and industrially viable approach for producing nanoceramic 
components, at least in the short term. In addition, the authors also clearly stated the 
remaining challenges that needed to be overcome[1]: 
 The production of sufficient quantities of nanopowders using low cost 
approaches; 
 The control of agglomeration in the above nanopowders; 
 The compaction of nanopowders to achieve high density, flaw-free green 
bodies before sintering; 
 The minimisation of grain growth and maximisation of densification during 
sintering. 
In this regard, the authors demonstrated the use of a spray freeze drying method for 
producing nanoceramic granules[1]; this will be introduced in full detail in section 
2.3.4. For both spray drying and spray freeze drying, the starting material consists of 
a suspension containing well dispersed particles, which is used for granulation in the 
subsequent process, see section 2.3.1.  
2.3.1 Preparation of Ceramic Suspensions 
For the processing of conventional ceramic powders, the precursor suspension 
normally consists of submicron particles obtained by wet milling, which are stabilised 
in an aqueous medium with the use of a surfactant[85]. For nanosuspensions, wet 
milling and surfactants have also been employed to achieve aqueous suspensions 
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consisting of well dispersed nanoparticles[86][87]. These can then be used as a feed 
material for granulation[8]. Since the properties of the ceramic granules produced are 
largely dependent on the state of the precursor suspensions, it is essential to study 
their dispersion mechanisms. 
2.3.1.1 Dispersion mechanisms 
For a suspension consisting of uncharged colloidal particles, flocculation is likely to 
occur since the particles undergo Brownian motion and there is insufficient repulsion 
between the particles to prevent them from collision[82]. To achieve a well dispersed, 
stable suspension, the particles need to be kept apart; the common methods used to 
achieve this include[82]: 
- Electrostatic stabilisation; 
- Steric stabilisation; and 
- Electrosteric stabilisation. 
Electrostatic stabilisation 
Electrostatic stabilisation occurs when the repulsion between particles is developed 
by electrostatic charges on the particle surfaces[82]. For most oxide ceramics 
dispersed in water, the particle surfaces are hydrated, forming M-OH groups on the 
surface (M represents the metal ions of an oxide ceramic)[82]. These M-OH groups 
can dissociate in two different ways, depending on the pH value of a suspension[88]: 
In an acidic pH: M–OH + H+ ↔ M–OH2
+ 
In a basic pH: M–OH ↔ M–O- + H+ 
Therefore, the surface of oxide ceramic particles are normally charged positively at 
low pH and charged negatively at high pH[82]. In a colloidal suspension, the presence 
of the net surface charge affects the distribution of ions surrounding each dispersed 
particle, resulting in an increase in the concentration of opposite countercharges 
near its vicinity. The region over which this effect extends is known as the electrical 
double layer, as shown in Figure 2.8. In terms of the electrical potential, the particle 
surface has the highest potential, whilst the region over which the first layer of ions 
are strongly bonded to the particle surfaces exhibits slightly lower potential. This 
layer of charges is known as the Stern layer and the electrical potential is defined as 
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the Stern potential. The region outside the Stern layer, where ions are loosely 
associated to the particle, is known as the diffuse layer. The electrical potential 
decreases with distance from the particle surface through the diffuse layer. Zeta 
potential is determined by the difference in electrical potential between the bulk 
suspension and the near surface area of a charged particle, i.e. the slipping plane, 
where ions are closely attached to the particle surface to form an immovable layer[89]. 
In a dispersed system, when a particle is subjected to movement, the ions within a 
short distance from the particle surface move with it, whilst those distributed beyond 
the slipping plane do not move.  
 
Figure 2.8 Illustration of a ceramic slip system and zeta potential[89]. The orange 
curve indicates the decrease in electric potential with distance from the particle 
surface. 
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In a suspension containing submicron or nanosized ceramic particles, the zeta 
potential can be varied via either changing the pH value or adding dispersants; both 
approaches will change the rheological behaviour of a suspension dramatically. The 
change of pH value affects the solvent hydrolysis, producing more or less ions 
absorbed onto a particle surface, which in turn determines the degree of repulsion 
between charged particles.  
In a dispersed system, if all particles are charged by ions with the same polarity, they 
will be held apart from each other to form a well dispersed suspension with low 
viscosity and no agglomeration. Conversely, a heavily flocculated suspension is 
achieved at the pH value at which there is no net charge remaining on the particle 
surfaces. The uncharged particles will stick together via the van der Waals forces to 
form agglomerates. This particular pH value, which can cause the flocculation of a 
dispersed system, is the isoelectric point (IEP), where the zeta potential value is 
zero[82][90]. For a well dispersed suspension, the zeta potential is either well above 
(particles are positively charged at low pH values) or well below (particles are 
negatively charged at high pH values) zero; the further the zeta potential value is 
away from zero, the better dispersion that is generally achieved [88]. 
Altering the pH value alone may not be sufficient to obtain a well dispersed 
suspension. Dispersants are often employed to manipulate the surface 
characteristics of dispersed particles. For electrostatic stabilisation, all particles 
residing in a suspension are charged at the same polarity via adsorbing either 
positively or negatively charged ions onto the particle surfaces to provide sufficient 
repulsion[90]. For each particle, an electrical double layer of charge is developed and 
the repulsion is the result of the interaction of the double layers[82], as shown in 
Figure 2.9. The zeta potential increases with increasing thickness of the double 
layers and it is altered by changing the pH value to obtain either a well dispersed or 
a flocculated suspension[90]. It should be noted that the IEP of the original 
suspension is also shifted if the applied dispersant is attached onto the particles.  
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Figure 2.9 Electrostatic stabilisation: two particles charged at the same polarity[79]. 
 
Steric stabilisation 
In another approach, uncharged polymer chains can attach to the surface of 
dispersed particles to form physical barriers to hold them apart; this mechanism is 
known as steric stabilisation and it is fundamentally different from the electrostatic 
stabilisation[82]. In some cases, polymer chains with both hydrophilic and 
hydrophobic ends are used, where the hydrophobic tails connect to a particle whilst  
the hydrophilic heads stretch into the aqueous medium[91], as shown in Figure 2.10. 
This mechanism has the merit of effectively creating the dispersion of a suspension 
without changing the pH value, whilst achieving effective stabilisation. The 
interaction between the particle surface and the hydrophobic tails of the polymer 
chains must be strong enough to avoid desorption[82]. Steric stabilisation may not be 
suitable for stabilising nanosuspensions due to the size of the polymer chains, which 
may be up to a few nanometers long.  
 
Figure 2.10 Steric stabilisation: two particles hold apart via attached long chain 
polymer[79]. 
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Electrosteric stabilisation 
Electrosteric stabilisation is a combination of the electrostatic and steric mechanisms;  
polymer chains are attached to the particle surface and form significant double layer 
repulsion near the slipping plane[82], as shown in Figure 2.11. The merit of this 
mechanism is the level of dispersion of the particles can be controlled by varying the 
pH value. In most cases, anionic polyelectrolytes are used to achieve electrosteric 
stabilisation of oxide ceramic particles. For instance, ammonium polymethacrylic 
acid (PMAA-NH4, Darvan C) has been used to disperse submicron 3YSZ particles
[90],  
whilst ammonium polycarboxylate (APC)[92] and ammonium polyacrylate (NH4PAA, 
Dispex A40)[93] can be used to disperse submicron alumina particles in aqueous 
suspensions. The principle lies on the dissociation of the ionisable group of a 
polyelectrolyte in water, which produces charged polymers to function as an 
electrosteric dispersant[82]. It is worth noting that the use of a polyelectrolyte 
dispersant can vary the IEP of a suspension significantly; for anionic polyelectrolytes, 
the IEP generally moves toward more the acidic range[90] [92].  
 
Figure 2.11 Electrosteric stabilisation: a combination of electrostatic and steric[79]. 
 
2.3.1.2 Preparation of nanoceramic dispersions 
Since nanosized particles possess extremely high specific surface area and hence  
are thermodynamically unstable compared to their submicron-sized counterparts, 
nanoparticles are more susceptible to form agglomerates; they stick together due to 
van der Waals forces[94]. Recent investigations have demonstrated that nanoparticles 
can be dispersed in aqueous and non-aqueous suspensions via the use of 
dispersants. According to Shen et al.[86], barium titanate nanoparticles (average size 
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~60 nm) were dispersed in water with the use of ammonium polyacrylate (PAA-NH4) 
equivalent to 2 wt% of the solids, whilst the solids content of the stable suspension 
achieved was 3 vol%. Lu and Kessler[95] studied the dispersion of nanoalumina 
(average size ~38 nm) particles in a mixed solution of water and glycerol in a 10:1 
ratio using either ammonium poly(methacrylic acid) (PMAA-NH4) or polyacrylic acid 
(PAA) as a dispersant. They concluded that the PAA dispersant adsorbed more 
readily onto the nanoalumina particles, hence providing better dispersion efficiency 
compared to the PMAA-NH4; this was due to the differences in chain length and 
functional groups of these two dispersants[95]. The amount of the polymer dispersant 
used to stabilise a nanosuspension is also crucial. In their research, the amount of 
either the PMAA-NH4 or the PAA dispersant used was ~2-3 wt%
[95]. According to the 
authors, the dispersant in a suspension is needed to be sufficient to attain saturation 
adsorption and hence provide enough repulsion between the nanoparticles, whilst 
the presence of excessive dispersant is not desirable since the interactions between 
non-adsorbed polymer chains can cause flocculation[95][96]. With regard to the chain 
length, the authors suggested that insufficient stabilisation may result when the 
polymer chains adsorbed onto the nanoparticles are too short; therefore the steric 
barriers created are not sufficient to keep the nanoparticles apart due to the van der 
Waals attraction[95]. However, using long chain polyelectrolytes to stabilise 
nanosuspensions is not always preferable, especially when preparing 
nanosuspensions with high solids loadings (≥50 vol%) for the subsequent green 
forming processes. Since the polymer chains necessarily occupy space in a 
suspension, the maximum solids loading that can be achieved is suppressed when 
long chain polyelectrolyte dispersants are used[95]. More importantly, the 
entanglement of the long polymer chains causes flocculation to a nanosuspension, 
even when the solids content is not great. In the research presented by Lu and 
Kessler[95], the molecular weight of the PMAA-NH4 used was 15,000 g mol
-1, whilst 
for the PAA, the molecular weight was 1,800 g mol-1. 
Another essential factor controlling the performance of polyelectrolyte dispersants is 
their functional groups. As introduced in 2.3.1.1, for most oxide ceramics, the 
particles dispersed in an aqueous solution are charged positively when the pH is 
below the IEP. Anionic polyelectrolytes (e.g. acrylate polymers containing carboxylic 
groups) are normally used in this condition since the ionised functional groups are 
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negatively charged, which are likely to adsorb on a positively charged particle 
surface. The dissociation of acrylate polyelectrolytes in water is expressed as: 
R-COOH + H2O ↔ R-COO
- + H3O
+ 
However, the adsorption of negatively charged polymer chains alters the surface 
chemistry of the dispersed particles by reversing their net surface charges, resulting 
in a significant shift for the IEP towards a more acidic region. Singh et al.[97] observed 
the change of IEP from pH 9.14 to 5.65 in an alumina suspension when only 0.229 
wt% of the Darvan C was used as a dispersant. They also found that the dissociation 
of the additional Darvan C in the suspension produced more R-COO- that adsorbed 
on the particle surfaces, which resulted in more repulsion between the particles and 
hence achieved better suspension stability. Since the use of anionic dispersants 
increases the concentration of negative charges in the suspensions, the pH needs to 
be adjusted to a more alkaline region to allow full dissociation of the polyelectrolytes. 
According to the research presented by Lu and Kessler[95], the pH of the nanoAl2O3 
suspension was modified to 9.5 using ammonium hydroxide to achieve better 
dispersion when PMAA-NH4 and PAA were used as dispersants. 
The presence of other side groups in a polymer chain also affects the dispersion 
behaviour of polyelectrolytes, though they do not contribute ionised ends which 
adsorb on a particle surface. According to Lu and Kessler[95], PMAA-NH4 showed 
less dispersion efficiency compared to the PAA for a nanoalumina suspension due to 
the existence of an extra methyl group in each of the PMAA chains. This increased 
the volume of the polymer chain, but limited the space for more ionised carboxylic 
groups to attach to the particle surface. The result suggested that for the same 20 
vol% nanoalumina suspension, the adsorption of carboxylic groups onto the 
nanoparticles was measured to be ~3% less when using PMAA-NH4 as a dispersant 
compared to the PAA[95]. Therefore, in general, polyelectrolytes with lower molecular 
weights are more desirable for dispersing nanoceramic particles. 
For non-oxide ceramics, silicon carbide nanoparticles have been stabilised in 
aqueous suspensions using polyelectrolyte dispersants. Singh et al.[98] reported the 
forming of nanoSiC (primary particle size ~30 nm and average agglomerate size 
~100 nm) suspension using the anionic dispersant ammonium polycarboxylate (APC, 
D-305); this shifted the IEP of the nanosuspension from 4.9 to the more acidic ~3.6. 
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By using 0.24 wt% APC as a dispersant, a concentrated nanoSiC suspension with a 
solids content of 12.8 vol% was obtained, whilst the viscosity remained low at ~14 
mPa s[98].  
2.3.1.3 Preparation of nanozirconia dispersions 
The dispersion of zirconia particles in aqueous or organic mediums has been 
extensively studied. Different types of dispersants, i.e. electrostatic[99], steric[100] and 
electrosteric[101] dispersants have been used; some of the recent publications are 
summarised in Table 2.1. Unlike submicron particles, the dispersants used for 
stabilising nanozirconia suspensions need to be more selective since the nanosized 
particles have to be retained without agglomeration[102]. Though there are cases 
showing that some dispersants used for stabilising submicron zirconia can still be 
employed to disperse nanozirconia particles, the solids contents of the stable 
suspensions achieved were far too low, e.g. 0.025 vol%[103]. For the subsequent 
granulation process, the precursor nanosuspensions need to be at suitable solids 
loadings to ensure the granules produced have sufficient density and flowability. 
Whilst dispersing nanoparticles at high solids content remains a challenge [102], in 
general, dispersants with lower molecular weights are needed.  
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Table 2.1 Dispersants used to stabilise zirconia particles in different media. 
 Medium Dispersing 
mechanism 
Dispersant Publication 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Submicron 
zirconia 
Water Electrostatic Tri-ammonium citrate 
(TAC) 
Ewais et al.[99] 
 
DEG-
MBEA* 
Steric Penta-(12-hydroxystearic 
acid) 
Zurcher and 
Graule[100] 
 
 
 
 
 
Water 
 
 
 
 
 
Electrosteric 
Oxalic acid Hanaor et 
al.[104] 
Citric acid Hanaor et 
al.[104] 
Ethylene-diamine-
tetraacetic acid (EDTA) 
Hanaor et 
al.[104] 
Dolapix CE 64  
(ethanolaminic salt of 
citric acid) 
Rao et al.[101] 
Poly(sodium 4-
styrenesulfonate) (PSS) 
Jachimska and 
Adamczyk[105] 
Ammonium 
polymethacrylic acid 
(Darvan C) 
Shojai et al.[90] 
Ammonium polyacrylic 
acid (PAA-NH4) 
Roy et al.[106] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Nano-
zirconia 
Water Electrostatic Tri-ammonium citrate 
(TAC) 
Santacruz et 
al.[107] 
Diammonium citrate 
(DAC) 
Tang et al.[103] 
Water 
 
Electrosteric Polyethyleneimine (PEI) Tang et al.[103] 
Santacruz et 
al.[107] 
Ammonium polyacrylate 
(Dispex A40) 
Santacruz et 
al.[107] 
Ammonium 
polymethacrylic acid 
(Darvan C) 
Tang et al.[103] 
 
 
Water-1,2-
propanediol 
mixture 
Electrostatic Tri-ammonium citrate 
(TAC) 
Renger et 
al.[102] 
 
Steric 
(2-(2-(2 methoxy ethoxy) 
ethoxy) acetic acid 
(TODA) 
Renger et 
al.[102] 
Electrosteric Polyacrylic acid (PAA) Renger et 
al.[102] 
* DEG-MBEA: diethyleneglycol-monobutylether acetate 
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At Loughborough University, the investigation has been focusing on concentrating a 
diluted (~20-25 wt%), commercially available nano3YSZ suspension with a primary 
particle size of ~16 nm to up to 70 wt% (28 vol%) solids content for the subsequent 
granulation process. Santacruz et al.[107] discussed the use of PEI in the acidic pH 
region as well as Dispex A40 and TAC in the alkaline region as dispersants for 
concentrating the precursor nanosuspension. Since the addition of 2 wt% PEI into 
the as-received suspension increased its viscosity by ~5 times even before 
concentration, as well as the fact that the dissolution of yttrium ions (Y3+) in the acidic 
pH would promote coagulation during concentration, the process was investigated in 
the basic pH region[107]. Tetramethyl ammonium hydroxide (TMAH), a strong base, 
was used in the research as a pH modifier; it also served as a quaternary ammonium 
dispersant that adsorbed onto the negatively charged nanoparticles to improve the 
stability of the dispersion[107]. The chemical structures of TMAH and TAC are given in 
Figure 2.12. Concentrated nano3YSZ suspensions with solids content up to 28 vol% 
were obtained using both the Dispex A40 and the TAC, whilst a multistage 
ultrasound treatment to the suspensions after concentration was found necessary 
keep the viscosity low[107]. The authors also suggested that using the TAC was 
preferable since the concentrated nanosuspensions obtained via adding the Dispex 
A40 was not stable, especially those with high solids loadings [107]. The ultrasound 
treatment did not improve the dispersion of nanoparticles in this situation; on the 
contrary, the suspension became a gel quickly after ultrasound treatment[107]. This 
suggested that the steric layers formed on the particle surfaces were damaged 
during ultrasonication. However, the gelation of the suspension was not observed 
when the TAC was used, since the TAC molecules were much smaller compared to 
the Dispex A40[107]. Therefore, a combination of TMAH and TAC was used for 
concentrating the as-received nano3YSZ suspensions, see Figure 2.13[10][107]. 
 
Figure 2.12 Chemical structure of (a) TMAH and (b) TAC. 
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Figure 2.13 Concentrating nano3YSZ suspension using TMAH and TAC[94]. Patent 
number: WO 2006/136780 A2[10]. 
 
The as-received, diluted nanosuspension was well dispersed without any dispersant; 
the initial pH was at ~3 whilst the IEP was measured at ~pH 9 [94]. The electrostatic 
mechanism was applied for concentrating this material; TAC as a strong electrostatic 
dispersant was employed[10]. However, the addition of the TAC effectively shifted the 
IEP of the nanosuspension from ~pH 9 to ~pH 3 due to the changing electrokinetic 
behaviour of the nanoparticles[107]. Since the as-received suspension had a pH value 
at the same region, TMAH as a strong base was added before the TAC to bring the 
pH value up to 11.5, at which pH the nanosuspension was well dispersed throughout 
the concentration process[94]. As introduced earlier, the cations dissociated from the 
TMAH molecules can adsorb onto the particle surfaces to enhance stabilisation. 
Besides, the TMAH has relatively small molecular weight which induces a large 
amount of hydroxide ions during hydrolysis; this increased the pH more effectively 
with only a small amount of the chemical needed, ~6.7 wt% in the research 
presented by Santacruz et al.[107].  
Other pH modifiers, such as sodium hydroxide and ammonia solution were also 
investigated. When NaOH was used, the suspension obtained after pH modification 
was less stable; the zeta potential measured at pH ~11.5 was only ‒20 mV, 
compared to ‒40 mV when using the TMAH[107]. This confirmed that the quaternary 
ammonium ions adsorbed onto the nanoparticles and provided extra stabilisation.  
Ammonia solution (35%) as a basic agent was also investigated; however, when 
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using the ammonia solution to achieve a similar pH value of ~11.5, the as-received 
suspension was inevitably diluted from 5.0 vol% to 3.3 vol%[107]. In the subsequent 
concentration process, additional ammonia solution was needed to maintain the pH, 
especially when the suspension reached higher solids contents since the 
evaporation of ammonia along with water became significant[107]. This was 
undesirable since a much longer evaporation time was required, which could 
promote the agglomeration of nanoparticles. Therefore, an additional advantage for 
using solid TMAH was that no more water was added to the nanosuspension to 
dilute it further during concentration. Use of a large amount of TMAH in the 
concentration process was not recommended, however, since the excessive TMAH 
may be retained in the granules produced, which may produce gas bubbles during 
binder removal and yields undesired additional porosity to the die pressed 
components. 
2.3.2 Spray drying 
Spray drying is one of the most commonly used techniques for industry scale 
processing of ceramic powders, due to its high processing efficiency and capacity[85]. 
In spray drying, dried powders are obtained by spraying a precursor ceramic 
suspension into a hot drying chamber through an atomiser and the liquid phase is 
removed by evaporation in a very short time[108]. A schematic diagram of this process 
is given in Figure 2.14. Heated air is normally used as the drying medium and the 
spray dried ceramic granules consist of different forms, including solid sphere, hollow 
sphere and doughnut-shaped granules[3]. According to Cao, et al.[109], spray dried 
granules form in four main steps, which are: 
- Droplet formation; 
- Evaporation; 
- Ballooning and explosion; and 
- Granule formation. 
Droplet formation 
An atomiser, also known as a spray nozzle, is employed in the first step to break 
down a feed suspension into fine droplets before they enter a hot drying chamber; 
this process is recognised as atomisation. Based on the energy source supplied to 
produce these fine droplets, the atomisers are classified into three main types, rotary 
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nozzle, pressure nozzle and pneumatic nozzle, which yields different sized 
droplets[108].  
 
 
 
Figure 2.14 Schematic diagram of a laboratory-scale spray drier. 
 
A rotary nozzle relies on the spinning of a wheel or disc located in the centre of the 
atomiser to break down the feed suspension; the mean droplet size obtained 
increases when increasing the viscosity and surface tension of the feed material and 
decreases when the rotational speed applied increases[108]. For a rotary nozzle, the 
latter can be up to 20,000 rpm but the suspension is pumped into the atomiser at low 
pressure[108]. In contrast, as the name implies, for pressure atomisation, the 
suspension is fed into the atomiser under a high pressure and the spray pattern 
obtained depends on the configuration of the nozzle. It should be noted that since 
the suspension is supplied under pressure and ceramic particles are generally 
abrasive, a pressure nozzle can become severely worn during atomisation, which 
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can vary the spray pattern significantly[108]. The droplet size achieved using pressure 
atomisation is inversely proportional to the pressure of the feed material but 
proportional to its viscosity and surface tension[108]. Alternatively, a stream of 
compressed air can be employed to spray the feed material into fine droplets; this is 
referred as a pneumatic atomisation process[108]. Twin-fluid atomisation is the most 
commonly used technique, however, and there are two common types of such 
atomisers, viz. internal mixing and external mixing nozzles. For the former, high 
velocity air is mixed with the feed material inside the spray nozzle, whilst for the latter,  
the feed material is exposed to the atomising air outside the nozzle causing an ‘air 
blast’ effect[110]. It has been suggested that internal mixing offers slightly higher 
atomisation efficiency, whilst external mixing is more flexible in terms of achieving 
different sized droplets, since the flow of the air and the feed material can be 
controlled independently[108]. For twin-fluid atomisation, the average droplet size 
achieved decreases with an increase in the air to liquid ratio (ALR). Figure 2.15 
provides an indication of the droplet size ranges achieved using different Niro® spray 
nozzles via different atomisation methods. 
 
Figure 2.15 Ranges of droplet size achieved using different Niro® spray nozzles[111]. 
 
Evaporation 
When the fine droplets from the atomiser enter the drying chamber, the evaporation 
of liquid phase takes place along with shrinkage of the droplets; this is accelerated 
by the supply of hot gas as the drying medium. The droplet-air mixing that occurs 
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during drying plays an important role , determining the residence time of droplets 
inside the drying chamber and hence affecting the drying time. There are three main 
droplet-air mixing patterns; co-current mixing, counter-current mixing and mixed flow, 
see Figure 2.16. In co-current mixing, the droplets are in contact with the hottest air 
after formation; at this point the evaporation rate is at the highest but the overall 
temperature of the droplets remains low[108]. Since the droplets travel in the same 
direction as the hot air, the local ambient temperature decreases along with the 
droplet moisture content as the latter move further away from the hot air inlet. The 
use of co-current mixing therefore ensures the droplets are sufficiently dried whilst 
keeping the granule surfaces at a relatively low temperature[108]. This can prevent 
any organic binders present in the granules degrading. 
 
Figure 2.16 Droplet-air mixing patterns during spray drying[108]. 
 
In contrast to the co-current mixing, with the counter-current approach, the atomiser 
and the hot air inlet are located at the opposite ends of the drying chamber, Figure 
2.16 (b). The droplets formed are exposed to cooler air initially and are further dried 
as they travel towards the hot air inlet. The use of counter-current mixing may not be 
suitable for drying suspensions containing heat sensitive binders, since the dried 
granules are in contact with the hottest air just before they exit the drying 
chamber[108]; the heat may cause binder degradation. Mixed flow is effectively a 
combination of the co-current and counter-current approaches; a fountain-like spray 
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is used inside the drying chamber[108]. The merit for using this is that it prevents the 
droplets being in contact with the hottest air at any stage in the drying process. The 
initial droplet-air mixing is counter-current, followed by the co-current mixing when 
the partially dried droplets start to fall under gravity as their density increases. The 
use of mixed flow also increases the residence time of these droplets inside the 
drying chamber; which ensures all droplets, including those large ones, are fully 
dried. Co-current mixing is often employed when a rotary nozzle is used for 
atomisation, whilst mixed flow is commonly used for small or pilot scale spray drying 
trials using a twin-fluid atomiser[108]. 
The evaporation of the liquid phase during spray drying can result in the formation of 
granules in different forms; this is largely determined by the characteristics of the 
ceramic suspensions. Many previous publications[112]–[115] have demonstrated how 
the use of well-dispersed suspensions with low viscosity yielded hollow or doughnut-
shaped granules, whilst granules obtained using the same drying conditions, but with 
flocculated suspensions, were dense and mostly spherical. For the droplets formed 
from well-dispersed suspensions, the particles inside are mobile and can pack 
densely to form a shell structure when the liquid phase is removed. During 
evaporation, the liquid phase at the outer surface of a droplet is removed rapidly 
whilst that trapped inside a droplet is transferred to the surface for drying, along with 
the migration of solid particles and any soluble organic additives, due to the 
difference on concentration gradient[112]. This explains the formation of hollow 
granules if the drying temperature is high enough, as voids are inevitably created 
inside a granule. The formation of hollow granules is not always desirable, especially 
when they are used for dry forming. It is very difficult to crush the dense shell 
structure completely using conventional pressing pressures; any remaining pores or 
uncrushed granules inside a green compact can become flaw origins.  
To prevent the formation of hollow granules, flocculated suspensions with high yield 
stress are normally used. Two common ways to achieve this are to add flocculants to 
a well-dispersed suspension[114] and/or adjusting its pH to a region near the IEP [112]. 
Since the inter-particulate interactions are stronger in the flocculated suspensions, 
the solid particles inside a formed droplet are involatile and cannot be carried along 
with the liquid phase during evaporation. Binders, however, can still migrate to the 
surface of the droplet. Note that it has been proposed that the binders may also 
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diffuse back to the inside of a droplet, due to the development of a concentration 
gradient during drying[116]. Two proposed models[114] showing granule formation for 
both well-dispersed and flocculated suspensions via spray drying are provided in 
Figure 2.17. 
 
Figure 2.17 Two proposed models showing granules formation for both well 
dispersed and flocculated suspensions[114]. 
 
Ballooning and explosion 
Explosion (or collapse) occurs in some granules during the drying process when the 
pressure inside a droplet increases rapidly due to evaporation. In terms of the 
formation of doughnut-shaped granules, Lukasiewicz[108] proposed that this is due to 
the ballooning and explosion of hot gases trapped inside the droplets. This argument 
was supported by morphological observations on the doughnut-shaped granules; the 
smooth craters formed with inward curvatures suggest that the ballooning of the 
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granules is caused by expanding gases[114]. However, Walker and Reed[114] believed 
that the doughnut-shape originated from the collapse of the granules instead of the 
ballooning effect. They proposed that collapse is related to the yield stress of the 
suspension and it occurs when the pressure inside a droplet is lower than the 
atmospheric pressure[114]. They demonstrated that doughnut-shaped granules 
tended to form when the yield stress of the initial suspension was low, whilst 
spherical granules were formed when flocculated suspensions were used[114].  
Granule formation 
In the final step, when the formed droplets lose all their liquid phase, the spray dried 
ceramic powders are obtained in the form of granules.  
When spray drying is employed for producing nanopowders, one major advantage 
compared with other techniques is this one-step processing technique offers high 
processing efficiency with controlled fabrication cost. A significant amount of spray 
dried nanopowders can be produced in a relatively short time. Raghupathy and 
Binner[8] have reported the granulation of 3YSZ nanoparticles via spray drying; the 
granules produced exhibited similar granule size distributions in replicate 
experiments due to the controlled atomisation and displayed good flowability due to 
the formation of spherical granules and the smooth granule surfaces. However, 
when used for die pressing, these nanopowders were too hard to be crushed 
completely under conventional pressing pressures[8]. The drying temperature used in 
this thermal assisted process was at 210ºC, at which temperature the nanoparticles 
formed hard agglomerates with very high granule strength[8]. It has been reported 
that porous spray dried granules have been produced via a vacuum plasma spraying 
process, which may weaken the granules via introducing more flaws. However, it is 
not an ideal method for producing nanopowders since the crushing of hard 
fragments from the broken granules is more difficult during die pressing, although the 
individual granules may be more crushable compared to solid spheres[117]. Weak 
granules with good crushability and lower strength are desirable, by which means a 
freeze drying technique may be advantageous. 
2.3.3 Freeze drying 
Freeze drying, also known as lyophilisation, is an alternative approach to producing 
ceramic powders; this process has also been used extensively in the pharmaceutical 
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and food industries[118][119]. Unlike the dense granules produced via spray drying, 
freeze drying allows the formation of porous ceramic powders  with controlled granule 
sizes, which demonstrate significantly improved sintering behaviours[120]. A typical 
freeze drying process contains three main steps, freezing, primary drying and 
secondary drying[121]. In the initial freezing stage, a precursor solution or suspension 
is cooled at a low temperature to form ice crystals via the removal of latent heat; a 
detailed freezing process is illustrated in Figure 2.18. The number of nuclei formed 
and the rate of ice crystallisation are dependent on the cooling rate, the initial 
concentration of a solution or a suspension and the end temperature of cooling [119]. 
After freezing, the sublimation of ice dendrites occurs at the interface between ice 
crystals and the dried material at a low temperature under vacuum; this is 
recognised as the primary drying stage. The remaining unfrozen moisture is 
removed via desorption in a secondary drying stage, which normally takes ~1/3 of 
the total drying time.  
 
Figure 2.18 Ice crystallisation in a freezing process[119]. 
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When this technique is used for processing conventional ceramic powders, the 
precursor material can be either a chemical solution[120],[122],[123] or a suspension[124] 
containing dispersed ceramic particles. In the chemical solution route, a mixed 
soluble salt solution containing different metal cations in the right stoichiometric 
ratios is used as a starting precursor material. This is frozen in a cryogenic medium, 
typically liquid nitrogen, and freeze dried at a low temperature under vacuum via 
solvent sublimation[122][123]. In some cases, the freeze dried powders are 
subsequently calcined at elevated temperatures to form fully oxidised ceramic 
powders[122][123]. To ensure the quality of freeze dried powders obtained, two main 
factors are essential to be controlled throughout the process[122], viz: 
- The chemical compatibility of different soluble salts in a mixed solution to 
avoid precipitation and sedimentation; and 
- The determination of the freezing point of a solution system. 
The elimination of ice crystals from freezing powders is a crucial process, which can 
only be achieved via sublimation to ensure the chemical and physical stability of 
freeze dried powders. A low temperature and low pressure drying condition is 
employed during the process due to the temperature-pressure phase diagram of 
water, see Figure 2.19. The blue arrows from 1 to 4 as a sequence represent the 
freezing and sublimation of water in a freeze drying cycle when an aqueous solution 
is processed.  
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Figure 2.19 Temperature-pressure diagram of water and a typical freeze drying 
cycle[122]. 
 
Freeze drying is a versatile processing technique that produces non-agglomerated, 
porous conventional ceramic powders with high chemical homogeneity. Suspensions 
containing dispersed ceramic particles are also used as precursors for freeze drying. 
Fukasawa, et al.[124] demonstrated that the powder produced using this method 
showed less shrinkage after sintering compared to those achieved via the solution 
based route. They also reported that the pore size of the powder was controlled 
effectively and solely by the concentration of the precursor suspension[124]. Since 
there is no calcination involved in the suspension based route, this method has been 
used for producing nanopowders; a precursor nanosuspension containing nanosized 
particles is freeze dried and weak granules with low strength are subsequently 
obtained[1]. Since the nanosized particles are only connected weakly by the 
crystallised ice dendrites in the initial freezing stage, during sublimation, the water 
vapour is removed continuously at a low temperature in vacuum. Typically there is 
not enough driving force (i.e. heat) for nanoparticles to agglomerate, which retain 
their structure until being dried fully. Whilst freeze dried nanopowders possess good 
crushability due to the remaining of macroscopic pores after ice sublimation, without 
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a granulation process, they form irregular shaped clusters in broad size distributions, 
which reduces their flowability significantly. 
According to Lee and Cheng[125], the freezing rate has a significant influence on 
determining the properties of freeze dried nanopowders. They found that the 
agglomeration of nanoparticles occurred when a slow freezing rate was used and a 
critical freezing rate was identified in their research, above which, via fast freezing, 
the obtained nanopowders were redispersable in water, whilst severe flocculation of 
nanoparticles was experienced with no nanophase obtained via a slow freezing [125]. 
They also suggested that the size distributions of nanopowders could be varied by 
employing different freezing rates in the freeze drying stage [125].  
For the processing of nanoceramic granules, neither spray drying nor freeze drying 
alone is ideal for producing nanopowders with both good flow and crush properties. 
The spray dried nanopowders have good flowability, due to the production of 
spherical granules in a suitable size distribution, but they are too hard to be crushed 
completely under conventional pressing pressures. In contrast, freeze dried 
nanopowders are ‘soft’ due to the weak, porous granule structure, but they suf fer 
from poor flowability due to the forming of irregular shaped clusters in random size 
fractions. As a combination of spray drying and freeze drying, spray freeze drying is 
introduced for producing nanoceramic granules, which retain good flow and crush 
properties for the subsequent die pressing process[1][8].  
2.3.4 Spray freeze drying 
Spray freeze drying (SFD) as a powder processing technique has been employed in 
the food and pharmaceutical industries for decades[126]. The merit of this technique 
for the processing of ceramic powders is that granulation achieved via atomisation 
provides spherical, fine droplets with controlled size distribution, which are frozen 
immediately and freeze dried in the subsequent stage to retain their physical and 
chemical textures. A schematic diagram of this process used to produce ceramic 
granules is given in Figure 2.20. By using spray freeze drying, weak ceramic 
granules are produced without losing their good flowability; the shape of the 
atomised fine droplets remains spherical via the fast freezing in liquid nitrogen. In the 
subsequent drying stage, there is no thermal treatment to induce agglomeration, 
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which gives no shrinkage to the frozen granules and ensures their shape, density 
uniformity and chemical homogeneity[127][128].  
 
Figure 2.20 Spray freeze drying ceramic suspensions via an ultrasonication 
method[1][8].  
 
At Loughborough University, nano3YSZ granules have been produced by using this 
technique; this process has also been used by many other researchers for producing 
soft ceramic granules consisting of submicron[128][129] and nanosized particles[84][130]. 
However, the granules produced were not always reported to be satisfactory for dry 
forming. Adolfsson and Shen[128] reported that some sintered components formed 
from SFD granules demonstrated low density and/or poor strength; the former was 
formed by granules with inhomogeneous structure and a large number of internal 
defects, whilst the latter was due to the use of granules with high densities, which 
were difficult to crush completely during pressing. Vincent, et al.[130] observed poor 
flowability from spray freeze granulated nanopowders; this was mainly due to the 
less spherical granules produced and their uncontrolled size distribution. The 
research conducted at Loughborough University solved these issues; the SFD 
granules within a size fraction of 125 to 250 µm were used for dry forming and they 
displayed excellent flow and crush properties[1][8]. Homogeneous, flaw free compacts 
with high green densities (up to ~55% of theoretical) were die pressed using these 
125 to 250 µm granules[9][94]. 
The spray freeze drying process performed at Loughborough University contains two 
steps, suspension preparation and granule formation. Since the former suspension 
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concentration process has been introduced in section 2.3.1.3, the focus here will be 
on the granule formation step.  
2.3.4.1 Granule formation 
For the granulation of nano3YSZ powders via spray freeze drying, the effect of the 
solids content of the nanosuspension, as well as the use of an additive , has been 
investigated at Loughborough University[8][9]. Raghupathy and Binner[8] studied the 
properties of the SFD granules obtained from the as-received (5.5 vol%) and the 
concentrated (14.3 vol%) nanosuspensions. Extremely porous granules were 
produced using the diluted nanosuspension, which retained good crushability and 
formed high density, homogeneous green compacts after pressing. The flowability of 
these granules was significantly lower than those produced using the concentrated 
suspension[8]. The Carr index and Hausner ratio were measured to assess the 
flowability of ceramic powders during die filling; a lower value for these indices 
indicating better flowability. In their research, the Carr index of the porous granules 
was measured as ~4 times greater, whilst the Hausner ratio was ~40% higher than 
the granules produced using the 14.3 vol% suspension[8]. This was mainly due to the 
forming of rough granule surface caused by the low solids volume fraction during 
granulation, which also affected the fill and tap densities of the granules produced; 
these values were measured to be significantly lower than the granules obtained 
using the concentrated suspension, see Table 2.2[8]. The low granule density is 
undesirable for dry pressing since it necessarily requires a large volume of powder 
for producing a compact of a given mass; in some cases, it may also suppress the 
maximum green density that can be achieved[82]. 
Table 2.2 Properties of the SFD granules and green compacts produced using 
different solids content nanosuspensions, reported by Raghupathy and Binner[8]. 
 SFD (5.5 vol%) SFD (14.3 vol%) 
Carr index 36.11 9.09 
Hausner ratio 1.56 1.1 
Fill density / kg m-3, x 103 0.23 0.65 
Tap density / kg m-3, x 103 0.36 0.715 
Green density at 380MPa 
pressure (%theoretical) 
55.3 54.9 
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The SFD granules produced in this research demonstrated good crushability when 
pressed at 380 MPa; a high green density ~54.9% was achieved whilst the nitrogen 
adsorption isotherms (BET) results confirmed a unimodal distribution of small-sized 
pores within the green compact, suggesting that only intra-agglomerate porosity was 
detected[8]. Since low pressing pressures are always preferred in the ceramic 
industry for dry forming, the research presented by Binner et al.[9] focused on 
improving the crushability of the SFD granules produced without compromising their 
good flowability. In this regard, trichlorofluoromethane (Freon 11) as an additive was 
mixed with the concentrated suspension before spray freeze drying to weaken the 
granulated nanopowders further by introducing more flaws[9]. The results 
demonstrated that with 2 vol% of Freon 11 addition, the SFD granules produced 
were crushed readily at a lower pressing pressure at 250 MPa whilst achieving a 
compact with a similar green density, ~55% of theoretical, even when the solids 
content of the concentrated suspension increased to 20 vol% (60 wt%)[9]. The 
flowability of the SFD granules obtained with the Freon addition displayed  very 
similar values compared to those produced without Freon; however, the strength of 
the former granules was lower, suggesting that they had good crushability at low 
pressure[9].  
In the previous research conducted at Loughborough University, the formation of the 
SFD granules was realised by spraying the concentrated nanosuspension (with or 
without the additive) into liquid nitrogen using a vibrating ultrasonic probe to form 
frozen granules, which were subsequently freeze dried at a low temperature under 
vacuum to sublime off the ice[8][9]; this process is shown in Figure 2.21. 
 
Figure 2.21 Granule formation in the spray freeze drying process. 
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2.3.4.2 Controlling the SFD process: issues and developments 
Recent publications have demonstrated that the granulation of nano3YSZ powders 
via the spray freeze drying technique has been successful; the powders yielded 
possessed good flow and crush properties for the subsequent die pressing [1][8][9]. 
However, a few issues associated with this technique remained under investigation, 
especially for scaling up the current laboratory scaled process to industry scale 
powder manufacturing. 
Organic contents of the nanosuspension 
Concentrated nano3YSZ suspensions were prepared using a combination of TMAH 
and TAC for the spray freeze drying process. As introduced in section 2.3.1.3, the 
electrostatic dispersant TAC was selected to disperse the nanoparticles due to its 
small molecular weight, which enabled stable suspensions being achieved with high 
solids loadings. Since the organics retained within the nanosuspension had a 
significant influence on its viscosity and the strength of the granules produced, an 
important issue was to optimise the amount of the two chemicals added during the 
concentration process. Santacruz et al.[107] demonstrated the use of 2.5 wt% TAC as 
the dispersant and ~6.7 wt% TMAH (depending on the pH of the as-received 
suspension) as the pH modifier to achieve well dispersed, concentrated nano3YSZ 
suspension with low viscosity. Based on this, Giersberg[131] studied the viscosity of 
the concentrated suspension with ~60 wt% solids content, as well as the strength of 
the SFD granules when various amounts of the organic additives were used. The 
results suggested that when the TAC was kept at 2.5 wt%, reducing the amount of 
TMAH to 4.5 wt% did not change the viscosity of the nanosuspension significantly; 
the viscosities were measured between 20 and 40 mPa s at a shear rate of 100 s-1 
[131]. Note that all the rheological data described here was generated immediately 
after exposing the nanosuspension to 23 kHz frequency ultrasound for ~30 seconds 
to break any existing agglomerates. When less TMAH was used, the pH value of the 
suspension decreased significantly, which affected the performance of TAC as the 
dispersant. The authors observed that when only 4.0 wt% TMAH was used, the 
concentration process had to stop at a solids content ~34 wt% due to the extremely 
high viscosity that resulted[131]. Therefore, for producing stable nano3YSZ 
suspensions with solids contents higher than 50 wt%, the amount of TMAH used 
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must not be lower than 4.5 wt% when 2.5 wt% TAC was used[131]. In addition, the pH 
value had to remain above 8.2 to prevent agglomeration of the nanoparticles[131].  
The effect of different TAC contents within the concentrated nanosuspensions was 
also investigated by Giersberg[131]. The results showed that the suspension with only 
1.5 wt% TAC displayed higher viscosity values, ~100 mPa s at 100 s -1 shear rate 
when 6.5 wt% TMAH was added; the pH was ~11.5[131]. Whilst the spray freeze 
drying process was possible at this viscosity level, the suspension produced was 
unstable. The viscosity recovered rapidly after ultrasonication and increased 
drastically, suggesting insufficient stabilisation due to the lack of dispersant[131]. This 
was improved when 2.0 wt% TAC was added, but the viscosity of the concentrated 
suspension was measured as higher than those prepared using 2.5 wt% TAC with 
the same amount of TMAH addition; the latter remained homogeneous at low 
viscosity, ~35 mPa s at 100 s-1 shear rate after concentration[131].  
In some recent studies[94], the amount of TMAH and TAC used for concentration was 
slightly higher than the conditions determined by Giersberg. Since the concentration 
process was conducted via thermal evaporation, the loss of organics, in particular 
the TMAH was observed. As a result, the pH value of the suspension declined during 
concentration and a common practice was to add a small amount of TMAH (typically 
less than 0.5 wt%) into the suspension when the pH was measured as being below 
9.0 to compensate for the loss. In addition, 3.0 wt% TAC, instead of 2.5 wt%, was 
normally used; the results suggested that the additional 0.5 wt% TAC provided extra 
stability to the concentrated nanosuspension, especially for those at high solids 
loadings[132]. Paul[132] reported an extremely low viscosity, i.e. less than 20 mPa s at 
a shear rate of 100 s-1, for a 58 wt% solids content nano3YSZ suspension 
concentrated using 3 wt% TAC. Whilst the nanoparticles were very well dispersed 
when more dispersants were used, the overall organic content within the 
nanosuspensions should be kept low.  
Giersberg analysed the strength data of the individual SFD granules produced using 
the suspensions with different organic (i.e. TMAH and TAC) contents. The results 
demonstrated that the granules prepared from the suspensions with more TMAH and 
TAC additions were significantly stronger, despite the solids content being the 
same[131]. A high granule strength is undesirable for die pressing since the resulting 
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granules may be difficult to crush completely at typical industrial pressing pressures 
of up to 200 MPa. Therefore, the nano3YSZ suspension was concentrated using 3 
wt% TAC as the dispersant and the total TMAH usage was controlled below ~7 wt%, 
whilst maintaining the pH value above 9.5 throughout the concentration process [9][94].  
Foaming agent 
As introduced in 2.3.4.1, Freon was used as an additive to enhance the crushability 
of the SFD granules by creating more flaws. Binner et al.[9] concluded that the 
granules produced with 2 vol% Freon displayed better crushability compared to 
those obtained using only 1 vol% Freon; the green densities of the die pressed 
compacts produced at the same pressure were measured ~1% higher using the 
former granules. However, the use of Freon in the spray freeze drying process has 
always been controversial due to its environmental impact; it causes ozone layer 
depletion. Whilst it might be tolerable to use a small amount of this chemical in the 
laboratory scale SFD process, research focusing on developing alternative, non-
hazardous foaming agents is needed, especially when these chemicals are used 
potentially in large quantities in an industrial scale SFD process.  
Spray freezing process 
In the research conducted at Loughborough University relating to the SFD process, a 
vibrating ultrasonic probe was used to perform spray freezing; the concentrated 
nanosuspensions were supplied to the ultrasonic probe manually using a 
pipette[1][8][9]. However, it was very difficult to control the feeding rate using this 
method, which resulted in granules with broad size distributions. According to Binner 
et al.[9], SFD granules with sizes between 125 and 250 µm were suitable for die 
pressing due to the compromise between flowability and crushability that they 
offered. However, the ultrasonic spraying process that was used only yielded a 
maximum of 35 wt% granules in this size range, mainly due to the lack of control 
over the spraying process[1][94]. Stuer et al.[133] demonstrated the use of an ultrasonic 
spraying device that generated spherical, nearly monosized SFD granules of ~250 
µm, yet this equipment can only process ~0.06 L h-1 suspension. Whilst a probe with 
a larger tip area could be employed, due to the small size of the transducer the 
ultrasound generated will not have sufficient intensity to spray the nanosuspension 
into desired droplet sizes, though more transducers may be employed for spraying. 
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There are industry-scale ultrasonic atomizers available that can process more than 
378 litres of liquid per hour[134]; however, the use of these devices may not be 
commercially viable for ceramic powder processing due to their high capital and 
operating costs. The use of the ultrasonic spraying process also stops the current 
ceramic powder manufacturers from using their existing processes and facilities 
completely. Therefore, an alternative approach that can produce a significantly 
higher amount of suitably sized SFD granules at controllable spraying rates is 
needed for industry scale processing of SFD powders. 
Granule size distributions 
Previous research also suggested that the SFD granules within the size distribution 
between 125 and 250 µm were suitable for die pressing due to their good flow and 
crush properties[1][9]. However, this was not conclusive and the granules produced 
within other size ranges may also have good properties that can be used for die 
pressing. One of the main objectives is to identify the suitable size range for the SFD 
granules produced and subsequently develop an improved spraying process to 
achieve a narrow granule size distribution, ideally entirely within the identified size 
fraction. In this regard, Islam et al.[135] suggested that a peristaltic pump used in 
spray drying for controlling the suspension flow rate during atomisation offered finely 
granulated powder with consistent size distributions. According to Niwa et al.[136], the 
size distributions of spray freeze dried nanopowders were controllable by employing 
a pump to control the flow rate of the suspension in an atomisation process. Hence, 
the use of an atomiser for the spray freeze drying process is worth exploring, which 
may yield granules within a narrower size distribution in a controllable manner.  
2.4 Green Forming 
Green forming is a downstream process after the preparation of ceramic slurries, in 
which process the shaping of ceramic components is realised using either dry 
forming or wet forming routes. Since wet forming is norma lly a time consuming 
process, industry generally prefers to produce simple shaped ceramic products via 
dry forming, particularly die pressing.  
2.4.1 Die pressing 
Die pressing is an industrially favoured dry forming approach for producing simple 
shaped ceramic components in a cheap and fast manner[3]. This process is suitable 
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for producing disc and tile samples with low height to diameter ratios, normally below 
0.5 due to the variations in packing density. Cold isostatic pressing (CIP)  as an 
alternative dry forming route is normally used for producing more complex shaped 
products with large height to diameter ratios[82]. Figure 2.22 demonstrates the five 
essential steps in an industrial die pressing process: preparation, fill, compression, 
ejection and recycle. 
 
Figure 2.22 Dry forming ceramic component via die pressing[3]. 
 
Referring to Figure 2.22, ceramic powders with high flowability and good crushability 
are used for die pressing in a dry environment to achieve high quality products. The 
flow behaviour of the ceramic powders is crucial since it ensures an efficient die 
filling for a fast processing and the reproducibility of the die pressed green bodies [82]. 
For conventional submicron ceramics, commercially spray dried powders are used 
with granule sizes ranging from ~50 µm up to ~400 µm[82]. Whilst the spray dried 
powders normally retain good flowability due to the near spherical granules and the 
smooth granule surfaces, some factors may affect the die filling uniformity before 
pressing. This includes the homogeneity and the particle packing density of the 
granules, the surface friction between the granules and the die wall and most 
importantly, the granule size distributions[82].  
Conventional spray dried granules with sizes coarser than 20 µm normally display 
good flow behaviour and hence are preferred during die fi lling [89]. The presence of 
finer (<20 µm) granules sometimes impedes the powder flow. Besides, they can 
easily enter the gaps between the punch and die wall and deform during pressing, 
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which increases the die wall friction[89]. The presence of extremely large granules is 
undesirable since the bridging of large granules affects both the flowability and the 
die fill density; they are normally removed by sieving[89]. For instance, a batch of 
spray dried conventional zirconia powder used for die pressing has granule sizes 
between ~30 µm and ~150 µm in a log-normal distribution; this yields ~37% die fill 
density when the granule packing density is ~55%[89]. According to Reed[89], higher 
die fill density is sometimes preferable since it reduces the amount of air trapped in 
the loosely packed powder and results in a higher green density after compaction. 
However, the use of dense granules for pressing may not be suitable in some 
applications, especially when the remaining uncrushed granules in the green bodies 
become strength limiting defects [137].  
The subsequent compression consists of three stages, rearrangement, deformation 
and fragmentation, as shown in Figure 2.23. After die filling, the large voids 
remaining between granules are reduced by rearrangement when a low compression 
force is initially applied, followed by deformation and fragmentation to fill the small 
voids with the deformed granule fragments at a high pressing pressure [82]. Due to the 
differences in granule strength, hard granules also undergo elastic deformation 
during compression, which may create crack-like flaws in a green compact when 
ejected from a die[82]. 
 
Figure 2.23 Rearrangement, deformation and fragmentation in compaction. 
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For the compaction of ceramic powders during die pressing, due to a high friction 
between the granules and the die wall, the pressure applied is not transmitted to the 
granules uniformly[82]. This causes density difference at various locations within the 
die pressed compacts. Figure 2.24 illustrates a general pressure profile within a die 
before and after deformation. It shows clearly that the maximum pressure occurs at 
the top corners near the punch when the deformation stage begins, whilst the 
powder residing at the bottom of the die suffers from the least pressure. However, 
due to the movement of bulk powder, the pressure gradient within the die changes 
during pressing. As a result, at the end of deformation, a Y-shaped region (marked 
as region 3) with low pressure and density is found near the lower centre of the die. 
Another low pressure zone is developed near the centre of the top surface below the 
punch due to friction, see Figure 2.24.  
A number of techniques have been used to study the density variations within the die 
pressed compacts. Zhao et al.[138] studied the strain and density distributions of 
compacted metal powders through direct observation; a transparent die was 
employed for uniaxial pressing. Briscoe and Sinha[139] reported using scratch 
hardness testing to determine the density profile within the compacted alumina 
samples. The use of lubricate (e.g. steric acid) during die pressing reduces the die 
wall friction to some extent by reducing the shear stress at the wall; the effect of 
lubricate becomes more significant for producing compacts with smaller thickness to 
diameter ratio[82]. 
 
Figure 2.24 Pressure distribution profile before and after the deformation stage[89].  
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The major influencing factors for achieving good compaction are the strength and 
size distributions of the ceramic granules. Whilst hard granules are easily rearranged 
when a low pressure is applied, they may be difficult to deform even at a higher 
compression force. The uncrushed granules residing in a green component leave 
large intergranular pores, which cannot be removed during sintering [137]. The 
advantage of using soft granules is that they deform easily under conventional 
pressing pressures, but if the granules are too soft, insufficient rearrangement of the 
granules will occur at low pressures, which leaves large packing flaws in the green 
compact and results in a low green density[82]. The granules that are suitable for die 
pressing should ideally have medium strength, to be strong enough for the 
rearrangement stage at a low pressure, whilst soft enough to be crushed completely 
when a higher pressure is applied for compaction[82].  
2.4.1.1 Effect of granule size distribution 
The difference in the size distribution of the ceramic granules also affects 
compaction in die pressing. Ceramic granules with narrow size distributions may 
retain similar strength; they deform and compact readily during compressing. In 
industry, spray dried conventional ceramic powders with relatively broad size 
distributions are normally used since the smaller sized granules may easily fi ll the 
intergranular voids during deformation, which gives good green density at a relatively 
low pressure[82]. However, in this process, not all granules are crushed fully. For the 
processing of fully dense nanoceramic components, nanoceramic granules have to 
be crushed completely during die pressing to yield high density, homogeneous green 
bodies before sintering.  
For nanozirconia granules produced via spray freeze drying, the previous research 
suggested that granules with sizes between 125 µm and 250 µm demonstrated good  
crushability; green bodies with high densities (~55% of theoretical) were obtained via 
die pressing at 250 MPa using these granules[9][69]. Binner et al.[69] measured the 
strength of single SFD granules in different sizes and concluded that the smaller 
granules were fractured at higher specific fracture loads compared to those with 
bigger sizes, see Figure 2.25. This suggested that the big granules were more 
crushable. However, the measurement of single granules did not replicate the 
situation of an assembly of granules packing in a die. The stress that the granules 
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suffered during pressing may not be the same as when they were measured 
individually. 
 
Figure 2.25 Strength data of single SFD granules produced from 20 vol% nano3YSZ 
suspension with and without 1 vol% Freon addition[9][69]. 
 
Walker Jr. and Reed[137] investigated the packing and fracture of ceramic granules 
during dry forming using computer simulations. A model consisting of packed solid 
spheres in multiple sizes was proposed by the authors and used for studying stress 
transmission during compaction, see Figure 2.26. The simulation results obtained 
from this model suggested that the force applied was transmitted along a network of 
pathways of contacting spheres[137]. For some spheres, they suffered from higher 
levels of stress than their neighbours, shown in thicker lines in Figure 2.26, whilst in 
some regions the spheres were shielded from the stress pathways and hence did not 
experience any stress. According to the authors[137], the stress between each pair of 
contacting spheres was determined by the sizes of both spheres, the number of 
point contacts and the locally transmitted load.  
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Figure 2.26 Model of stress transmission proposed by Walker Jr. and Reed[137]. 
 
The stress transmission model proposed by Walker Jr. and Reed was also used to 
study the fracture behaviour of single granules during compaction. Glass spheres in 
different sizes were compressed via uniaxial pressing and the stress level occurring 
between contacting spheres was calculated, see Figure 2.27[137]. Interestingly, the 
results showed that within a short chain of contacting spheres that was on a stress 
transmitting pathway, the smaller sized spheres experienced higher levels of stress 
compared to the coarser spheres, assuming all glass spheres had similar strength 
[137]. In terms of compressing ceramic granules formed in uniform compositions, this 
indicates that the smaller granules would fail before the larger ones at lower pressing 
pressures. To verify this, glass spheres were compressed at 420 MPa in a die. The 
electron microscope images obtained after pressing showed that the smaller spheres 
were broken into fragments, whilst most of the larger spheres remained intact at this 
pressure[137]. In this regard, the results demonstrated by Walker Jr. and Reed are 
contradictory to the assumption proposed by Binner et al.; the latter believed that the 
smaller granules were more difficult to crush during die pressing due to their higher 
granule strength. Note that the internal structure of the SFD granules was different to 
the solid spheres; the former was more porous. This can affect the fracture 
behaviour of these granules during die pressing. The fracture and compaction 
behaviours of the SFD nano3YSZ granules in different size fractions will be 
investigated in this project.  
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Figure 2.27 Stress levels calculated between contacting spheres in relation to their 
sizes[137]. 
 
2.4.1.2 Effect of binder and plasticiser 
Most commercially available, spray dried ceramic powders used in dry forming 
contain binders. The addition of binder improves the strength and machinability of 
green components produced; this enables the green bodies to be handled easily 
after compaction and machined into desired sizes and shapes if necessary before 
sintering[108][140]. Baklouti et al.[140] studied the mechanical properties of die pressed 
green compacts prepared using spray dried alumina powders with and without 
binders. They reported that the tensile strength of the green bodies produced with 
the binder addition was measured to be more than 5 times higher than those 
prepared without any binder[140]. Whilst the addition of binder improves the strength 
of green compacts significantly, excessive binder found in a green body leads to 
undesired brittleness, which causes chipping during green machining [141]. The 
amount of binder contained in commercial ceramic powders is typically between 0.5 
and 4 wt%, which needs to be removed completely prior to sintering [108]. The 
presence of excessive binder in a green component leaves additional undesired 
porosity after debinding; some of the pores are difficult to close during densification 
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and remain as defects in a sintered component[108]. Besides, the additional binder 
found in the ceramic granules necessarily increases their strength, which makes 
them more difficult to crush during compaction[108].  
For the processing of advanced ceramics, organic compounds are normally used as 
binders; they can be removed completely via a debinding (binder removal) process 
without leaving any residuals or introducing impurities to a sintered component. In 
general, two types of binders are used in ceramic processing; water-soluble binders, 
such as polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) and polymer emulsions, such as acrylic-based 
binders. 
Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) 
Polyvinyl alcohol is one of the most commonly used nonionic binders in ceramic 
processing. The molecular structure of fully hydrolysed PVA is shown in Figure 2.28 
(a). In the PVA structure, the carbon-carbon (‒C‒C‒) backbones provide flexibility to 
the polymer chains, whilst the hydrophilic ‒OH side groups enable PVA to be 
dissolved in an aqueous medium[89]. Fully hydrolysed PVA containing less than 2% 
of residual acetate dissolves completely in hot water[89]. The mechanism for the PVA 
used as a binder relies on the hydrogen bonding developed between the ‒OH side 
groups and the hydrolysed surfaces of dispersed particles[89]. In particular, for oxide 
particles dispersed in water the adsorption of PVA chains on the particle surfaces 
provides strong adhesion. In addition, the dipolar attraction of the ‒OH side groups 
causes intermolecular bonding of the PVA chains[89]. In a ceramic dispersion 
containing the PVA binder, this can increase the viscosity of the suspension 
dramatically. 
For most ceramic powders produced using PVA as a binder, plasticiser is also 
commonly used in addition to the PVA to reduce its glass transition temperature , Tg. 
The latter is a reversible transition found in polymers; below the Tg, all the chains are 
fixed and rigid. In this state, the elasticity of the chains dominates the viscosity and 
the polymer is hard and brittle. However, when the polymer is above its Tg, the 
chains become soft and mobile due to an increased specific volume; they deform 
easily when subjected to a load[3]. The PVA used as a binder typically has a Tg 
higher than room temperature, although this depends on its molecular weight, Mw . 
For instance, the Tg of dry, commercially used Mowiol
® 4-88 PVA binder (Mw =31,000 
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g mol-1) is 79ºC[142]. Therefore, a plasticiser is normally used when producing 
ceramic granules containing this PVA as a binder. The additional plasticiser softens 
the binder system by reducing its Tg, which makes the granules deform better during 
compaction[142]. Polyethylene glycol (PEG) is a common plasticiser and it is normally 
used with PVA to form a binder system due to their similar molecular structures, as 
shown in Figure 2.28 (b). The Tg of dry PEG is normally found in a range between ‒
67ºC and ‒27ºC depending on the molecular weight, the latter is usually chosen to 
be lower than room temperature[140]. 
 
Figure 2.28 Molecular structures of (a) fully hydrolysed polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) and 
(b) polyethylene glycol (PEG). 
 
Nies and Messing[143] investigated the properties of spray dried alumina powders 
prepared when mixtures of PVA (Mw =10,000 g mol
-1) and PEG (Mw =1,000 g mol
-1) in 
different ratios were used as binders; the total binder addition was 3 wt%. The 
results demonstrated that the additional PEG reduced the Tg of the binder systems 
effectively. For a binder system containing 20 wt% PVA and 80 wt% PEG, the Tg 
measured at 50% relative humidity was 17ºC, compared to 47ºC for the pure PVA 
measured under the same conditions[143]. According to the authors, the PEG 
molecules with shorter chains and similar molecular structure penetrate into the PVA 
network and prevent the formation of intermolecular hydrogen bonding between the 
PVA chains[143]. This increases the mobility of the PVA chains and hence reduces 
the Tg of the binder system.  
The addition of PEG also improved the crushability of the granules; the yield strength 
measured was significantly lower than for granules produced with only the PVA at 
20ºC[143]. In addition, the granule strength reduced further when increasing the PEG 
content in a binder system. Green density results obtained by the authors confirmed 
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that the additional PEG in a binder system increased the deformability of the 
granules[143]. The green density obtained at 140 MPa pressure using granules 
containing 3 wt% PVA was equivalent to the density achieved using granules 
produced with 1.8 wt% PVA and 1.2 wt% PEG[143]. However, the strength of the 
green components was reduced when more PEG was present in the binder 
system[143]. This suggested that the PVA was effective as a binder for improving the 
green strength, whilst the PEG contributes towards increasing the green density[144]. 
Water or moisture retained within ceramic powders also acts as plasticiser when 
PVA is used as a binder[145]. In fact, the PVA adsorbs moisture actively from the 
surrounding environment due to a large number of ‒OH groups in the polymer 
chains. The adsorption of moisture enhances the mobility of PVA chains, which 
reduces the Tg and improves the deformability of ceramic granules to some extent. 
However, when these granules are stored or handled in a humid environment, the 
moisture adsorbed severely reduces their flowability for die pressing. Therefore, 
when ceramic granules containing water-soluble binders are used for die pressing, 
they need to be stored and processed in a dry environment. 
When PVA is used for producing spray dried ceramic granules, binder segregation is 
normally found[142]. During spray drying, water-soluble PVA chains migrate to the 
surface of the semi-dried droplets, along with the evaporation of water. As a result, 
dense, PVA-rich shells are formed at the granule surfaces, which are difficult to 
crush during compaction[146]. Since the concentration of PVA on the surface of spray 
dried granules is different to that at the centre, when these granules are compacted 
and moisture is used as a plasticiser, the mechanical properties of the green 
compacts pressed at different pressures may vary[140]. Baklouti et al.[146] studied the 
Young’s modulus of green compacts produced using spray dried alumina powders 
containing 3 wt% PVA at different pressing pressures. They concluded that an initial 
threshold pressure was needed to crush the binder layers; beyond this pressure the 
Young’s modulus of the green samples  produced at different pressures remained the 
same[146]. This suggested that despite the organic-rich shells being formed around 
the granules, the binders residing inside the granules contributed mainly to the 
Young’s modulus when the binder layers were crushed and primary particles were 
compacted[146]. 
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Acrylic-based binders 
Acrylic-based binders are commonly used to improve the strength and toughness of 
dry pressed green compacts[147]. Both water-soluble (e.g. polyacrylic acid, PAA) and 
emulsion-based (e.g. DuramaxTM) polyacrylic binders are commercially available. 
Unlike the PVA binder, some of the polyacrylic binders are much less sensitive to 
moisture[108]; this enables the ceramic granules produced to be used for die pressing, 
even in a humid environment. In fact, the properties of most acrylic-based binders 
can be customised since the polymers are synthesised from monomers with different 
functional groups, such as methylacrylate, methylmethacrylate and styrene[144]. The 
binding mechanism for acrylic binders is different from PVA binders. For instance, 
when PAA is used as an anionic dispersant it also serves as a binder when 
introduced into a ceramic suspension in a slightly higher quantity[148]. According to 
Tanaka et al.[148], the adsorption of ionised PAA molecules on the charged particle 
surfaces provides a strong binding effect. Wu and McAnany[149] reported that a 
strong interaction was found between carboxylic groups on the acrylic binder and the 
particle surfaces. In addition, as a result of the strong interactions between the 
carboxylic groups, intermolecular hydrogen bonding between the polymer chains 
was developed. The ceramic-polymer and polymer-polymer interactions found in the 
acrylic binders were much greater than the hydrogen bonding developed in PVA and 
PEG-based binders, suggesting that the use of acrylic binder was more suitable for 
producing green bodies with high strength[149]. 
One of the major advantages for using acrylic-based binders in dry forming is to 
achieve significantly improved green strength after compaction compared with PVA 
and PEG binders, as listed in Table 2.3[149]. Chip resistance after green machining 
was also enhanced when acrylic binder was used, as shown in Figure 2.29[149]. 
Table 2.3 Green strength results of die pressed spray dried alumina powders 
containing different binders[149]. 
Binder Green strength / MPa 
PVA (Airvol® 205) 0.7 
PEG (Mw =200 g mol
-1) 0.4 
Acrylic-based binder (DuramaxTM B-1031) 6.5 
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Figure 2.29 Chip resistance of die pressed spray dried alumina powders containing 
5 wt% PVA, PEG and acrylic-based binders after green machining[149]. 
 
Despite the excellent green strength reported, the authors also observed that by 
increasing the water content within the green compacts to 4 wt%, the green strength 
reduced dramatically to ~0.5 MPa[149]. This is sometimes desirable since a low green 
strength is preferred for some green machining processes, such as drilling and 
lathing[149]. The water is removed after machining by heat treatment to retrieve a high 
green strength. In addition, the presence of water weakens the polymer-polymer 
interactions and acts as a plasticiser in some acrylic binders, which improves the 
deformability of ceramic granules during compaction[149]. In fact, ceramic granules 
produced using acrylic-based binders may not be difficult to deform during 
compaction. According to Tanaka et al.[148], the yield strength of spray dried alumina 
granules produced using PAA binder was significantly lower than when using PVA 
binder. Whilst the PAA granules were expected to have higher strength due to the 
better binding effect of the polymer, the granules obtained using the PVA binder was 
inhomogeneous. Dense shells rich in PVA were formed at the surface of the spray 
dried granules; this increased the strength of individual granules significantly[148]. 
However, the PAA granules were homogeneous with no sign of binder segregation; 
this resulted in lower granule strength and better deformability for die pressing [148]. 
The glass transition temperature of acrylic binders is normally determined by their 
chemical compositions and the degree of polymerisation. Common plasticisers (e.g. 
PEG and water) are used to reduce their Tg if necessary
[149]. In some cases, 
aqueous polyacrylic emulsions containing dispersed polymer particles between 0.05 
and 0.5 µm in size are preferred. Especially when preparing ceramic suspensions 
with high solids loadings, the use of emulsions effectively introduces binders into the 
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suspension without increasing its viscosity[150]. However, it should be noted that the 
undissolved polymer particles may form agglomerates in a ceramic suspension, 
which need to be removed by screening before the granulation step[108]. 
2.4.2 Common pressing defects 
Since the pressed green compacts undergo elastic compression during die pressing, 
when the pressure applied is released, the recovery of stored elastic energy causes 
expansion. Hence, the ejection process of die pressed compacts is critical for 
producing flaw-free green bodies. Whilst a small amount of strain recovery is 
desirable to separate a compact from the punches, an excessive amount of spring 
back can result in flaws in the green bodies[82]. The ejection of green compacts is 
also restrained by the friction between a compact and the surrounding die wall, 
where lubricant is used for reducing the pressure required for ejection[82]. Typical 
pressing defects are delamination, end capping, ring capping and vertical cracks, as 
shown in Figure 2.30. These defects originate from the density gradient in a green 
compact, the strain recovery caused by ejection and excessive friction between a 
compact and the die wall[82]. 
 
Figure 2.30 Common pressing defects of die pressed ceramic compacts[82]. 
 
2.4.3 Die pressing of nanopowders 
In the processing of nanoceramic components, since nanosized particles intrinsically 
do not flow, they are rarely directly used for die pressing without granulation[1]. 
Compared with conventional, submicron particles, ultrafine nanoparticles possess 
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large surface areas with high free energy, which agglomerate naturally into 
aggregates by minimising the surface energy whilst retaining undesired inter- and 
intra-agglomerate pores[151]. Figure 2.31 shows an aggregate formed by the 
agglomeration of nanoparticles.  
 
Figure 2.31 Aggregate with inter- and intra-agglomerate pores formed by the 
agglomeration of nanoparticles[151]. 
When ultrafine nanoparticles are used for die pressing, according to Belyakov[152], for 
nanoparticles of less than 10 nm in size, the number of atoms residing on the particle 
surface is comparable to the atoms contained in its bulk. This gives extremely low 
bonding strength and high chemical activity to the nanoparticle, allowing it to react 
with the environment, and leads to low green densities after die pressing.  
2.5 Characterisation of Ceramic Granules 
Standard characterisation methods including density, flowability and crushability 
measurements have been employed to assess the quality of the nanozirconia 
granules formed during the present work. To determine the processing properties of 
these granules, it is also essential to study their internal structures. 
2.5.1 Fill and tap density measurements 
Density measurement is an easy and quick method to assess the quality and 
reproducibility of ceramic granules. Fill density, also known as apparent density, 
refers to the density of free-flowing ceramic powders without any mechanical 
disturbance, whilst tap density is measured after tapping the poured powders at a 
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given amplitude and frequency. The standard testing method for measuring the fill 
and tap densities is described in ASTM B212-09. In industry, the fill density 
evaluates the die fill efficiency of the ceramic granules, which is measured by 
discharging the granules into a measuring cylinder through a calibrated orifice; the 
mass of the discharged granules is measured via a microbalance to determine the fill 
density. For conventional spray dried ceramic powders, a typical fill density is in the 
range of 25-35% of the theoretical density of a material[89]. Figure 2.32 demonstrates 
the instrumentation of this standard testing method. For the tap density, it is of 
interest since it reflects the packing condition of settled ceramic granules in a die 
shoe before compaction. 
 
Figure 2.32 Instrumentation of ceramic granules discharging through a calibrated 
orifice, referring to ASTM B212-09. 
 
The variation of granule density can affect the green density of die pressed 
compacts. When high density ceramic granules are used for die pressing, the green 
compacts produced may have a high green density, but one that is normally lower 
than the density of an individual granule due to the retention of large intergranular 
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pores[82]. This suggests that dense granules are not necessarily crushable. 
Nevertheless, high compact density is also achieved by compacting granules with 
low density due to the elimination of large intergranular pores through the 
deformation of granules; the granules used must possess good crushability for die 
pressing[82]. For spray drying, one method used to control the density of ceramic 
granules is to alter the solids content of the suspension used for granulation.  
2.5.2 Flowability measurements 
The flowability measures the ability of an amount of granular material to fall or flow 
under its own weight[153]. The standard testing method is to discharge a specific 
amount of powder through the orifice of a calibrated flow funnel wi th specific 
dimensions. The orifice size is 2.5 mm for a Hall flowmeter (British Standard BS EN 
ISO 4490:2008) and 5.0 mm for a Carney funnel (ASTM B964-09). The instrument 
used for the flowability test is the same as used for measuring the fi ll density, as 
shown in Figure 2.32. In terms of die filling, the flowability of ceramic powders is 
controlled by a number of factors, mainly the stress that the powder is subjected to, 
but also the die wall friction and the air permeability when the powder is filling a die 
shoe[153]. The motion of flowing powder in a discharging flow funnel is described in 
three patterns: mass flow, core flow and internal flow, illustrated in Figure 2.33. 
 
Figure 2.33 Flow patterns of granular materials discharging through a flow funnel[154].  
 
For the mass flow, all granules move down evenly when they are discharged from a 
flow funnel, i.e. the first granule loaded into the funnel is the first to be discharged. 
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Mass flow is only found in a narrow hopper[154]. When a flow funnel has a large half-
angle, the flow of granules is confined into a narrowed vertical channel surrounded 
by stagnant granules, which are stationary until all the granules in the core are totally 
discharged; this flow pattern is known as core flow[154]. The internal flow happens 
when a shallow si lo is used for discharging powders, with the flowing core much 
narrower than the width of the funnel[154]. Due to the large half-angle of the funnel, in 
the internal flow, granules from the top cascade down to the core to flow first before 
the granules at the bottom, which are the first loaded into the hopper but the last to 
be discharged[154]. For ceramic granules, the flow pattern is determined by several 
factors, including the friction between granules and the funnel wall, the half-angle of 
the funnel and, most importantly, the stress field of granules deposited in a funnel[154].  
A core flow is obtained initially if granules are densely packed during die filling, 
subsequently the remaining granules may be discharged in mass flow[153]. 
Beverloo law 
The Beverloo law is commonly used to predict the flow rate of granular materials 
when they are discharged through a calibrated flow funnel with a certain orifice. The 
equation is expressed as: 
𝑊 = 𝐶𝜌𝑏√𝑔(𝐷0 − 𝑘𝑑𝑝)
5/2   (𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 2.1) 
where W is the mass flow rate of the granules discharged, ρb is the apparent density, 
g is the acceleration of gravity, D0 is the diameter of the discharging orifice and dp is 
the average diameter of the granules. C and k are empirically determined 
coefficients depending on the properties of the hopper and the discharged materials, 
where C is in a range of 0.55~0.65 and k is normally between 1 and 2[155]. 
Hausner ratio 
The Hausner ratio is another approach to assess the flowablity of ceramic granules, 
which is the ratio of the tap density over the fill density[153]. The equation is 
expressed as: 
𝐻𝑎𝑢𝑠𝑛𝑒𝑟 𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 =  
𝑇𝑎𝑝 𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑟 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑠
𝑃𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑙 𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑙𝑠
   (𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 2.2) 
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The Hausner ratio reveals the packing conditions of ceramic granules in a die shoe. 
A high Hausner ratio indicates poor flowability due to the large difference between 
the tap and the fill density; the granules are not well packed after die filling without 
tapping or vibrating[153]. Variables controlling the Hausner ratio are the density and 
size distributions of the granules, as well as the wall friction of the die[154]. 
2.5.3 Crushability measurements 
For the processing of advanced ceramic components via die pressing, it is essential 
to obtain flaw free green bodies prior to sintering, hence the granules used for 
compaction need to be crushed completely under conventional pressing pressures. 
In a sintered component, the strength limiting defects include any uncrushed 
granules and large intergranular pores remaining due to the poor compaction of 
ceramic powders[137]. The crushability of ceramic granules may be characterised by 
measuring the strength of single granules, as well as the green density and porosity 
of the die pressed compacts.  
Granule strength measurement 
The yield strength of single granules has been measured to assess the deformability 
of ceramic powders[148]. In this approach, a load is applied to a single granule 
situated between a set of parallel plates until it yields. The stress used to fracture a 
granule is determined by the cross-sectional area of the granule and the load applied 
at the yield point, shown in Figure 2.34. 
 
Figure 2.34 Illustration of granule strength measurement. 
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Whilst the granule strength measurement is very useful to measure the specific 
fracture load for individual granules and to study their fracture deformation, it is not 
an ideal method for determining the crushing behaviour of an assembly of granules 
during die compaction. As introduced in section 2.4.1.1, the load applied during die 
pressing is only transmitted through certain pathways due to the random packing of 
different sized granules. In addition, friction between the granules, as well as 
between the granules and the die walls, affect the stress distributions in a filled 
die[156].  
Analysis of green components 
As an indirect approach, the density of green compacts produced via die pressing at 
various pressures is sometime used to assess the crushability of granules. In 
general, green components with high densities suggest good compaction of ceramic 
powders. However, due to the variation in granule density, as discussed in section 
2.5.1, high green density does not necessarily indicate that all the granules are 
crushed completely. For nanoceramic granules prepared via the spray freeze drying 
technique, previous research suggested that good crushability was achieved when 
the density of green compacts exceeded 54-55% of theoretical with no obvious 
uncrushed granules found in the green bodies[8]. This was used as a guideline for the 
present research. However, the limitation for the green density measurement is that 
it only provides a rough idea about the overall crushing conditions instead of picking 
up any individual uncrushed granules at a given pressure. In this regard, f racture 
surface analysis is used as a direct approach to determine the crushability of 
ceramic granules at different pressing pressures. The analysis is conducted by 
breaking a green component after compaction and the fractured cross-section is 
analysed using an optical or an electron microscope to detect any remaining 
uncrushed fragments[142]. Further analysis on characterising the granule crushability 
may be conducted by measuring the inter- and intra-granular porosity of the green 
compacts using a mercury porosimetry or a nitrogen adsorption isotherms (BET) 
instrument to obtain more quantitative data[8]. However, it should be noted that these 
techniques may not be suitable for detecting defects that are located in the centre of 
a green body. Mercury, in particular, may not be able to penetrate through a dense 
and compacted layer of primary particles to reach any uncrushed granules at the 
centre of the body.  
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2.5.4 Granule structure analysis 
Investigating the internal structure of granulated ceramic powders used for die 
pressing is of interest since it determines the crushability of the loose granules[85]. 
Visual observation is a direct and possibly the best way to analyse the defect 
distribution and the structure of a ceramic granule. It involves examining the internal 
structure using a scanning electron microscope (SEM), but requires avoiding the 
introduction of any unwanted, artificial damage[85].  
Structure of spray dried granules 
The internal structure of spray dried submicron alumina granules was investigated by 
Hoehn et al.[85]. Focused ion beam (FIB) sputtering was used to reveal the internal 
structure of the granules mounted in epoxy resin, which were fragile and 45–63 µm 
in size. The FIB sputtering process used is shown in Figure 2.35[85]. The half-cut 
granules obtained after ion milling showed either a hollow or a dense internal 
structure, depending on the solids content and viscosity of the starting suspensions 
used for granulation[85]. The authors also demonstrated that binder segregation and 
migration occurred from the core to the surface of granules during spray drying. This 
affected the processing-related properties of these granules since the dense, binder-
rich shells formed could impair their crushability during die pressing[85]. In similar 
research conducted by Eckhard and Nebelung[157], they found that the yield strength 
of hollow granules was significantly higher than granules with an homogenous 
internal structure. This confirmed that the spray dried granules with inhomogeneous 
binder distributions may be difficult to compact during conventional die pressing.  
 
Figure 2.35 FIB sputtering for exposing the internal structure of spray dried alumina 
granules[85]. 
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Structure of freeze dried granules 
Compared with spray dried ceramic powders, freeze dried or spray freeze dried 
granules display a different internal structure. Hindmarsh et al.[158] investigated the 
microstructure of spray freeze dried granules by employing a cryo-SEM to observe 
the real-time freezing and drying process, as shown in Figure 2.36. By applying 
different freezing rates to the sample droplets, they observed the formation of ice 
dendrites in different scales. Smaller, fine ice crystals formed when rapid freezing at 
a large degree of supercooling was used, whilst larger ice crystals formed when a 
droplet was frozen at a slow freezing rate. This suggested that more sub-cooling 
resulted in lower nucleation temperature, which induced a higher nucleation rate, 
whilst significant growth of ice dendrites and recalescence occurred in a slow-
freezing process[158]. The authors also obtained freeze dried samples with an open 
cell internal structure via the sublimation of ice dendrites at a specific temperature 
and drying rate[158]; this method can be used to study the microstructure of spray 
freeze dried nano3YSZ granules in the present research. Qian and Zhang [159] 
reviewed previous achievements on controlling the freezing and freeze drying 
process for producing porous nanostructured materials. Previous research showed 
that a much finer internal microstructure was obtained via freezing an aqueous 
chitosan sample in liquid nitrogen, compared to freezing it by contact with dry ice 
with a consequential much lower cooling rate. The latter led to a coarse internal 
structure due to the forming of large ice dendrites at a slow freezing rate[159].  
 
Figure 2.36 Cryo-SEM image of a fracture surface of a 20 wt% sucrose solution 
droplet, reported by Hindmarsh et al.[158]. A and B show the scales of ice crystals 
formed in regions with different cooling rates. C was the tip of a suspending wire. 
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2.6 Sintering 
Sintering is a process that uses thermal energy to convert a green body into a 
densified ceramic component. In general, there are two main types of sintering 
processes for advanced ceramics, solid state sintering and liquid phase sintering. In 
solid date sintering, a powder compact is densified in the solid state through the 
entire process, whilst for liquid phase sintering a viscous liquid is present at the 
sintering temperature[160]. For the processing of conventional ceramic components, 
liquid phase sintering is normally used since it offers a better control over the 
microstructure of sintered components by enhancing rearrangement of solid particles 
and matter transport through the liquid phase[82][160]. In addition, the use of liquid 
phase sintering reduces processing cost by lowering the sintering temperature [160]. 
Sintering aids, such as metal oxides and silicates are commonly used as additives 
for liquid phase sintering due to their lower melting points than the matrix material; 
they become viscous liquid at the sintering temperature. In some cases, the liquid 
phase formed on the grain boundaries offers desirable properties to a component[160].  
For instance, bismuth oxide (Bi2O3) and other oxides are used as additives for the 
processing of ZnO varistors via liquid phase sintering[82]; the bismuth-rich phase 
retained displays high resistivity. However, the using of sintering aids can introduce 
unwanted impurities to a sintered component; for advanced ceramic components, 
this may not be desirable. In addition, the presence of a glassy phase can impair the 
mechanical properties of a sintered component significantly[160]; the liquid phase 
retained on the grain boundaries is normally weaker than the matrix material. 
Therefore, solid state sintering is normally used for the processing of high 
performance advanced ceramics. This will be reviewed here since it is directly 
relevant to the sintering of nanozirconia ceramics. 
Solid state sintering 
In solid state sintering, pores between the starting particles are removed by diffusion 
of atoms, accompanied by shrinkage of a component[3]. A typical solid state sintering 
cycle consists of three stages, initial, intermediate and final, shown in Figure 2.37. 
The initial stage involves the formation of necks by diffusion at the contact points of 
adjacent particles[3]; this contributes to ~2-3% of compact shrinkage at most[160]. 
Slight rearrangement or rotation of the particles is also observed at this stage, 
leading to an increase in the number of points of contact[3]. Further sintering leads to 
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considerable densification as the density increases rapidly[160]. In the intermediate 
stage, the size of the necks formed between the particles grows and the total 
porosity decreases; this leads to significant shrinkage of a component[3]. Grains also 
start to form at this stage and the grain boundaries start to move; this accommodates 
the formation of an interconnected network of grains, along with a continuous pore 
network[82]. Further shrinkage relies on material transport into the pores and, 
eventually, the pores become isolated. The final stage involves the removal of the 
isolated pores by vacancy diffusion along grain boundaries, which is aided by grain 
boundary movement[3]. However, this is normally accompanied by grain growth. 
Uncontrolled grain growth is undesirable since it can lead to the coalescence of 
neighbouring pores and separate them from the grain boundaries; this reduces the 
chance for the pores to be eliminated with further heating[3][82].  
 
Figure 2.37 Densification curve of a sample showing the three stages in solid state 
sintering[160]. 
 
For the processing of advanced ceramic components via solid state sintering, the 
goal is to achieve fully dense sintered components with a fine grain structure. The 
final density of a sintered component is determined by several factors, including the 
composition and particle size of the starting powder, particle packing in the green 
body, the heating rate, the dwell time, the sintering temperature and the 
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atmosphere[82]. A high sintered density is normally achieved when a high density 
green body with homogenously packed particles is used[82]. 
Driving force for sintering 
Sintering is an irreversible process accompanied by a reduction in the free energy of 
a powder compact[82]. For solid state sintering, the driving force is the difference in 
free energy between the surfaces of packed particles and the points of contact 
between them[3]. This leads to a reduction in total interfacial energy during sintering 
by the elimination of internal surface area of a powder compact through densification 
and coarsening[82]. For a powder compact, the free energy is γA, where γ is the 
interfacial energy (J/m2), whilst A is the specific surface area of the compact[160]. In 
the sintering process, the reduction of the total energy is expressed as Δ(γA), see 
Equation 2.3, in which densification leads to the change in interfacial energy Δγ and 
coarsening causes the change in interfacial area ΔA[160]. 
∆(𝛾𝐴) = ∆𝛾𝐴 + 𝛾∆𝐴   (𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 2.3) 
For solid state sintering, Δγ is related to the elimination of pores via densification, in 
which process solid/vapour interfaces are replaced by solid/solid interfaces. In terms 
of surface area, ΔA is associated with coarsening caused by grain growth. Figure 
2.38 illustrates the two basic phenomena occurred during sintering. 
 
Figure 2.38 Illustration diagrams of densification and coarsening during sintering [160]. 
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2.6.1 Sintering of zirconia ceramics 
Since zirconia ceramics are of interest in this project, the sintering approaches 
introduced here focus on various solid state sintering routes that have been used to 
sinter both conventional zirconia and nanozirconia components. 
Single-stage sintering 
Single-stage sintering is a simple and direct approach commonly used to densify 
conventional ceramic components. A conventional furnace with radiant heating is 
normally used. A typical single-stage sintering cycle consists of three steps, heating, 
dwelling and cooling. The heating and cooling are normally conducted at constant 
ramp rates to avoid thermal shock, whilst maximum densification is achieved during 
dwelling at the sintering temperature. For submicron zirconia, Paul[132] demonstrated 
that die pressed compacts obtained using a commercial spray dried Tosoh 3YSB-C 
powder were sintered to full density at 1500ºC for 10 hours. The mean grain sizes of 
these dense compacts were measured ~520 nm, though the crystallite size of 3YSZ 
in the starting powder was only ~37 nm[132]. For nanostructured 3YSZ with a primary 
particle size of ~16 nm, Binner et al.[28] demonstrated that the green samples 
prepared via slip casting were sintered to full density at 1150ºC for 8 hours; however, 
the average grain sizes resulted were greater than 160 nm. This suggests that the 
using of single-stage sintering leads to uncontrolled grain growth and is not a 
suitable approach for producing nanostructured ceramics. According to Binner et 
al.[28], with radiant heating, coarsening started with the closing of the porosity during 
sintering; a sharp increase in grain size occurred when the density exceeded ~90‒ 
95% of full density. To tackle this problem, a two-stage sintering process has been 
employed, allowing continuous densification to occur during sintering whilst reducing 
grain growth[28]. 
Two-stage sintering 
A two-stage sintering method developed by Chen and Wang[161] demonstrated that 
nanocrystalline ceramics were sintered to full density without final-stage grain growth. 
Their results showed that fully dense cubic Y2O3 was achieved whilst retaining an 
average grain size of ~60 nm[161]. The suppression of grain growth was realised by 
exploiting the difference in kinetics between grain boundary diffusion and grain 
boundary migration[161]. The authors proposed that higher activation energy was 
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needed for grain boundaries to move during sintering, compared to grain boundary 
diffusion[161]. In this regard, in the final stage of sintering, it is feasible to achieve 
densification without grain growth when grain boundary diffusion is achieved whilst 
grain boundary migration is inhibited by lowering the sintering temperature [161].  
In a typical two-stage sintering cycle, a green sample is first heated to a higher 
temperature T1, which is subsequently cooled down and held at a lower temperature 
T2 unti l it reaches full density. In this process, the grain boundary network is pinned 
by triple-point junctions which require higher activation energy for migration than 
grain boundaries[132]. At the lower temperature, T2, the motion of the triple-point 
junctions is inhibited; this impedes the movement of grain boundaries[162]. As a result,  
the particle network is ‘frozen’ during the second sintering stage [28]; this suppresses 
grain growth. However, densification is continued via grain boundary diffusion since 
it requires less energy. According to Chen and Wang[161], the intermediate density 
achieved during the first sintering stage should not be less than 75% of theoretical to 
allow a sample being sintered fully via the two-stage sintering. The pores remained 
at the end of T1 were thermodynamically unstable against shrinkage, which were 
filled during the second stage of sintering via grain boundary diffusion[161].  
The authors also proposed the existence of a ‘kinetic window’ associated with the 
second sintering stage; it shows a temperature span corresponding to specific grain 
sizes, Figure 2.39[161]. The kinetic window appears narrower when reducing the grain 
sizes since the driving force for grain growth is decreased, whilst higher activation 
energy is required when the grains are coarser. Thus the kinetic window is wider for 
larger grains[161]. The kinetic window consists of an upper boundary and a lower 
boundary. At high temperatures, grain growth occurs above the upper boundary, 
whilst full density cannot be achieved during the second sintering stage if the 
temperature is below the lower boundary due to the suppression of grain boundary 
diffusion[161]. Hence, for different materials, specific T1 and T2 temperatures need to 
be determined to achieve desired nanostructure using the two-stage sintering. The 
addition of dopants also affects the kinetic window. According to the authors, cubic 
Y2O3 system doped with niobium shifted the kinetic window to a higher temperature, 
whilst magnesium doping exhibited a counter effect, shown in Figure 2.39[161]. 
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Figure 2.39 Kinetic window for the second sintering stage of cubic Y2O3 with and 
without dopants, proposed by Chen and Wang[161]. 
 
For nanostructured 3YSZ, Binner et al.[28] demonstrated that green components 
formed via slip casting were sintered to densities >99% of theoretical whilst retaining 
average grain sizes less than 100 nm using the two-stage sintering. This allows the 
sintered components to have superior resistance against hydrothermal ageing. For 
the sintering profi les used by the authors, T1 was 1150ºC whilst T2 was varied 
between 1000ºC and 1050ºC [28]. Unlike the research demonstrated by Chen and 
Wang, Binner et al.[28] observed a significant increase in average grain size when the 
sintered densities were measured higher than 97% of theoretical, suggesting that the 
microstructure did not ‘freeze’ during the second stage of sintering. In this regard, 
they proposed that the mechanism for the two-stage sintering may be similar to that 
of the conventional single-stage sintering, instead the densification curve shifted 
towards higher densities, since the density at the end of the T1 stage was effectively 
a green density that was much higher than would be the case for normal ceramic 
sintering[28]. 
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Microwave-conventional hybrid sintering 
In recent research presented by Binner et al.[28], nanostructured 3YSZ ceramics were 
sintered to densities >99.5% of theoretical whilst achieving average grain sizes of 
~64 nm using a microwave-conventional hybrid sintering technique. Sintering was 
performed using a hybrid furnace, which could be operated in either pure radiant or a 
combined radiant and microwave heating mode; the microwave frequency was 2.45 
GHz and the output power was 600 W[28]. In this work, in addition to the conventional 
two-stage sintering performed by radiant heating, the samples were subjected to 
microwave heating throughout the sintering process. The main advantage was that 
the samples were heated at a much higher heating rate, 20ºC min-1, compared to the 
7ºC min-1 used during conventional radiant heating[28]. Fast heating was preferred in 
the first sintering stage since the bulk of the grain growth was observed during this 
stage[28]. In addition, a homogenous grain structure was achieved inside the sintered 
components using the hybrid sintering approach. When pure radiant heating was 
used, the heat was transmitted from the surface of a sample to the inside, whi lst 
microwave heating offered the opposite effect, shown in Figure 2.40. The 
combination of radiant and microwave sintering enabled uniform heating to a sample 
during sintering, which also shortened the dwelling time required at T2 by up to 
90%[69].   
 
Figure 2.40 Illustration diagrams of heat distributions in different sintering modes. 
In the current project, the two-stage sintering method was employed to investigate 
the sintering performance of dry-formed nano3YSZ compacts.  
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3 MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
3.1 Materials 
A 3 mol% yttria stabilised zirconia (3YSZ) nanosuspension with ~25 wt% solids 
content consisting of well dispersed nanoparticles of ~16 nm diameter was used as 
the main precursor material. It was provided by MEL Chemicals (Swindon, 
Manchester, UK). Tetramethyl ammonium hydroxide (TMAH) supplied by Aldrich 
Chemicals (Dorset, UK) was used as a pH modifier in the initial experiments. 
Triammonium citrate (TAC) from Fisher Scientific (Loughborough, UK) was used 
initially as an electrostatic surface dispersant. In addition, β -alanine supplied by 
Aldrich Chemicals was also used to disperse the 3YSZ nanoparticles during 
concentration. Fluorotrichloromethane (Freon 11), methanol, hexane, 
dichloromethane and 3-methyl-2-butanone (referred as ketone), were all used as 
different additives and were supplied by Fisher Scientific. Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) 
granules in a molecular weight of 31,000 g mol-1 (Mowiol® 4-88) was used as a 
binder in the spray freeze dried (SFD) granules and it was dissolved in deionised 
water at 50ºC to form a 20 wt% solution, whilst polyethylene glycol (PEG) in a 
molecular weight of 200 g mol-1 was used as a plasticiser. Ethylene glycol (EG) was 
used to reduce the viscosity of concentrated suspensions before adding the PVA 
solution and the PEG. Both PVA, PEG and EG were supplied by Aldrich Chemicals. 
With respect to other chemicals, liquid nitrogen from BOC (Guildford, UK) was used 
as a cryogenic medium in spray freeze drying and acetone supplied by Fisher 
Scientific was used for cleaning. 
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3.2 Flowchart of Experiment Methods 
 
 
3.3 Characterisation of Nanozirconia Suspension 
3.3.1 Determination of the solids content 
The solids content of the nanosuspension is the weight percentage of 3YSZ 
nanoparticles that it contains. It was calculated by Equation 3.1: 
𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑𝑠 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡 (%) =  
𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑𝑠 𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒𝑡𝑒 𝑑𝑟𝑦𝑖𝑛𝑔
𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑜𝑓 𝑖𝑛𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑢𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛
× 100 (𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 3.1) 
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To measure the solids content, ~1 g samples of nanosuspension were weighed 
before being heat treated from room temperature to 700ºC at 20ºC min-1 heating rate. 
It was subsequently held at 700ºC for 2 hours to allow the residual organics to be 
removed completely before cooling down to room temperature in a dessicator to 
avoid moisture adsorption. The remaining solids after heat treatment were weighed 
for the calculation. 
3.3.2 Zeta potential measurement 
The electrokinetic behaviour of the as-received nanosuspension with/without surface 
dispersants was studied using an AcoustoSizer II (Colloidal Dynamics, Ponte Vedra 
Beach, USA), by which the zeta potential was measured automatically over a range 
of pH values from 2 to 13. 1 mol l-1 hydrochloric acid and/or 1 mol l-1 sodium 
hydroxide solution were dosed to the diluted nanosuspension with ~5 wt% solids 
loading in small quantities to achieve the desired pH values. An equilibration time of 
180 seconds was given after changing the pH to allow a thorough mixing , before the 
zeta potential measurement. 
3.3.3 Particle size distribution measurement 
The particle size distributions of the as-received and the concentrated 
nanosuspensions using different dispersants were measured using a Mastersizer 
2000 (Malvern Instruments Ltd., Malvern, UK). Before each measurement, the 
nanosuspension was subjected to ultrasound treatment for ~1 minute using a 
Soniprep 150-MSE ultrasonic disintegrator (MSE scientific instruments, Manchester, 
UK), which operated at 12 µm amplitude and 23 kHz frequency. The analysis was 
performed based on the Mie scattering theory to ensure that all particle sizes were 
covered. 
3.3.4 Viscosity measurement 
The rheological behaviour of the as-received and the concentrated nanosuspensions 
with/without different additives (e.g. dispersants, binders) were determined using an 
Anton Paar RheolabQC viscometer (Anton Paar GmbH, Graz, Austria). The 
measurement was conducted using a concentric cylinder and the sample size was 
~25 ml. A range of shear rates from 0.001 to 1000 s-1 were applied to generate the 
rheological data at room temperature.  
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3.4 Concentration of Nanozirconia Suspensions 
The as-received nano3YSZ suspension was concentrated to higher solids content 
using either a thermal evaporation route or a rotary evaporation route. The 
concentrated nanosuspensions were used in the subsequent spray freeze drying 
process to produce granules with good flow and crush properties. 
3.4.1 Thermal evaporation route 
A patented technique (refer to section 2.3.1.2) was initially employed to concentrate 
the as-received precursor nanosuspension from ~25 wt% to up to 60 wt% solids 
content. In this process, the pH value was initially modified from ~3.0 to above 11.0 
by adding TMAH to the as-received suspension, followed by adding an amount of 
the dispersant TAC equivalent to 3 wt% of the solids content. The amount of TMAH 
was controlled to be less than 7 wt% of the solids content. A heated water bath at 
58ºC was used for concentrating with continuous mechanical stirring to avoid 
agglomeration. The pH of the nanosuspension was regularly checked to ensure it 
remained above ~9.0, whilst multistage ultrasonic treatments were applied at regular 
intervals (about every 30 min) using the ultrasonicator to avoid agglomeration of the 
nanoparticles. Additional small amounts of TMAH (less than 1 wt% of the solids 
content in total) were added when the pH was observed to have dropped below 9.0. 
The viscosity increased drastically when the pH was below 9.0 due to agglomeration 
formed in the suspension and the spray freezing process was difficult to perform 
using a suspension in this condition. A concentrated 3YSZ nanosuspension with a 
solids content up to 60 wt% but retaining a low viscosity of ~20 mPa s was produced 
using this method. 
The thermal evaporation route was also used to concentrate the nanosuspension 
with β-alanine as a dispersant. An amount of the β-alanine powder ranging from 3 to 
6 wt% of the solids content was mixed thoroughly with the as-received 
nanosuspension via mechanical stirring. The mixture was then heated gently at 58ºC 
using a water bath, with continuous mechanical stirring to avoid agglomeration. 
Since the addition of β-alanine did not change the pH of the nanosuspension 
significantly, the concentration process was performed in the acidic region entirely. 
The concentrated suspension produced with solids content up to 60 wt% had a final 
pH ~4.5, whilst its viscosity and the particle size were found to be similar to those 
concentrated using the combination of TMAH and TAC. 
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3.4.2 Rotary evaporation route 
A rotary evaporation process as an alternative method was employed to concentrate 
the as-received nano3YSZ suspension using β-alanine as a dispersant. Similar to 
the thermal evaporation route, the mixture containing both the as-received 
suspension and 4 to 6 wt% of the dispersant β-alanine was prepared via mechanical 
stirring. The mixture was subsequently transferred into a B-290 Rotavapor (BUCHI 
Labortechnik AG, Flawil, Switzerland) for concentrating. A water bath was used for 
heating up the mixture to ~40ºC and the pressure inside the Rotavapor was ~40 torr; 
the latter was maintained using a vacuum pump. Compared to the thermal method, 
the viscosity and the particle size distribution of the concentrated nanosuspensions 
prepared via the rotary evaporation route were as good as those produced via the 
former method, whilst the latter approach was much faster. This will be discussed in 
detail in section 4.1. 
The surface tension of concentrated nanosuspensions using different dispersants 
was measured using a Contact Angle OCA instrument (DataPhysics, Filderstadt, 
Germany). The measurement was conducted via a pendant drop method [163]. The 
concentrated suspension was dispensed through a dosing needle with an outer 
diameter of ~2.1 mm, which formed a pendant drop at the tip of the needle , Figure 
3.1. A photo of the pendant was captured right before it fell from the needle using a 
CCD camera featuring 6x optical zoom and 4.5x magnification. The diameter of the 
pendant was measured based on the number of pixels calculated on the photo and 
the known size of the dosing needle was used as a reference. The surface tension 
was calculated based on Equation 3.2[164], which was built in the measuring software 
of the instrument. 
𝛾 =
∆𝜌𝑔𝐷2
𝐻
    (𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 3.2) 
where γ is the surface tension, Δρ represents the difference in density between the 
drop and the surrounding environment, g is the gravitational constant, D is the 
diameter of the pendant drop and H is a factor, dependent on the shape of the 
pendant drop. 
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Figure 3.1 Illustration diagram of a pendant drop for measuring the surface tension 
of concentrated nanosuspensions[164]. 
3.5 Granulation via Spray Freeze Drying 
The concentrated nanosuspensions were subsequently granulated to form suitably 
sized nano3YSZ granules using the spray freeze drying technique, which consists of 
two steps, spray freezing and freeze drying. 
3.5.1 Spray freezing 
In spray freezing, the concentrated nanosuspension was sprayed into fine droplets, 
which were subsequently frozen in a tank of liquid nitrogen to retain their shape and 
chemical stability. Before spray freezing, a small amount of additive (0.5 to 2  vol%, 
dependent on which chemicals were used, Table 3.1) was mixed thoroughly with the 
concentrated nanosuspension in a sealed container for ~15 minutes. In some cases, 
additional small amounts of PVA aqueous solution and/or PEG (~1-3 wt% of the 
solids content) were added and well mixed with the concentrated suspension before 
spray freezing. The formation of fine droplets was achieved using either an 
ultrasonication or an atomisation process. Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3 show the setup 
of the equipment for both of these routes. In the former method, a vibrating ultrasonic 
probe from the ultrasonic disintegrator mentioned above was used; the probe had a 
flat tip surface of 9.5 mm diameter and operating at a fixed frequency of 23 kHz. The 
size distributions of the resulting granules were varied by changing the amplitudes 
applied, as well as the feed rate of the nanosuspensions; see detailed conditions in 
Table 3.2. The latter was controlled by using either a Masterflex C/L peristaltic pump 
(Cole-Parmer, London, UK) or a pressure bottle, as shown in Figure 3.2 (a) and (b), 
respectively. For the atomisation route, a twin-fluid atomizer (BUCHI Labortechnik 
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AG, Flawil, Switzzerland) was employed to spray the nanosuspension at various flow 
rates by varying the flow rates of the compressed air used for spraying; this was 
measured using an air rotameter, Table 3.3. The compressed air was supplied by a 
VT150 air compressor (Bambi Air Compressors Ltd., Birmingham, UK). A schematic 
diagram of this atomisation process is shown in Figure 3.3. 
Table 3.1 List of experiments and additives used to produce SFD granules. 
Additive Dispersant Amount / vol% Spraying method 
 
Freon 
3 wt% TAC 2 Ultrasonication 
2 Twin-fluid atomisation 
4 wt% β-alanine 2 Twin-fluid atomisation 
Methanol 3 wt% TAC 2 Twin-fluid atomisation 
Ethanol 3 wt% TAC 2 Twin-fluid atomisation 
Acetone 3 wt% TAC 2 Twin-fluid atomisation 
Hexane 3 wt% TAC 2 Twin-fluid atomisation 
Dichloromethane 3 wt% TAC 2 Twin-fluid atomisation 
 
 
3-methyl-2-butanone 
3 wt% TAC 2 Twin-fluid atomisation 
3 wt% TAC 0.5 Twin-fluid atomisation 
4 wt% β-alanine 2 Twin-fluid atomisation 
4 wt% β-alanine 0.5 Twin-fluid atomisation 
 
Table 3.2 List of experimental conditions used during spray freezing via the 
ultrasonication process. 
Suspension dispensing 
method 
Ultrasound amplitude / 
µm 
Suspension flow rate / l h-1 
 
 
 
Peristaltic pump 
 
 
12 
0.14 
0.35 
0.59 
0.85 
7  
0.35 12 
16 
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Pressure bottle 
 
 
12 
0.15 
0.30 
0.46 
1.80 
 
Table 3.3 List of experimental conditions used during spray freezing via the twin-fluid 
atomisation process. 
Spraying method Air flow rate / l h-1 
 
 
Twin-fluid atomisation 
3.2 
3.8 
4.1 
5.0 
5.5 
 
 
 
Figure 3.2 (a) Ultrasonication spray freeze granulation using a peristaltic pump. (b) 
Ultrasonication spray freeze granulation using a pressure bottle. 
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Figure 3.3 Spray freeze granulation using a twin-fluid atomizer. 
 
The spray freezing was also conducted using both a PR 50 and a PR 250 (both from 
BETE Spray Nozzles, Lewes, UK) internal mixing twin-fluid atomizers with larger 
orifices. The intention was to explore the possibility of scaling up the spray freezing 
process. Both the spraying air and the suspension were supplied under pressure; 
see conditions in Table 3.4. The setup of equipment for this process is shown in 
Figure 3.4. 
Table 3.4 Spraying conditions used for internal mixing nozzles PR 50 and PR 250. 
Spraying nozzle Spray angle / º Suspension pressure 
/ MPa 
Air pressure / MPa 
 
 
 
PR 50 
 
 
 
13 
 
 
0.2 
0.1 
0.14 
0.17 
0.21 
0.3 0.17 
0.21 
 
PR 250 
 
17 
0.1 0.5 
0.2 0.5 
0.05 0.3 
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Figure 3.4 Spray freeze granulation using either a PR 50 or a PR 250 internal mixing 
twin-fluid atomizer. 
3.5.2 Freeze drying 
After the spray freezing step, frozen granules were collected from the liquid nitrogen 
and subsequently underwent freeze drying using a VirTis Benchtop BTK-2K Freeze 
Drier (SP Scientific, Stone Ridge, NY, USA). The drying time applied was dependent 
on the sample size. For less than 200 g of frozen granules, the drying time was 
normally under 48 hours, whilst it could take a few days for drying of a large amount 
of powder; this was due to the limited capacity of the freeze drier employed. A 
refrigerated condenser from the freeze drier was used to retain the low working 
temperature at –62ºC and the vacuum was maintained at ~50 mtorr (~7 Pa) using a 
Leybold D4B oil sealed rotary vane vacuum pump (Leybold vacuum GmbH, Cologne, 
Germany).  
3.5.3 Sieving 
A set of calibrated sieves with different mesh sizes, viz. 45 µm, 125 µm, 150 µm, 200 
µm, 250 µm, 300 µm, 350 µm and 400 µm were used to separate the spray freeze 
dried granules into different size fractions. The properties of the granules in each 
size fraction were characterised in the following experiments.  
3.6 Characterisation of Spray Freeze Dried Granules 
The properties of the spray freeze dried nano3YSZ granules obtained via different 
processing conditions were assessed in terms of their shape, density and 
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microstructure, as well as their flow and crush properties which are crucial to the 
subsequent dry forming process. An industry standard spray-dried submicron 3YSZ 
powder, TZ-3YSB (Tosoh Corporation, Yamaguchi, Japan) was used as a 
benchmark and its properties were also measured for comparison. 
3.6.1 Granule morphology and internal microstructure 
A Leo 1530VP high resolution field emission gun scanning electron microscope 
(FEGSEM, Leo Elektronenskopie GmbH, Oberkochen, Germany) was used to study 
the shape and internal structure of the spray freeze dried granules. Microstructural 
images at a range of magnifications were obtained using this instrument. Whilst low 
magnification images were sufficient for measuring the shape of the granules, high 
magnification imaging was used for the internal structure observation to reveal more 
details with a high resolution. The imaging was realised by secondary electrons from 
the top surfaces of the samples, which were generated by an incident electron beam, 
typically with 5 kV accelerating voltage within a working distance of ~15 mm. Since 
the nano3YSZ granules are intrinsically electrical insulating, a thin layer of Au/Pd 
coating was sputtered onto the sample via an EMITECH SC7640 Au/Pd sputter 
coater (Quorum Technologies Ltd., East Grinstead, UK) to provide conduction paths 
for releasing the excessive surface charges generated during imaging. The 
sputtering time for Au/Pd coating was 60 seconds for all powder samples.  
3.6.2 Flowability measurements 
The flowability of the spray freeze dried granules in different size fractions was 
measured using aluminium flow funnels with discharge orifices of 2.5 mm (a Hall 
flowmeter), 5.0 mm and 7.5 mm. The design of the flow funnels was based on the 
British Standard, BS EN ISO 4490:2008. For each test, 50.000±0.020 g granules 
were weighed by a microbalance after 1 hour of oven drying at ~55ºC and cooled 
down to room temperature in the dessicator, which were subsequently poured into a 
flow funnel. The time for all the granules travelling through the orifice was  recorded 
by a stopwatch with an accuracy of ±0.01 second. The flowability in mass and 
volume flow rates was calculated by Equations 3.3 and 3.4: 
𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 =
𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑔ℎ 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑒
𝑇ℎ𝑒 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑑 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑠
  (𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 3.3) 
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𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 =
𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑠  𝑝𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑛𝑔  𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑔ℎ  𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑜𝑟𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑒
𝑇ℎ𝑒 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑑 𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑒 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑠
  (𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 3.4) 
For each sample, the flowability was measured five times under the same conditions 
to minimise the experimental error.  
The angle of repose (AoR) is another approach for assessing the flowability of free-
flowing ceramic powders that is commonly used in the ceramic industry. For each 
measurement, ~50 g of granules were poured into the Hall flowmeter with the orifice 
diameter of 2.5 mm. The powders then discharged freely onto a platform placed 
horizontally underneath the flow funnel and formed a pile, as shown in Figure 3.5. 
The angle of repose was calculated using Equation 3.5, based on the dimensions of 
the pile measured. 
 
Figure 3.5 Measuring the angle of repose of free flowing ceramic granules. 
𝐴𝑜𝑅 = 𝑡𝑎𝑛−1 (
2𝐻
𝐷 − 𝐷0
) (𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 3.5) 
where D0 is the orifice of the flow funnel used. 
3.6.3 Fill and tap density measurements 
The fill and tap density of the spray freeze dried granules were measured to assess 
their fill performance in die pressing. The calibrated Hall flowmeter with the orifice of 
2.5 mm was used to allow the granules to flow freely into a measuring cylinder, 
which had a calibrated accuracy of 0.2 ml. The design of this testing method was 
based on ASTM B212-09. The fill density was calculated by measuring the mass and 
volume of the discharged granules within the measuring cylinder, whilst the tap 
density was measured after the fill density by tapping the measuring cylinder for at 
least 200 times to allow the granules to settle. The volume of the granules occupied 
in the measuring cylinder after tapping was measured to calculate the tap density. 
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Equations 3.6 and 3.7 were used to calculate the fill and tap density of the granules. 
For each sample, the fill and tap density were measured five times under the same 
conditions to minimise the experimental error.  
𝐹𝑖𝑙𝑙 𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 =
𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑐𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟
𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑠
  (𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 3.6) 
𝑇𝑎𝑝 𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 =
𝑀𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑖𝑛 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑐𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟
𝑀𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑠 𝑎𝑓𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑡𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑔
  (𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 3.7) 
3.6.4 Granule strength measurements 
The strength of individual granules were tested using a manual granulate strength 
testing system (etewe GmbH, Karlsruhe, Germany) located at the Fraunhofer Institut 
fuer Keramische Technologien und Systeme (IKTS) in Dresden, Germany. This 
involved the crushing of individual granules, which were placed on a platform. During 
the test, the platform moved towards the tip surface of a micrometer  at a controlled 
speed of 10 µm s-1. The fracture was recorded by video and the granule size was 
measured. A total of 200 granules with sizes between 50 µm and 250 µm were 
measured individually in each batch of powder. The force used to crush the granule 
and the displacements of the platform were used to calculate the granule fracture 
strength. Schematic diagram of the instrument used for granule strength testing is 
shown in Figure 3.6. 
 
Figure 3.6 Schematic diagram of the granule strength testing instrument[157]. 
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3.6.5 Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) 
The weight loss from the SFD granules produced using different dispersants, 
additives and binders was measured over a temperature range from 25ºC to 700ºC 
using a TGA instrument (TA Instrument, New Castle, USA) at a heating rate of 10ºC 
per minute. 
3.6.6 Nitrogen adsorption isotherms 
A Tristar 3000 gas adsorption analyser (Micromeritics Instrument Corporation, 
Norcross, GA, USA) was employed to measure the BET surface area of the SFD 
powders. This data was used to estimate the size of the primary nano3YSZ particles 
that formed the SFD granules. Powders prepared using different additives and 
binders were heated at 55ºC in the drying oven for 2 hours to remove any residual 
moisture and cooled down to room temperature in the dessicator. During the testing, 
the sample was evacuated to a pressure less than 20 µmHg and a liquid nitrogen 
bath was used to cool the sample down to 77 K to perform the measurement. High 
purity nitrogen gas (>99.99% pure) supplied by BOC (Guildford, UK) was dosed into 
the sample tube as an adsorbate. The measurement was conducted via measuring 
the adsorption and desorption of nitrogen over a range of pressure ratios, p/po from 
0.05 to 0.99 at a constant adsorption temperature . The ratio p/po was expressed as 
the ratio of the relative pressure, p over the saturation vapour pressure, po. For each 
measuring point, equilibration was reached when the pressure change was less than 
0.01% of the average pressure for 10 seconds. The accuracy of this Tristar 3000 
instrument was 0.5% of full scale and it had a resolution within 0.05 mmHg. The 
average size of the primary particles derived from the BET surface area was 
calculated using Equation 3.8:  
𝐷 =
6
(𝑆𝑠𝑝 ∙ 𝜌)
  (𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 3.8) 
where D  is the average particle size, Ssp is the specific surface area per unit mass of 
the powder and ρ is the theoretical density of 3YSZ, 6.05 g/cm3. 
3.6.7 Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) 
A Fourier-transform infrared spectroscope (FTIR 8400S, Shimadzu, Maryland, USA) 
was used to investigate the dispersion mechanism when β-alanine was used as the 
dispersant for concentrating the nano3YSZ suspension. About 5 mg of the SFD 
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granules prepared with and without the β-alanine was mixed and ground with ~200 
mg potassium bromide (Fisher Scientific, Loughborough, UK) using a pestle and a 
mortar. The mixture was pressed into a thin disc at a pressure of ~500 MPa for the 
subsequent characterisation. For the FTIR analysis, a background scan was 
performed initially to subtract away the effect of the surrounding environment (i.e. the 
presence of carbon dioxide or other gas molecules) on a sample spectrum, whilst a 
total of 60 scans were performed on each sample disc and the spectra generated 
over the wavenumber range of 4000 to 600 cm-1 were integrated for the analysis. 
The infrared spectra obtained were used to identify the presence of different 
chemical structures inside the samples. This was realised by identifying the 
characteristic peaks; each peak corresponded to a specific type of chemical 
structure and the wavenumber at which a peak appeared was used to compare with 
literature values. 
3.7 Green Forming 
A hydraulic press (Beckman Instruments, Fullerton, USA) was used to study the 
compaction performance of the SFD granules by forming die pressed pellets at a 
range of pressures from 150 to 250 MPa. A hardened steel die with a diameter of 10 
mm was used for pressing. For each green pellet, ~0.6 g of granules was used and a 
consolidation time of 60 s was given at the pressing pressure before ejection. Steric 
acid dissolved in acetone was used as a lubricant in die pressing to reduce the die 
wall friction during pressing.  
For samples prepared for the sintering trials, the pellets were pressed initially at 100 
MPa using the hydraulic press. The pellets were then placed in a vacuum sealed 
latex bag and immersed in the pressure chamber of a cold isostatic press (Stansted 
Fluid Power Ltd., Harlow, UK). The pressure applied for isopressing was 200 MPa 
and the consolidation time at this pressure was 60 seconds.  
3.7.1 Green density measurement 
The geometrical data of the green pellets obtained after pressing was measured to  
determine their green density. A vernier calliper with an accuracy of ±0.01 mm was 
used to measure the diameter and thickness of the cylindrical samples, whilst the 
mass of each sample was measured to 0.0001 g using a microbalance. For each 
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batch of SFD granules, five pellets were pressed under the same conditions and the 
green density was calibrated individually, determined by Equation 3.9.  
%𝑇ℎ𝑒𝑜𝑟𝑒𝑡𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 =
𝑚
𝜋
4 × 𝐷
2 × 𝑡
𝜌
× 100%  (𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 3.9) 
where m is the mass, D is the diameter and t is the thickness of each pellet. ρ is the 
theoretical density of 3YSZ, which was taken as 6,050 kg m-3.  
3.7.2 Fracture surface analysis 
The crushability of the SFD granules under different pressing pressures was 
analysed via looking for the presence of uncrushed granules on the fractured cross-
sectional surfaces of the green pellets. The Leo 1530VP FEGSEM was used for 
analysing the fracture surfaces at a range of magnifications, which were subjected to 
~60 s Au/Pd coating to avoid surface charging. 
3.8 Green Strength Measurement 
The diametrical compression strength of the die pressed green pellets was 
measured using a Lloyd LR50K universal testing instrument (Lloyd Instruments, 
Bognor Regis, UK). For each test, a green sample was placed between two 
horizontally arranged metal plates and a diametral compression test was performed 
at a 0.5 mm min-1 loading rate; see Figure 3.7. The test stopped automatically when 
the green sample fractured and the maximum load applied at the fracture point was 
recorded and used for calculating the compression strength using Equation 3.10. A 
minimum of 7 green pellets for the benchmark and each batch of the SFD powders 
were measured. 
𝜎 =
2𝐹𝑚𝑎𝑥
𝜋𝐷𝑒
  (𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 3.10) 
where σ  is the green strength, Fmax is the maximum load applied at fracture, D  and e 
are the diameter and the thickness of the green sample, respectively. 
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Figure 3.7 Schematic diagram showing the diametral compression test. 
3.9 Green Machining 
The machinability of the die pressed green samples prepared using the benchmark 
powder and the SFD granules with different binders was examined by 3 conventional 
machining methods, i.e. milling, lathing (i.e. turning on a lathe) and drilling.  
3.9.1 Milling 
Milling was performed by using a rotary cutter to remove material from green 
samples. A Bridgeport vertical mill (Hardinge Inc, Elmira, USA) was employed, whilst 
a high speed steel rotary cutter was used for milling at a turning speed of 872 rpm, 
as shown in Figure 3.8. The feed rate of the green sample was controlled at 40 mm 
min-1. A step was created in each of the green samples during milling to evaluate 
their green machinability. 
 
Figure 3.8 Schematic diagram of the milling process. 
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3.9.2 Lathing and drilling 
Lathing and drilling were performed using a Model 1024 turning lathe (Smart & 
Brown, Buxton, UK). For each machining test, a green sample was gripped in a 
faceplate; the latter was mounted on a spindle , as shown in Figure 3.9. The turning 
speed of the spindle and hence the green sample, was 872 rpm and the feed rate of 
the lathing/drilling tool was 50 mm min-1.  
       
Figure 3.9 Lathing (left) and drilling (right) of a green compact. 
 
3.10 Sintering 
Conventional two-stage sintering was investigated for the purpose of achieving full 
density nano3YSZ components with small grain sizes. For the benchmark Tosoh 
samples, a single stage sintering at 1500ºC for 2 hours at a 5ºC min-1 heating and 
cooling rate was applied, according to the processing specification provided by the 
manufacturer.  
3.10.1 Removing of organic additives (debinding) 
Since organic additives (i.e. dispersants and binders) were introduced during the 
processing of the SFD granules, those retained within the green samples were 
removed completely prior to sintering. The debinding cycle was determined based on 
the results obtained from the TGA analysis of the SFD granules. In practice, the 
green samples were heated at a ramp rate of 0.5ºC min-1 to 100ºC, 200ºC, 300ºC 
and 400ºC; at each temperature a holding time of 30 minutes was applied. After the 
400ºC hold the compacts were heated to 700ºC using the same heating rate and 
held for 2 hours before cooling down to the room temperature using a 0.5ºC min-1 
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cooling rate. After debinding, the samples were inspected for any visible cracks or 
defects and their green densities were measured using the same method as 
described in the section 3.7.1. 
3.10.2 Two-stage sintering 
After removing the organic additives, the nano3YSZ green samples were sintered in 
a high temperature box furnace (RHF 1600, Carbolite Ltd., Hope Valley, UK) using 
different two-stage sintering profiles, as listed in Table 3.5. 
Table 3.5 Two-stage sintering conditions used in this project. 
Code T1 / ºC T2 / ºC Dwelling time / 
hour 
Heating rate /  
ºC/min 
1340-1250-3hrs-5ºC min-1 1340 1250 3 5 
1340-1200-3hrs-5ºC min-1 1340 1200 3 5 
1300-1200-3hrs-5ºC min-1 1300 1200 3 5 
1300-1150-3hrs-5ºC min-1 1300 1150 3 5 
1250-1150-3hrs-5ºC min-1 1250 1150 3 5 
1250-1150-5hrs-5ºC min-1 1250 1150 5 5 
1250-1100-3hrs-5ºC min-1 1250 1100 3 5 
1200-1100-3hrs-5ºC min-1 1200 1100 3 5 
 
3.10.3 Measurement of sintered density 
The sintered density of both the benchmark conventional 3YSZ and the nano3YSZ 
samples was determined using the Archimedes approach. A density measurement 
instrument (Sartorius AG, Goettingen, Germany) was employed and deionised water 
was used as a medium. The sintered density was calculated using the Equation 3.11. 
𝜌 =
𝑀𝑠
𝑀𝑠 − 𝑀𝑙
× 𝜌𝑙   (𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 3.11) 
where Ms is the mass of a sample measured in air, Ml is the mass measured in 
deionised water and ρl is the density of deionised water, estimated between 998 and 
999 kg m-3 at the time of measurement. 
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3.10.4 Grain size measurement 
For measuring the grain size, the sintered samples were mounted in epoxy resin and 
polished using a Tegramin-25 polishing machine (Struers Ltd., Ballerup, Denmark). 
A set of coarse polishing discs with grit sizes of 220, 600 and 1200  were used, 
followed by fine polishing using MD-Plan and MD-Dac discs, supplied by Sturers Ltd. 
The polished surfaces were cleaned using deionised water after each step when 
changing to a finer polishing disc. When all the polishing steps were completed, the 
polished samples were cleaned sequentially in deionised water, acetone and ethanol 
for two minutes each using the ultrasound. 
Since polishing removed all surface features from a sintered sample, thermal etching 
was performed after polishing to enhance the contrast between the grains and the 
grain boundaries, hence allowing a better observation of the grain structures using 
the high resolution FEGSEM. The polished samples were removed from the epoxy 
resin and subsequently heat treated using a 10ºC min-1 heating rate to the second 
stage sintering temperature (T2) and kept for 6 minutes before cooling down to the 
room temperature.  
The high resolution FEGSEM was employed for analyse of the grain structures. 
Images at high magnifications were taken using an InLens camera. Before the 
FEGSEM analysis, the polished samples were coated using the Au/Pd sputter coater 
for 30 seconds to avoid charging.  
The grain size of the sintered samples was measured using the linear intercept 
method defined by the ASTM E 112-12. For calculating the mean grain size, a 
number of straight lines were randomly drawn on a micrograph and the number of 
grains on each line was counted. Equation 3.12 was used to calculate the mean 
grain size. 
𝐷 =
𝐿 × 𝐴1
𝑀 × 𝑁
  (𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 3.12) 
where D is the mean grain size, L is the length of each line drawn on the micrograph, 
A1, equal to 1.56, is a shape correction factor used to convert the two dimensional 
grain images into three dimensional shapes, M represents the magnification of the 
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micrograph and N is the number of grains counted on each line. A minimum number 
of 300 grains were measured on each micrograph for calculating the mean grain size.  
3.11 Measurement of Mechanical Properties 
The mechanical properties of the sintered benchmark and nano3YSZ samples were 
measured with respect of their hardness and indentation toughness. 
3.11.1 Vickers hardness 
The Vickers hardness of the sintered samples was measured using a Nexus 4300 
Series Vickers hardness tester (Innovatest Europe BV, Maastricht, The Netherlands).  
A pyramid-shaped diamond indenter with face angles of 136º was used to apply an 
indent on the polished surfaces of the sintered samples; a 1 kg load was applied for 
15 seconds for each indent. After removing the load, the lengths of the diagonals of 
the indentation were measured and the Vickers hardness value was calculated using 
Equation 3.13. 
𝐻𝑉 = 0.0018544 ×
𝑃
𝑑2
  (𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 3.13) 
where P is the force applied and d is the average length of the diagonals of the 
indentation measured.  
3.11.2 Indentation toughness 
The indentation toughness of the sintered samples was determined using the same 
hardness tester as used for measuring the Vickers hardness. The load applied was 
10 kg for measuring the indentation toughness and the dwell time was 15 seconds.  
After creating the indent, the lengths of the diagonals of the indentation, as well as 
the lengths of the cracks generated were measured. The indentation toughness was 
calculated using Equation 3.14. 
𝐾𝐼𝑐 = 0.016(
𝐸
𝐻
)0.5
𝑃
𝐶 1.5
  (𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 3.14) 
where E is the Young’s modulus of 3YSZ, 210 GPa, H is the Vickers hardness 
measured in the previous experiment, P  is the load applied and C  is the average 
length of the crack.  
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4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
4.1 Concentration of 3YSZ nanosuspension Using β-alanine 
The use of TMAH and TAC for concentrating the nano3YSZ suspension has been 
discussed previously in section 2.3.1.3. An alternative dispersant, β-alanine was 
used to replace the existing TMAH and TAC dispersants for concentrating 3YSZ 
nanosuspensions. The use of the β-alanine as a dispersant would be extremely 
attractive to an industrial scale process since the cost of this chemical is much lower 
than the TMAH and TAC. The electrokinetic behaviour, viscosity and particle size 
distribution of the resulting suspensions were studied.  
4.1.1 Electrokinetic behaviour 
Unlike the electrostatic dispersant TAC used in the earlier research, the addition of 
β-alanine did not change the IEP of the nanosuspension, even when 6 wt% additions 
were used; see Figure 4.1. A similar effect was observed by Hirata et al.[165] when 
0.1 wt% lysine was used to stabilise ceria nanoparticles in water. This suggests that 
the dispersion mechanism for using the β-alanine is different to the TAC; the IEP 
shifted to ~pH 4.2 when the latter was used as an electrostatic dispersant[107].  
 
Figure 4.1 Zeta potential of the as-received nano3YSZ suspension, the suspension 
with 3 wt% TAC and suspensions with 3, 4 and 6 wt% β-alanine. 
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For the as-received suspension, 3YSZ nanoparticles were dispersed in water and 
had an acidic pH below the IEP; hence the particles surface was charged positively. 
According to the dispersion mechanism introduced in section 2.3.1.2, anionic 
dispersants containing carboxylic functional groups can be used to stabilise 
suspensions in this condition. The ionised carboxylic groups (‒COO-) would have 
charged negatively and adsorbed onto the positively charged particles surface. 
However, when the β-alanine was used as a dispersant, the negatively charged 
groups that attached to the particles surface were obtained through a different 
mechanism. Figure 4.2 shows the chemical structure of a β-alanine molecule. As an 
amino acid, it contains both an amine group (‒NH2) and a carboxylic group (‒COOH). 
When dissolved in a medium at an intermediate pH, the β -alanine exists as 
zwitterions that carry no net charges. This is due to an intramolecular neutralisation 
reaction, which enables the amine groups to deprotonate the carboxylic groups: 
𝐻2𝑁(𝐶𝐻2)2𝐶𝑂𝑂𝐻 ↔ 𝐻3𝑁
+(𝐶𝐻2)2𝐶𝑂𝑂
− 
 
Figure 4.2 Molecular structure of β-alanine. 
 
The intermediate pH, also known as the isoelectric point (IEP), is determined by the 
pKa values of the functional groups. For the β-alanine, the pKa1 value for the 
carboxylic group is 3.55, whilst the pKa2 value for the amine group is 10.24
[166]. Since 
there are no other functional groups attached to the carbon backbones in the 
compound, the pH at which the β-alanine remains as zwitterions is calculated as 
approximately the average of the two pKa values, ~pH 6.90, which is very close to 
the pH of pure water. 
When the β-alanine is dissolved in an acidic environment at low pH, both the amine 
and the carboxylic groups are protonated, whilst when the pH is above the IEP of the 
β-alanine, both of these groups are deprotonated[167]; see Figure 4.3. Since the pH of 
the as-received nanosuspension was ~3, when the β-alanine was added both the 
ions (a) and some zwitterions (b) shown in Figure 4.3 were present in the system.  
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Figure 4.3 β-alanine ions obtained at different pH conditions. 
 
In theory, both of these ions can attract and attach to the positively charged particles 
surface and stabilise the nanosuspension. For the protonated (a) ions, it was 
assumed that Oδ- and Cδ+ atoms were obtained through the localisation of electrons 
in the carboxylic groups. The Oδ- would attract to the positively charged M‒OH2
+ (M 
represents Zr or Y atoms) sites on the particles surface; see Figure 4.4. The total 
positive charges present on the surface of the nanoparticles would have been 
increased if stabilisation was achieved via this mechanism. However, the results 
shown in Figure 4.1 suggested that there was no variation in the surface charge, 
since the zeta potential values measured at pH ~3‒4 were the same when different 
amounts of the β-alanine were added. A similar dispersion mechanism was 
proposed in the research presented by Hirata et al.[165]. However, no conclusive 
explanation was provided by these authors for the fact that the zeta potential of the 
ceria nanodispersion remained unaffected when lysine was used as a dispersant. 
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Figure 4.4 Illustrative diagram of the possible interaction between the 3YS Z 
nanoparticles and the protonated β-alanine ions at pH ~3. 
 
Another possible dispersion mechanism is proposed here. When the β-alanine was 
used as a dispersant, the zwitterions consisting of negatively charged carboxylic 
groups attached to the positively charged 3YSZ nanoparticles and stabilised the 
nanosuspension. The zeta potential remained unchanged with increasing β-alanine 
concentration, since there was no increase of net positive charges on the particles 
surface. The positive charges developed on the particle surfaces through hydrolysis 
were balanced out when attached by the negatively charged carboxylic groups, as 
shown in Figure 4.5. However, the loss of the positive charges was compensated by 
the protonated amine groups located at the other side of the attached zwitterions. 
Therefore, the net positive charges on the surface of the nanoparticles remained the 
same before and after adding the β-alanine, which acted as an electrosteric 
dispersant. 
 
Figure 4.5 Illustration diagram of the possible interaction between the 3YSZ 
nanoparticles and the zwitterions at pH ~3. 
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FTIR spectra shown in Figure 4.6 were analysed to verify, the second dispersion 
mechanism. They were generated from the SFD granules produced using the as-
received suspension with 3 wt% of the β-alanine. Characteristic peaks found at 1550, 
1450, 1100 and 1050 cm-1 wavenumbers were identified as the ester structure 
formed in the resultant granules; these were not detected from the FTIR spectra of 
either the pure β-alanine powder (see Appendix I) or the oven dried 3YSZ 
nanopowder without any additive . This suggests that when the β-alanine was used 
as a dispersant, the 3YSZ nanosuspension was more likely being stabilised through 
the electrosteric dispersion mechanism proposed. In similar research conducted by 
Burgard et al.[168], the formation of this ester structure was also detected when the β-
alanine was used as a surfactant for the colloidal processing of YSZ nanodispersions 
with different yttria contents. They assumed that an esterification process may have 
occurred between the carboxylic groups of the β-alanine and the hydroxyl groups 
found on the surface of the nanoparticles[168]. However, there was no other evidence 
provided by the authors to support this hypothesis. 
 
Figure 4.6 FTIR spectra of the SFD granules produced using the as-received 3YSZ 
nanosuspension with 3 wt% β-alanine. 
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The use of the β-alanine dispersant offered many benefits when concentrating the 
nanosuspension to higher solids contents. Unlike the anionic polyelectrolytes that 
contained multiple charged functional groups, the addition of the β-alanine did not 
change the IEP of the as-received nanosuspension. This allowed the concentration 
process to be conducted at acidic pH, without using additional pH modifiers, such as 
the TMAH, and hence reduced the overall organic content in the concentrated 
nanosuspensions by more than 6 wt%. In addition, the small molecular size of the β-
alanine zwitterions attached to the primary nanoparticles enabled high solids content 
nanosuspensions to be achieved with low viscosities (see the next section); this was 
extremely beneficial to the subsequent spray freeze drying process.  
4.1.2 Viscosity 
Figure 4.7 shows the viscosity data of the as-received 3YSZ nanosuspension and 
those concentrated to 55 wt% solids content using either the TMAH/TAC dispersants 
or the β-alanine via the same thermal evaporation route. Comparing measurements 
at a typical shear rate of 200 s-1, the β-alanine concentrated nanosuspension had an 
apparent viscosity of ~20 mPa s, which was only slightly above the ~15 mPa s of the 
suspensions using the TMAH/TAC dispersants. Apparent viscosities up to about 20 
mPa s were suitable for spray freeze drying using the twin-fluid atomisation method. 
When the β-alanine was used as the dispersant, the suspension was also 
concentrated using rotary evaporation. The viscosity of the resultant suspension was 
even lower than those concentrated using the thermal route to the same solids 
content, as shown in Figure 4.7; this was not achieved in the previous research (see 
section 2.3.1.3). When the same rotary evaporation process was employed to 
concentrate the nanosuspension stabilised by the TMAH/TAC, the viscosity of the 
suspension increased sharply and additional TMAH was needed to maintain the pH 
of the nanosuspension. Though the heating temperature applied was only ~40ºC, the 
vacuum accelerated the decomposition of the TMAH into ammonia gas, which 
dissolved in the water vapour and collected in the condenser; the pH of the 
condensate measured ~10. In contrast, decomposition of the β-alanine at these low 
temperatures was not observed during the concentration. The strong interaction 
between the amine groups and the carboxylic groups makes the β-alanine a very 
stable compound. The pH of the condensates collected at different concentration 
stages remained neutral and the suspension remained dispersed with low viscosity 
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throughout the process. The use of the rotary evaporation process reduced the time 
and energy required for concentration significantly. For producing ~220 ml 
concentrated nanosuspension from ~1 l of the starting material, it took at least 15 
hours when using the traditional thermal route, whilst the rotary evaporation process 
reduced the time required to less than 1 hour. This suggests that the latter method is 
more suitable to be developed further for scaling up the current laboratory scale 
concentration process. 
 
Figure 4.7 Viscosity data of the as-received 3YSZ nanosuspension and those 
concentrated to 55 wt% solids content using either the TMAH/TAC or the β-alanine. 
 
The viscosity of the concentrated nanosuspensions with different β-alanine contents 
was also investigated, as shown in Figure 4.8; the concentration was performed 
using the rotary evaporation method. Whilst low viscosity suspension at 55 wt% 
solids content was obtained using 3 wt% of the β-alanine, with an additional 1 wt% of 
the dispersant, the viscosity decreased further, suggesting that better dispersion was 
achieved. The viscosity was measured at the same values when 5 wt% of the β-
alanine was added, but increased slightly when increasing the β-alanine content 
further to 6 wt%. Since the concentrated suspensions with low viscosity and low 
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organic contents were always desirable for the subsequent processes, it was 
decided to use 4 wt% of the β-alanine as the dispersant in the current research. 
 
Figure 4.8 Viscosity data of the concentrated nanosuspensions produced using the 
rotary evaporation method in different β-alanine contents. 
 
4.1.3 Particle size distribution (PSD) 
Figure 4.9 shows the particle size distribution (PSD) profiles of the as-received 3YSZ 
nanosuspensions and those concentrated to 55 wt% solids content using the 
different methods and dispersants. In both cases, the PSDs of the nanosuspensions 
before and after concentration were almost identical, indicating no agglomeration 
occurred during the concentration process. However, there was a slight shift in the 
PSDs measured between the two concentrated suspensions. This was due to the 
differences in the PSDs among different batches of the starting materials, as 
indicated in Figure 4.9. The results also suggested that rotary evaporation with β-
alanine was a viable process for concentrating the 3YSZ nanosuspensions, which 
can be used in the future to replace the existing TMAH/TAC thermal approach. 
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The PSDs of the concentrated nanosuspensions with different β-alanine contents 
were also analysed, as shown in Figure 4.10. These suspensions were concentrated 
to 55 wt% solids content via the rotary evaporation method. There was no significant 
difference among the resultant PSDs, suggesting that they were very well dispersed 
with no agglomerates formed after concentration. 
 
Figure 4.9 Particle size distributions of the as-received 3YSZ nanosuspensions (2 
different batches) and after concentration using different dispersants. 
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Figure 4.10 Particle size distributions of the rotary evaporated, concentrated 
nanosuspensions with different β-alanine contents. 
 
4.1.4 Ageing behaviour of the concentrated nanosuspension 
One of the objectives for the current research was to develop a concentration route 
that is suitable for industry scale processing. Whilst the rotary evaporation process 
had proven to be an efficient approach and required less additives compared to the 
thermal route, another potential issue was the ageing of the concentrated 
nanosuspensions. For the 55 wt% solids content suspensions concentrated via the 
TMAH/TAC route, they remained stable for up to a week when continuous shaking 
was applied; otherwise they became gels ~1 day after the concentration and cannot 
be redispersed by mixing. This would not be acceptable in an industry scale 
manufacturing process. A single operation may produce a large batch of the 
concentrated suspension up to several tonnes and they are likely to be stored in 
barrels for future use, hence suspensions are required to have long shelf lives. When 
the β-alanine was used for concentration via the rotary evaporation process, whilst 4 
wt% of the dispersant was sufficient for producing suspensions with good properties, 
additional dispersants provided extra stabilisation to the concentrated suspensions. 
Figure 4.11 shows the viscosity values obtained at different solids contents when 
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different amount of the β-alanine was used. It is clear that when 6 wt% of the β-
alanine was used, the concentrated suspensions remained well dispersed with low 
viscosities even when the solids content reached 63 wt%. When only 3 wt% of the β-
alanine was added, the viscosity increased significantly along with the increasing in 
the solids contents. 
Since the viscosity of the concentrated suspension remained low when 6 wt% of the 
β-alanine was used as the dispersant, the ageing behaviour was studied using these 
suspensions at 55 wt% solids content. The suspensions were kept undisturbed in a 
dark and cool environment after concentration and their viscosities were measured 
once every 7 days, as shown in Figure 4.12. There was a steady increase from ~20 
mPa s immediately after concentration, but still remained below 30 mPa s even after 
35 days of ageing. The results also showed that when the ultrasonic treatment was 
applied to the aged suspension for ~30 s, the viscosity dropped back to the same 
level (~20 mPa s) as those freshly prepared. This suggests that these suspensions 
remained dispersed after 35 days of ageing and hence were expected to have long 
shelf lives; this would be very beneficial for an industrial scale manufacturing process. 
Ageing was not a major concern in this research since the suspensions were used 
immediately after the concentration process. Therefore, suspensions concentrated 
using 4 wt% of the β-alanine to 55 wt% solids content were used in the subsequent 
granulation process. 
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Figure 4.11 Viscosity data at different solids contents when 3, 4, 5 and 6 wt% of the 
β-alanine were used for concentrating the 3YSZ nanosuspension. 
 
Figure 4.12 Ageing behaviour of the 55 wt% solids content 3YSZ nanosuspension 
concentrated using 6 wt% of the β-alanine. 
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4.2 Spray Freeze Granulation (SFD) via Different Routes 
Size distributions of the resultant SFD granules obtained using different spraying 
methods are discussed in this section. Due to the timing of the work, the 
nanosuspensions used for this research were concentrated to 55 wt% solids content 
via the TMAH/TAC route. Based on the research conducted previously at 
Loughborough University (see section 2.3.4), the aim was to improve the yield of 
granules produced within the desired size fraction of 125‒250 µm. 
4.2.1 SFD via ultrasonication 
Figure 4.13 shows the effect of the feeding rate on the resultant granule size 
distributions for the ultrasonic spraying process when a peristaltic pump was 
employed to control the feeding rate; the amplitude applied was 12 µm. At a very low 
feeding rate of 0.14 l h-1, ~60 wt% of the granules were produced with sizes of less 
than 125 µm, whilst the yield of the granules in the same size range was only ~26 wt% 
when the nanosuspension was supplied at a much higher flow rate of 0.86 l h-1. 
During the spraying process, many small-sized cavities were created within the 
exposed nanosuspension through the vibration of the ultrasonic probe, which then 
collapsed and the local shockwave generated provided a strong hydrodynamic shear 
force to tear the nanosuspension into fine droplets[169]. It is worth noting that the 
ultrasonic waves were generated locally only at the tip of the probe, where the actual 
spraying process took place. When the feeding rate was low, there was a longer 
duration for the nanosuspension to stay at the probe tip; this could generate more 
cavities and hence more small-sized granules. However, when the feeding rate was 
high, there was insufficient residence time at the probe tip, resulting in the generation 
of fewer cavities before the nanosuspension fell from the probe tip; hence the 
granules generated were larger. In addition to the cavitation theory, fine droplets 
could also be formed from the breakage of the crests of liquid capillary waves 
generated via the implosion of cavities; the size of the droplets produced is 
proportional to the wavelength of the ultrasound applied[170]. In the current project, 
the ultrasound had a fixed frequency of 23 kHz; hence the wavelength was the same 
for all the experiments and so did not affect the size of the resultant granules.  
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Figure 4.13 Size distributions of the SFD granules produced at different feeding 
rates using the ultrasonication method with peristaltic pump. 
 
Results showed that the use of a feeding rate of 0.35 l h-1 yielded the most granules, 
~45 wt%, within the desired size range. However, spraying at this feeding rate but 
using different amplitudes did not affect the yields significantly, as shown in Figure 
4.14. The yield of the granules within the 125‒250 µm range was increased by ~2 wt% 
to 47 wt% when the maximum amplitude of 16 µm was applied, whilst reducing it to 7 
µm resulted in ~1% loss by weight. Since the resultant granules were separated into 
each size fraction by sieving, considering the resolution of the experiments it can be 
concluded that there was no significant effect within the 125‒250 µm size range by 
using different amplitudes. However, a clear trend showed that more granules with 
sizes above 125 µm, especially those above 250 µm, were produced by increasing 
the amplitude from 7 to 16 µm. Whilst it was expected that higher amplitudes, hence 
greater ultrasound intensities, should yield smaller droplet sizes, it was observed that 
when a high amplitude was used for spraying, the nanosuspension was shaken off 
from one side of the probe tip without being  fully atomised into fine droplets. The 
granules were thus coarser compared to those obtained using a lower amplitude. 
This can be explained by there being insufficient interface energy between the 
nanosuspension and the ultrasonic probe, i.e. a result of the poor distribution of the 
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liquid flow. Therefore if the momentum was too high the suspension was shaken off 
from the probe without being atomised. The same effect was observed by Rajan and 
Pandit[170] and they proposed that there was a range of ultrasound amplitudes that 
could be used to generate fine droplets with smaller sizes; below or above this range, 
coarse droplets were formed due to the lack of full atomisation. In this project, the 
lowest amplitude applied was 7 µm. Below this the ultrasound intensity was 
insufficient to atomise the nanosuspension into fine droplets; yet at this amplitude the 
granules produced had ~44 wt% within the desired size range, whilst much smaller 
granules with their sizes less than 125 µm were produced, indicating a good spray 
was obtained.  
 
Figure 4.14 Size distributions of the SFD granules produced at different amplitudes 
using the ultrasonication method with peristaltic pump. 
 
Since it was difficult to achieve a stable flow of nanosuspension using a peristaltic 
pump, a pressure bottle was employed to deliver constant flow rate and the 
amplitude used for spraying was kept at 12 µm. However, this did not improve the 
yields of granules within the desired size range further, see Figure 4.15, even when 
the nanosuspension was supplied at similar flow rates to those delivered by the 
peristaltic pump. This indicates that the size of granules was affected by the 
configuration of the ultrasonic probe, rather than the method for dispensing the 
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nanosuspension during ultrasonication. It should be noted that the surface tension of 
the nanosuspension plays an important role in droplet formation during spraying [171]. 
In the current research, for the nanosuspensions concentrated via the TMAH/TAC 
thermal route, a change of surface tension would have required the use of additives 
and these were not desired in the final granules. Any excess organics would be 
retained in the granules, producing gas bubbles during debinding and yielding 
undesired porosity in the die-pressed components. Granules with excessive organics 
also retained high strength and hence were difficult to crush completely during die 
pressing.  
 
Figure 4.15 Size distributions of the SFD granules produced at different feeding 
rates using the ultrasonication method with pressure bottle. 
 
When the β-alanine was used as the dispersant for concentrating the suspension by 
rotary evaporation to 55 wt%, the density and the surface tension measured were 
very similar to those obtained for nanosuspension concentrated via the TMAH/TAC 
thermal route, as shown in Table 4.1. This suggests that when the former 
suspension was sprayed using the same methods as described earlier, the size 
distributions of the resultant granules should be similar.  
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Table 4.1 Density and surface tension values of the nano3YSZ suspensions 
concentrated using either TMAH/TAC or β-alanine as a dispersant. 
Dispersant TMAH/TAC thermal β-alanine rotary evaporation 
Solids content / wt% 55 55 
Density / kg m-3, x 103 1.76 1.77 
Surface tension / mN m-2 36.8 ± 0.6 38.1 ± 0.6 
4.2.2 SFD via twin-fluid atomisation 
In the original research conducted at Loughborough University, the maximum yield of 
granules achieved within the 125‒250 µm size range was 35 wt%[1]. For the current 
research presented here, whilst using the peristaltic pump to control the feeding rate 
of the nanosuspension improved the yield of the granules within the desired size 
fraction by more than 10 wt% to 47 wt% maximum, another issue was the difficulty of 
scaling up the laboratory scale ultrasonic spraying process. The major limitation of 
this method was the low volume handling capacity, due to the small area of the 
vibrating surface. The best conditions achieved involved spraying the 
nanosuspension at a fairly low flow rate of 0.35 l h-1; this would not be acceptable for 
industry scale processing of ceramic powders. Whilst a larger probe or the use of 
multiple transducers could be envisaged, in this work, a more practical solution might 
involve use of a twin-fluid atomizer. The principle was to use high velocity 
compressed air to tear the supplied nanosuspensions into fine droplets. The distance 
between the nozzle tip and the liquid nitrogen surface was kept at ~15 cm, which 
was the same for the ultrasonication method, to minimise the difference between the 
two approaches. Whilst the ‘time of flight’ for the droplets formed before they were 
frozen in liquid nitrogen can affect the shape of the granules produced, it has been 
proved that the granules obtained using the current conditions were mostly spherical 
and displayed good flowability. Increasing the distance between the nozzle tip and 
the liquid nitrogen surface did not improve the shape or the flowability of the granules 
obtained further; instead, a liquid nitrogen bath with a much bigger surface area, and 
hence more liquid nitrogen was needed to capture all droplets formed. The depth of 
liquid nitrogen was maintained at ~15 cm throughout the experiment to keep all the 
droplets frozen and to ensure no further agglomeration occurred.  
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The resultant granule size distributions were controlled by using different amounts of 
air for spraying, as shown in Figure 4.16. It can be seen that the use of the higher air 
flow rate of 4.1 l min-1 enabled higher flow rates of suspensions to be sprayed; see 
Table 4.2. However, spraying under these conditions resulted in more than 90 wt% 
of the granules produced having sizes below 125 µm. Reducing the air flow rate to 
3.8 l min-1 achieved a maximum yield of 60 wt% granules within the desired 125‒250 
µm size range; the corresponding feed rate of the nanosuspension was measured at 
~1.2 l h-1, which was much higher than could be achieved using the ultrasonic 
spraying method. When the supply of the compressed air was reduced further to 3.2 
l min-1, ~53 wt% of the granules were produced with their sizes above 250 µm due  to 
insufficient formation of fine droplets. It is also noted that the resultant granules from 
the twin-fluid atomisation route demonstrated an overall narrower size distribution 
compared to the granules produced via the ultrasonication method. This enabled 
higher yields of the granules within the desired size range using the twin-fluid 
atomisation route. 
Table 4.2 Volume flow rate of the feeding material during twin-fluid atomisation. 
Air flow rate / l min-1 3.2 3.8 4.1 
Volume flow rate of the concentrated 
nanosuspension / l h-1 
0.95 1.2 1.3 
 
Figure 4.16 Size distributions of the SFD granules produced at different air flow 
rates using the twin-fluid atomisation process. 
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4.2.3 Comparison of flowability 
Figure 4.17 shows the mass and volume flow rates, through the conical flow funnels, 
of the benchmark powder and the SFD granules produced within the size range of 
125‒250 µm, using both the atomisation methods. The benchmark Tosoh powder 
demonstrated significantly higher mass flow rates, but similar volumetric flow rates, 
compared to the SFD granules; the Tosoh powders were spray dried and were much 
denser than the granules produced via spray freeze drying. For the SFD process, 
most of the granules yielded by the twin-fluid atomisation approach were spherical, 
and hence these powders had higher mass flow rates compared to the granules 
prepared using the ultrasonication method; see Figure 4.18. The irregularly shaped 
clusters produced by the latter method were formed as agglomerates of two or more 
smaller granules. This indicates collision and coalescence of the fine droplets during 
freezing, since the cone angle of the spray produced by the ultrasonic probe was not 
as large as that for the twin-fluid atomizer. In terms of the volume flow rates, the SFD 
granules produced via the twin-fluid atomisation process offered the best flowability 
compared to the others investigated, although the differences were not very large. 
Whilst the spherical shape of the resulting granules ensured their good flowability, it 
is worth noting that the SFD granules were sieved into a specific size fraction, which 
also contributed towards improving their flowability. 
 
Figure 4.17 (a) Mass and (b) volume flow rates of the SFD granules (125‒250 µm) 
and the benchmark powder. 
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Figure 4.18 SFD granules obtained via (a) the ultrasonic spraying and (b) the twin-
fluid atomisation process. 
 
4.2.4 Comparison of crushability 
Homogeneous, flaw-free fracture surfaces were obtained from the green compacts 
die pressed at 200 MPa, using the 125‒250 µm SFD granules produced by both 
methods; see Figure 4.19. High green densities up to 55% of theoretical were 
obtained after removing all the residual organics at 700ºC. This suggests that the 
granules produced using either the ultrasonic spraying or the twin-fluid atomisation 
route exhibited very good crushability for die pressing.  
 
Figure 4.19 Fracture surfaces of green compacts pressed at 200 MPa using SFD 
granules produced using (a) ultrasonic spraying and (b) twin-fluid atomisation 
methods. 
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4.3 Granule Structure Analysis 
Figure 4.20 shows an example of an SFD granule produced with 2 vol% of the Freon 
addition using the twin-fluid atomisation process; granules obtained via 
ultrasonication showed similar surface morphology and microstructure. Whilst the 
atomisation method determined the size distribution of the granules, their internal 
structure was determined by the water content and the rate at which freezing took 
place; this was broadly similar in both cases. The microstructures of the SFD 
granules obtained using various additives were analysed. The microstructure shown 
in Figure 4.20 suggests that dendritic structures formed by the sublimation of ice 
crystals which extended to the outer surface as it appeared quite rough; this affected 
their crushability during die pressing. The granules discussed here were produced 
from the suspensions concentrated to 55 wt% solids content using the TMAH/TAC 
thermal method, though the microstructures were similar for those obtained from the 
suspensions concentrated to the same solids content via the rotary evaporation 
process in which 4 wt% of the β-alanine was used as the dispersant. 
     
Figure 4.20 SFD granule produced using 2 vol% Freon as an additive ( left) and its 
internal microstructure (right). 
 
4.3.1 SFD granules with no additive 
Figure 4.21 shows an SFD granule produced without the use of any additive. Whilst 
defects were found on the granule surface, the voids inside the granule were much 
coarser and formed randomly, compared to the microstructure shown in Figure 4.20. 
This suggests the excessive growth of the ice dendrites when there was no additive, 
despite the fast freezing when the droplets were in contact with the liquid nitrogen. 
The formation of the large ice crystals resulted in some very dense areas found 
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inside the granule after sublimation, as shown in Figure 4.21; this was not desirable 
since they may remain uncrushed within a green component after die pressing. 
Therefore, the use of the additives was necessary during the spray freeze drying 
process to improve the crushability of the resultant granules. 
    
Figure 4.21 SFD granule produced with no additive (left) and its internal 
microstructure (right), circles show the dense areas formed inside the granule. 
 
4.3.2 Effect of additives on the microstructure of SFD granules 
Freon (2 vol%) as an additive was used in the SFD process to produce granules with 
improved crushability. Previous research[9] claimed that the Freon addition acted as 
a foaming agent in the suspensions before spray freeze drying. However, the current 
research suggests that 2 vol% of the Freon may not be sufficient to generate enough 
bubbles to create a fine microstructure, as shown in Figure 4.20. Instead, by 
analysing the internal structure of the granules, it was found that their good 
crushability originated from the ice crystal structure retained within the granules; this 
was formed by the sublimation of the ice dendrites during the freeze drying process. 
The speed of the freezing process resulted in a high nucleation rate of ice crystals, 
giving the fine microstructure that can be seen in Figure 4.20. However, the problem 
associated with the use of Freon was its environmental impact; it causes ozone layer 
depletion. The current research focused on finding alternative chemicals that can 
produce SFD granules with similar properties and microstructure without any 
associated hazards. This was studied based on the miscibility of these additives in 
water. 
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4.3.2.1 Water miscible additives 
Pure methanol as an alternative water miscible additive was initially investigated 
since the Freon used contained 0.1 wt% of trichlorofluoromethane (CCl3F) in 99.9 wt% 
of methanol. Figure 4.22 shows an SFD granule and its internal microstructure when 
2 vol% of the pure methanol was added. Whilst a similar dendritic structure was 
found inside the granule, the pores obtained were much larger compared to the fine 
microstructure resulting from the Freon-based granules; see Figure 4.20. Note that 
all the microstructure images were taken at the same magnification. The formation of 
the coarser pores may be explained by the mixing of the methanol in the aqueous 
nanosuspension which depressed its freezing point. Table 4.3 lists the freezing 
points of some water miscible additives used. Whilst fast freezing occurred when the 
droplets were in contact with the liquid nitrogen, the additional methanol promoted 
the growth of the ice crystals; this was due to the removal of more latent heat during 
freezing. Hence, coarser microstructures in the SFD granules were obtained. 
Table 4.3 Freezing points of some water miscible additives. 
Additives Solubility (in water) Freezing point / ºC 
Methanol Miscible -98 
Ethanol Miscible -114 
Acetone Miscible -93 
 
     
Figure 4.22 SFD granule produced using 2 vol% methanol as an additive (left) and 
its internal microstructure (right). 
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Other water miscible chemicals, such as ethanol and acetone were used to verify the 
hypothesis proposed. The microstructure images of the SFD granules obtained are 
shown in Figure 4.23. They both contained large internal pores, suggesting the 
excessive growth of the ice dendrites during freezing. SFD granules containing large 
pores were not desirable for die pressing, since they reduced the bulk density of the 
powders produced. Besides, the large voids may remain inside the green compacts 
as structural flaws after pressing, see section 4.3.4. This would reduce the strength 
of the sintered components severely. 
    
Figure 4.23 Internal structure images of the SFD granules produced using 2 vol% 
ethanol (left) and 2 vol% acetone (right). 
 
4.3.2.2 Additives with limited water miscibility 
Since the fine microstructure shown in Figure 4.20 was not obtained by using any of 
the water miscible additives tried, chemicals with limited water miscibility were 
investigated. The CCl3F in the Freon solution was immiscible with the aqueous 
suspension. It was believed that this chemical was blended well with the suspension 
through mechanical stirring and it provided an increased density of nucleation sites 
during freezing, which resulted in the formation of a large number of ice dendrites 
with small sizes. Hence, the resultant SFD granules retained a porous structure but 
with micron-sized holes distributed uniformly; this improved their crushability 
significantly. Detailed analysis of the force required to fracture individual granules is 
presented in section 4.3.4. 
Hexane was thus studied as an alternative additive; this chemical has an extremely 
low water solubility compared to the CCl3F, as shown in Table 4.4. Figure 4.24 
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shows the internal structure of an SFD granule obtained when 2 vol% of the hexane 
was added. Whilst the microstructure was similar to those obtained when using the 
Freon, it was found that the pores were not distributed uniformly inside the granules. 
There were regions that contained significantly more micron-sized holes, see Figure 
4.24, suggesting more ice crystals forming during freezing. This may be a result of 
the poor mixing between the hexane and the nanosuspension si nce the former was 
totally immiscible with water. Note that the hexane also had a much lower density 
than the nanosuspension and hence when the hexane was added  it floated on top of 
the suspension despite the constant mechanical stirring applied; this was not 
observed when Freon was used, since it only contained 0.1 wt% of the immiscible 
CCl3F. 
Table 4.4 Physical properties of some water immiscible additives. 
Additives Freezing point / 
ºC 
Density / kg m-3, 
x 103 
Water solubility / g l-1 
CCl3F -110 1.494 1.1 
Hexane -95 0.659 0.013 
3-methyl-2-
butanone (ketone) 
-92 0.805 5 
Dichloromethane 
(CH2Cl2) 
-97 1.325 13 
 
    
Figure 4.24 Internal microstructure of an SFD granule produced using 2 vol% of the 
hexane at high magnification (left) and at low magnification (right) showing the 
inhomogeneous distribution of the pores. 
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3-methyl-2-butanone (ketone) was next investigated since it had a higher water 
solubility than the hexane. Figure 4.25 shows the internal structure of an SFD 
granule produced when 2 vol% of this additive was used. The resultant 
microstructure was very similar to that obtained when using the Freon; this may be 
attributed to the increased water solubility of the ketone. Although the additional 
ketone was immiscible with the nanosuspension, with higher water solubility the 
small droplets may act as ‘seeds’ when mixed with the suspension. This would have 
increased the density of nucleation sites in the suspension and promoted the 
formation of small ice crystals during freezing. A similar effect was observed when 
dichloromethane (CH2Cl2) was used as an additive; this chemical had a similar 
molecular structure but slightly higher water solubility compared to the CCl3F, see 
Table 4.4. When 2 vol% of the CH2Cl2 was added, a similar microstructure was 
obtained in the resultant SFD granules, as shown in Figure 4.26. This confirmed the 
assumption proposed earlier when using the ketone. In addition, the CH2Cl2 
undergoes a photochemical reaction and produces chlorine when it is exposed to the 
oxygen and the UV light[172]. When blended with the nanosuspension, the tiny 
chlorine bubbles generated provided additional nucleation sites for freezing; the 
small voids observed in the magnified microstructure image (Figure 4.26) confirmed 
this. The presence of these small voids weakened the resultant granules further and 
hence improved their crushability. However, due to the suspected carcinogenic 
hazardous of the CH2Cl2, the use of this chemical as an alternative additive was not 
investigated further. 
     
Figure 4.25 Internal microstructure of the SFD granules produced using 2 vol% (left) 
and 0.5 vol% (right) of the 3-methyl-2-butanone additive. 
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Figure 4.26 Internal microstructure of an SFD granule produced using 2 vol% of the 
dichloromethane at low magnification (left) and at high magnification (right) showing 
the additional small voids formed. 
3-methyl-2-butanone was chosen as the best additive to replace the Freon in the 
SFD process; there were no hazards associated with the use of this chemical. Since 
the ketone had limited water solubility, it was found that the amount of the ketone 
addition in the nanosuspension could be reduced without compromising the good 
properties of the resultant SFD granules. When only 0.5 vol% of the ketone was 
added, the SFD granules produced retained a broadly similar microstructure 
compared to those obtained using 2 vol% of the additive, see Figure 4.25, and there 
was no significant liquid phase separation between the nanosuspension and ketone 
observed during mixing. This was desirable, especially when this chemical would be 
used potentially in an industry scale SFD process. 
4.3.3 Effect of additives on the strength of SFD granules 
Figure 4.27 shows the strength data of the individual SFD granules with respect to 
their size when different additives were used; it was measured using the method 
described in section 3.6.4. The amounts of additives were kept the same at 2 vol% in 
all cases. Note that the strength of the granules produced without any additive was 
studied in the previous research; they were much stronger than the granules 
produced with 2 vol% of the Freon addition[9]. The results showed that the strength of 
the granules produced using the methanol was almost the same as those prepared 
with the Freon. This was expected since the Freon actually contained 99.9 wt% of 
the methanol. However, the strength of the granules produced using either the 
hexane or the ketone was higher than the Freon-based granules, despite their 
similar microstructure. This was explained as the granule strength was measured at 
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the first fracture points of these granules when they were crushed individually. The 
use of methanol as the additive created large pores inside the SFD granules, which 
became the strength limiting factors when these granules were compressed. Thus, 
they fractured at lower pressures. The same principle applied to the Freon-added 
granules, though the immiscible CCl3F phase helped to create the fine 
microstructure shown in Figure 4.20. This suggests that the granules with similar 
microstructures did not necessarily have the same strength levels. This also explains 
the large variations found in strength even when the granules measured had similar 
sizes. Therefore, the crushability of the SFD granules cannot be determined solely 
based on the granule strength data obtained. These granules were die pressed and 
the fracture surfaces of the green compacts were analysed to assess their 
crushability, see section 4.3.4. 
 
Figure 4.27 Strength profiles of the SFD granules produced using different additives. 
However, the strength data was useful for studying the granules produced using 
different amounts of the same additive, as shown in Figure 4.28. When 0.5 vol% of 
the ketone was added, the strength of the resultant granules was at the same level 
as those prepared using the same additive, but with 2 vol%. This suggests that apart 
from the similar microstructure, the granules produced with less ketone content were 
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expected to be as crushable as those prepared using 2 vol% of the additive. 
However, in order to compare the results directly with the previous research that was 
conducted based on the use of 2 vol% of the Freon as the additive, the amount of 
ketone used in the subsequent stage in this research was kept at 2 vol%. 
 
Figure 4.28 Strength profiles of the SFD granules produced using 0.5 vol% and 2 vol% 
of the ketone additive. 
4.3.4 Effect of additives on the crushability of SFD granules 
The SFD granules produced with and without the additives were die pressed at 200 
MPa; for those with the additives, the green densities achieved were more or less 
the same, ~55% of theoretical after removing all the residual organics. However, for 
the green compacts produced using the granules without any additive, the densities 
achieved were ~2% lower due to the remaining uncrushed granules in the green 
bodies; these were found clearly in the fracture surface, as shown in Figure 4.29. 
This suggests that the use of the additives was necessary to improve the crushability 
of the resultant granules. 
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Figure 4.29 Fracture surface of a green pellet die pressed at 200 MPa using the 
SFD granules produced without any additive. 
The fracture surfaces of the green compacts formed using the Freon-based granules 
were shown in Figure 4.19. For the SFD granules obtained using other additives, 
Figure 4.30 shows the fracture surface of a green pellet produced using the 
methanol granules. Whilst a smooth fracture surface was obtained with no obvious 
uncrushed granules, some holes were found in the green body; these were 
suspected to be the remains of the large pores that formed inside the granules after 
spray freeze drying. The presence of these holes was undesirable since they would 
remain inside the green body after sintering and become strength limiting defects.  
    
Figure 4.30 Fracture surface of a green pellet die pressed at 200 MPa using the 
SFD granules produced with 2 vol% of the methanol addition; the red circles show 
the holes that remained in the green compact. 
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When hexane was used as the additive, the SFD granules produced generally had 
good crushability; the fracture surfaces obtained were normally as good as those 
produced using the Freon-based granules. However, uncrushed granules were 
found in some of the green compacts, as shown in Figure 4.31. This was due to the 
inhomogeneous distribution of the pores inside the SFD granules. As discussed in 
section 4.3.2.2, the dense areas formed in the hexane-based granules may not be 
as crushable as those regions that contained more pores, which acted as flaws that 
weakened the granules. When an assembly of the granules were pressed, the dense 
areas may act as shields that prevented the whole granule from crushing further, 
even when a high pressing pressure was applied. This explains the morphology of 
the uncrushed granule shown in Figure 4.31; a dense shell formed whilst the centre 
of the granule remained porous.  
Since the hexane had extremely low water solubility, it was very difficult to control 
the microstructure of the resultant granules by changing the hexane contents in the 
nanosuspensions used for the spray freeze drying. In one batch of the hexane-based 
granules produced, some may contain large fractions of these dense areas and 
hence were difficult to crush during die pressing, whilst the rest may be more porous 
and hence were as crushable as the Freon-based granules. This was undesirable 
since the variations in the granule strength led to the inconsistency of the green 
components produced by using these granules. 
    
Figure 4.31 Fracture surface of a green pellet die pressed at 200 MPa using the 
SFD granules produced with 2 vol% of the hexane; the red circles indicate the 
uncrushed granules that remained in the green compact. 
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When ketone was used as the additive, the green compacts produced were as good 
as those formed using the Freon-based granules, as shown in Figure 4.32. 
Homogeneous, flaw-free fracture surfaces were obtained, suggesting the granules 
produced retained good crushability, despite the fact that the strength of the 
individual granules was measured to be higher than the Freon-added granules. It 
was found that the SFD granules produced with only 0.5 vol% of the ketone addition 
also displayed good crushability. No uncrushed granules or remaining pores were 
found on the fracture surface; see Figure 4.32. The green densities achieved were 
~55% of theoretical, similar to those prepared using the granules produced with 2 vol% 
of the additive. This was in agreement with the granule strength results discussed in 
section 4.3.3. 
     
Figure 4.32 Fracture surfaces of green compacts die pressed at 200 MPa using the 
SFD granules produced with 2 vol% (left) and 0.5 vol% (right) of the ketone. 
4.3.5 Effect of dispersants on the strength and crushability of SFD granules 
The SFD granules that have been discussed so far were produced from the 55 wt% 
solids content suspensions concentrated using the TMAH/TAC dispersants with 
various additives. The granules obtained from the suspensions at the same solids 
content, but prepared using 4 wt% of the β-alanine, were also investigated. When 
the different additives were used, a similar trend was observed in the granule 
strength. The granules produced with 2 vol% of the Freon and those prepared 
without any additive exhibited slightly lower strength compared to the granules 
produced with different amounts of the ketone additive, as shown in Figure 4.33. 
This was due to the large pores remaining in the granules. When they were tested 
individually, the pores became the strength limiting factors and hence the granules 
fractured at lower stress levels. Note that the microstructures of the resultant 
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granules were found to be similar to those discussed in section 4.3.2, despite the 
fact that a different dispersant was used during concentration of the nanosuspension.  
 
Figure 4.33 Strength profiles of the SFD granules produced from the suspensions 
concentrated using 4 wt% of the β-alanine with different additives. 
Figure 4.34 shows the comparisons in strength between the SFD granules prepared 
from the suspensions concentrated using the two different dispersants . The granules 
obtained from the β-alanine dispersed suspensions showed significantly lower 
strength, both with and without the additives. This was due to the reduced organic 
contents in these granules; the amount of the dispersant used was 4 wt% when 
concentrating the suspensions using the β-alanine, compared to ~10 wt% when the 
TMAH/TAC were used. This suggests that in addition to the significant cost saving in 
using the alternative dispersant, reducing the organic contents in the concentrated 
suspensions weakened the resultant SFD granules, which improved their crushability 
for die pressing. 
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Figure 4.34 Strength profiles of the SFD granules produced from the suspensions 
concentrated using either the TMAH/TAC thermal route or 4 wt% of the β-alanine 
with different additives. 
The fracture surfaces of the green compacts produced using the resultant granules 
with and without different additives are shown in Figure 4.35; these granules were 
produced from the suspensions concentrated using the β-alanine. The fracture 
surfaces obtained were smooth and homogeneous, suggesting all the granules 
retained good crushability when pressed at 200 MPa, even those prepared without 
using any additive. The green densities for all the compacts produced were ~55% of 
theoretical after removing the residual organics; this was as good as those prepared 
using the granules produced from the suspensions containing the TMAH and TAC. 
The results indicate that the use of the additives may not be necessary in the spray 
freeze drying process when the suspensions used had low organic contents. The 
primary nanoparticles were packed loosely in this circumstance without forming hard 
agglomerates. Nevertheless, the research conducted at a later stage required 
additional organic binders in the SFD granules; this was to improve the green 
strength of the die pressed compacts. Hence, 2 vol% of the ketone was used as the 
additive in the granulation process. 
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Figure 4.35 Fracture surfaces of green compacts die pressed at 200 MPa using the 
SFD granules produced (a) without any additive, (b) with 2 vol% of the Freon, (c) 
with 2 vol% of the ketone and (d) with 0.5 vol% of the ketone; the suspensions were 
concentrated using 4 wt% of the β-alanine. 
4.4 Granule Size Distributions (GSD) 
Whilst the SFD granules produced within the size range of 125‒250 µm 
demonstrated good flow and crush properties for die pressing, the granules formed 
in other size fractions were also investigated. The use of the atomisation SFD 
process had improved the yield of the resultant granules in this size fraction to ~60 
wt% (see section 4.2.2), however, this may not be satisfactory for an industrial-scale 
SFD process since nearly 40 wt% of the granules produced would have  to be sieved 
out and thrown away. This would not be economically viable. Therefore, the aim was 
to produce granules that would be ideally entirely within a size range that offered 
good overall performance for die pressing; this is discussed in this section. 
4.4.1 Granules within narrow size distributions 
The results shown in sections 4.3.3 and 4.3.5 suggested that the strength of SFD 
granules varied with their size; the smaller sized granules retained higher strength, 
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and hence may not be as crushable as those with larger sizes in a batch of powder. 
The initiative to study the granules in narrow size distributions (±25 µm at most) was 
due to their similar granule strength; they were expected to crush at similar stress 
levels when compressed, leaving no uncrushed granules inside the green bodies. 
Since this part of the research was investigated at the earliest stage of this project, 
the SFD granules used were prepared from 60 wt% solids content suspensions 
concentrated using the TMAH/TAC dispersants and granulated via the twin-fluid 
atomisation process; 2 vol% of the Freon was used as the additive. 
4.4.1.1 Fill and tap density 
The results of the standard test method used to determine the fill and tap densities of 
the SFD granules within each size portion are plotted in Figure 4.36.  
 
Figure 4.36 Fill and tap densities of SFD granules prepared from the 60 wt% solids 
content suspensions and sieved to yield separated size fractions (the horizontal error 
bars represent the size range of the sieved granules). 
For granules in the size range from 125‒400 µm, the difference between the highest 
and the lowest average value for the fill density was ~3%, whilst for the tap density 
the difference was less than 5%. A trend was found that the smaller sized granules 
generally displayed slightly higher fill and tap densities compared to the larger 
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granule sizes. This is an effect of changing the mean granule size in each size class, 
but keeping the width the same. Therefore the ratio of the largest to smallest 
granules in a size class became closer to one as the mean size increased. The 
packing density would be higher when the ratio of maximum to minimum diameter 
increases, as suggested by the granules in smaller size fractions. The fill and tap 
densities of granules in the size fraction of 350‒400 µm, however, were actually 
larger than those in the adjacent smaller size ranges. FEGSEM images obtained 
showed that most of the granules produced with sizes above 350 µm were clusters 
of smaller granules, Figure 4.37. This may yield a slightly better packing density due 
to their irregular shapes, but resulted in lower flowability, section 4.4.1.2. 
 
Figure 4.37 SFD granules within the size fraction of 350‒400 µm, showing that they 
were formed of clusters of smaller granules. 
A small difference was found between the fill and tap densities measured for the 
granules within each size portion, due to the rearrangement of the granules during 
tapping; this reduced the intergranular voids between the granules. Ideally, there 
would be little significant voids minimisation effect if the measured granules were all 
monosized and spherical; however, a low packing density would result in this 
situation. Figure 4.38 (a) to (e) show the SFD granules produced in each size 
fraction from 125‒350 µm. They were mostly spherical, indicating good flowability for 
die pressing. 
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Figure 4.38 SFD granules obtained from 60 wt% solids content suspensions and 
sieved to yield different size fractions. 
4.4.1.2 Flowability measurements 
The mass flow rates of the SFD granules within each size fraction measured using 
different flow funnels are plotted in Figure 4.39. 
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Figure 4.39 Mass flow rates of SFD granules produced from 60 wt% solids content 
suspensions and sieved to yield different size fractions. 
As expected, the mass flow rate of the granules in all size fractions increased when 
a flow funnel with a larger diameter discharging orifice was used. However, for each 
different funnel, the measured mass flow rate decreased with increasing granule size. 
This was explained by the Beverloo correlation, equation 2.1: 
𝑊 = 𝐶𝜌𝑏√𝑔(𝐷0 − 𝑘𝑑𝑝)
5/2   (𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 2.1) 
For a calibrated flow funnel with a given orifice size D0, as the granule size dp 
increases, the mass flow rate W decreases, which corresponds to the trend 
observed in Figure 4.39. Nedderman[154] suggested that spherical granules possess 
better flowability than those with irregular shapes when they are discharged from a 
flow funnel. For the granules within the size range of 350‒400 µm, the mass flow 
rates measured were significantly lower than for the other size ranges, due to their 
irregular shapes. 
The Beverloo correlation was also used to predict the mass flow rates quantitatively 
by calculation; this was to assess the reliability of the flowability data obtained. The 
tap density values shown in Figure 4.36 were taken as the packing density, ρb. The 
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coefficient C was 0.58 and the parameter k was 1.5 due to the spherical granules 
formed, as suggested by Nedderman[154]. The results obtained from the calculations 
are plotted with the experimental data; see Figure 4.40. The curves match exactly for 
the flow funnels with 2.5 mm and 5.0 mm diameter discharging orifices. However, 
with the 7.5 mm discharging orifice, there was a gap between the calculated and 
measured data, although the two curves were parallel to each other. According to 
Nedderman, when the size of the granules is smaller than 400 µm, the mass flow 
rate is not well predicted by the Beverloo equation since the coefficient C is a 
function of multiple factors (including the granule diameters and the coefficient of 
friction between the granules) rather than simply 0.58 [154]. Correction factors (F) 
between the predicted and the measured data were determined using the 
experimental data obtained, which were calculated in a range of 0.87 and 1.22 
depending on the size of the discharging orifices; see Table 4.5. 
 
Figure 4.40 Comparisons of the mass flow rates obtained from the measurement 
with the results calculated by using the Beverloo correlation. 
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Table 4.5 Correction factors F calculated between the predicted and the measured 
flowability data. 
Orifice size / mm 2.5 5.0 7.5 
Correction factor (F) 0.87 ± 0.01 0.97 ± 0.02 1.22 ± 0.03 
 
Therefore, the modified Beverloo correlation becomes: 
𝑊 = 𝐹𝜌𝑏√𝑔(𝐷0 − 𝑘𝑑𝑝)
5/2   (𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 4.1) 
The resultant granules within each size fraction had similar, but not identical sizes, 
which may also affect the prediction. Due to the multiple variables associated with 
the equation, the results calculated from the Beverloo correlation were only used for 
comparison with the experimental data obtained. Since the mass flow rate curves 
measured were parallel to those derived from the correlation, they were believed to 
be a reliable source for determining the flowability of the granules produced. 
4.4.1.3 Green density measurement 
Figure 4.41 shows the green densities of compacts produced using the sieved 
granules before binder removal; the green densities increased further by ~2% to 
~54-55% of theoretical after removing the residual organics. The pressure used for 
die pressing was 250 MPa. A clear trend was found that the larger sized granules 
yielded higher green densities, despite their lower packing densities measured. This 
indicated that these granules offered better crushability. Since the actual strength of 
individual granules decreased as their size increased (see results shown in sections 
4.3.3 and 4.3.5), this also supported the hypothesis that large granules were more 
crushable than those with smaller sizes. However, using the green density data 
alone was not good enough to assess the crushability of the granules, since it failed 
to determine the presence of any uncrushed granules or remaining porosity inside 
the green bodies. Therefore, the fracture surfaces of these green compacts were 
studied. 
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Figure 4.41 Green density of compacts die pressed at 250 MPa using the SFD 
granules produced from 60 wt% solids content suspensions and sieved to yield 
different size fractions. 
4.4.1.4 Fracture surface analysis 
At a low magnification (x 200), the fracture surfaces of the green compacts produced 
from the 6 groups of granules were found to be similar to the FEG-SEM images 
shown in Figure 4.19. They were smooth and homogeneous with no uncrushed 
granules observed. However, higher magnification (x 5,000) images revealed that 
submicron sized voids were presented on the fracture surfaces of the compacts 
produced from granules with sizes above about 250 µm, as shown in Figure 4.42.  
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Figure 4.42 Fracture surfaces of green compacts die pressed at 250 MPa using the 
SFD granules produced from 60 wt% solids content suspensions and sieved to yield 
different size fractions (magnification: x 5,000) 
The origin of these voids was due to a combination of poor packing of the granules 
and poor compaction of the broken granule fragments. Whilst the large granules 
displayed low strength, when the stress applied exceeded it, the granules broke into 
several pieces, as shown in Figure 4.43. The crushing and compaction of these 
fragments in a green body required a much higher pressure since the fragments 
were irregular in shape and smaller than the original granules. When the granules 
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were packed in a die, large intergranular voids were found between them, especially 
when they had similar sizes; this was due to the lack of smaller sized granules to fill 
the voids. When these granules were crushed during die pressing, the voids were 
filled by the broken granule pieces, but were probably not compacted further when 
the pressure was increased. The density around these filled voids would have 
increased due to the crushing and compaction of the existing granules. This 
suggests that in the green compacts formed from large granules, even if the original 
granules crushed readily, the broken granules may not compact well. In some 
scenarios, if there was insufficient material to fill some of the large intergranular 
voids, these will have remained inside the green bodies as flaws after pressing; see 
Figure 4.44. This was even seen in some of the green compacts produced using 
granules in the 125‒250 size range. 
 
Figure 4.43 Fracture curves of single SFD granules in different sizes; both were 
produced from a 55 wt% solids content suspension with 2 vol% of Freon. 
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Figure 4.44 Fracture surface of a green compact die pressed at 250 MPa using the 
SFD granules produced from 60 wt% solids content suspension within the size range 
of 250‒300 µm, showing the large intergranular pores remaining inside the green 
body. 
The presence of these submicron sized voids was not desirable for the processing of 
high performance nanoceramics, since their removal during sintering would promote 
unwanted grain growth. This problem became less significant when using granules 
of smaller sizes, i.e. below 250 µm. This was probably due to a better packing 
density of these granules; the intergranular voids would be much smaller and easier 
to be filled by neighbouring granules or fragments. It was also found that the forces 
used to fracture the smaller sized granules were much lower compared to crushing 
the larger granules (see Figure 4.43), despite their higher fracture strength. This was 
due to the strength of individual granules, which was determined using Equation 4.2. 
𝜎 =
𝐹
𝐴
=
𝐹
𝜋𝑑2/4
    (𝐸𝑞𝑢𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 4.2) 
where σ is the granule strength, F is the force at the fracture point, A is the cross-
section area of a single granule and  d is the diameter of the granule. It is clear that 
higher fracture strength was expected when the testing granules had smaller 
diameters, even though much smaller forces were applied at the point of fracture 
compared to crushing the larger granules. In addition, after the fracture of the original 
granules, there were no remaining large pieces of broken granules that needed to be 
crushed further into smaller fragments. This indicated that it was possible to use 
smaller sized granules to form high density, homogeneous green bodies at low 
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pressures, since the packing and compaction of these granules in a die would be 
improved significantly. 
4.4.1.5 Summary 
Results obtained from the granules in separated, narrow size distributions suggested 
that the flowability was improved with decreasing granule size. In contrast, the larger 
sized granules offered better crushability. However, the resulting die pressed green 
compacts contained submicron sized voids, and sometimes even bigger holes, 
which presumably originated from the poor packing of the original granules and the 
poor compaction of the broken granule pieces. By analysing the fracture behaviour 
of single SFD granules in different sizes, it was found that the smaller sized granules 
may be more suitable for use in die pressing, despite the higher strength measured 
for individual granules. The processing of nearly monosized granules in large 
quantities would be difficult using the current SFD techniques. Therefore, the focus 
was on producing SFD granules in smaller size fractions. 
4.4.2 Smaller granules 
The SFD granules discussed in this section were sieved to yield a 45‒150 µm size 
fraction; their properties were measured and compared with those produced using 
the same twin-fluid atomisation method but in the 125‒250 µm size range. Both size 
fractions were produced from 55 wt% solids content suspensions concentrated using 
the TMAH/TAC dispersants with 2 vol% of the Freon additive. The reason for 
investigating the 45‒150 µm size fraction was due to their similar size compared to 
the benchmark Tosoh powder; the size distribution of the latter spray dried (SD) 
granules was found to be between ~10-20 µm and ~150 µm 
4.4.2.1 Fill and tap density 
The fill and tap densities of the different zirconia granules are shown in Table 4.6. 
Table 4.6 Tap and fill density of different zirconia granules. 
Granules Fill density / kg m-3, x 103 Tap density / kg m-3, x 103 
Benchmark Tosoh 3YB 1.16 ± 0.01 1.30 ± 0.01 
SFD 125‒250 µm 0.80 ± 0.00 0.84 ± 0.01 
SFD 45‒150 µm 0.75 ± 0.01 0.83 ± 0.00 
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Densities of the SFD granules in the two different size fractions were similar to each 
other. The granules within the smaller size fraction displayed a slightly lower fill 
density compared to those in the 125‒250 µm size range; this may be due to the 
presence of electrostatic forces between the small granules. The density measured 
increased after tapping, suggesting rearrangement of these granules. The 
benchmark powder had significantly higher densities compared to the SFD granules, 
even though they had similar size distributions. This was due to the SD granules 
having much higher densities. In contrast, the SFD granules produced were always 
porous; this enabled them to crush well during die pressing.  
4.4.2.2 Flowability measurements 
The flowability results of the different zirconia granules measured using the standard 
testing method are shown in Figure 4.45. 
  
Figure 4.45 Mass (left) and volume (right) flow rates of different zirconia powders. 
Whilst the benchmark powder demonstrated significantly higher mass flow rates, the 
volume flow rates were similar to the SFD granules in the 125‒250 size range. As 
indicated above, the Tosoh powder was spray dried and hence the granules were 
much denser than the SFD granules. When comparing the SFD granules in the two 
different size fractions, the granules in the 45‒150 size range demonstrated lower 
flowability in both mass and volume flow rates. A mass flow pattern was observed 
when using the 125‒250 µm SFD granules, whilst the granules in the 45‒150 size 
range demonstrated a core flow pattern (see section 2.5.2). This may be due to 
electrostatic charges, caused by friction, generated on the granule surfaces when 
they were discharged from the flow funnel. As a result, some granules, especially 
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those with smaller sizes, were more prone to attract to each other or to the wall of 
the flow funnel instead of flowing freely. This was due to the smaller sized granules 
contained larger surfaces areas than the larger granules, therefore more surface 
charges could be developed. The individual granules were also lighter than the 
larger granules, even when they had similar densities. Hence, the former were more 
susceptible to be affected by the electrostatic charges. This explains the fact that the 
Tosoh granules displayed good flowability, even though they had a similar size 
distribution to the SFD granules. The Tosoh granules were much denser and heavier 
than the SFD granules. Whilst the SFD granules in the 45‒150 µm size range had 
slightly lower flowability, they were spherical, as shown in Figure 4.46. This indicates 
that these granules intrinsically flow well. Therefore, their flowability will not be an 
issue when these granules are used in an automated pressing process. 
    
Figure 4.46 SFD granules in the 45‒150 size range (left) and benchmark Tosoh 3YB 
granules (right). 
 
Angle of repose 
Table 4.7 shows the angle of repose measured from the SFD nano3YSZ powders in 
two different size fractions, as well as the benchmark Tosoh powder. In industry, 
ceramic granules used for dry forming with the angle of repose values below 30º are 
considered as free-flowing. Whilst the SFD granules in the smaller size fraction, i.e. 
45‒150 µm exhibited slightly higher angle of repose value compared to the 
benchmark powder and the SFD granules in the 125‒250 µm size range, they 
retained good flowability to be used in industrial dry-forming processes.  
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Table 4.7 Angle of repose of SFD nano3YSZ granules and benchmark Tosoh 3YB 
powder. 
Granules Angle of Repose / º 
Benchmark Tosoh 3YB 21.7 ± 0.1 
SFD 125‒250 µm 22.6 ± 0.6 
SFD 45‒150 µm 24.5 ± 0.2 
 
4.4.2.3 Crushability measurement 
The crushability of the SFD granules in the 45‒150 µm size range was characterised 
by compacting them at 200 MPa pressure. The green density was measured to be 
~54% of theoretical before binder removal, which was as high as those produced 
using the granules in the 125‒250 µm size range. Fracture surface images shown in 
Figure 4.47 suggest that the smaller sized granules were crushed and compacted 
well at 200 MPa, leaving no uncrushed granules or large pores in the green compact 
despite of their higher strength than the larger granules. 
     
Figure 4.47 Fracture surface of a green compact die pressed at 200 MPa using the 
SFD granules in the 45‒150 µm size range at low (x 200, left) and high (x 5,000, 
right) magnifications. 
In order to study the crushing behaviour of individual granules during die pressing, 
~0.1 g of granules were poured into a die and they were pressed very gently at 1 
MPa pressure; this was intended to be low enough to avoid crushing the individual 
granules. Results shown in Figure 4.48 suggest that when the 125‒250 µm granules 
were used, most of them did not fracture at this pressure; fewer points of contact 
between the granules were observed. However, the sample prepared under the 
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same conditions but blended with another portion of smaller granules (75‒125 µm) 
showed more contact points and more crushed granules; most of them were from 
the additional small granules, whilst the large granules remained intact. It also shows 
that the small granules can sit in the intergranular voids left between the large 
granules, which increased the die fill density and may contribute towards the 
elimination of these voids left in the green compacts after die pressing. 
    
Figure 4.48 SFD granules in the size fraction of 125‒250 µm only (left) and blended 
with the same portion of 75‒125 µm granules (right) pressed at 1 MPa pressure. 
The result of this experiment shows that the compaction of the granules during die 
pressing was not only affected by the crushability of the individual granules, but also 
by the stress distribution between contacting granules that were on stress 
transmitting pathways. In this situation, even though the large granules had lower 
granule strength compared to the smaller sized granules, during die pressing the 
small granules can experience higher levels of stress and crush before the large 
ones, even at a very low pressure; see Figure 4.48. This was consistent with the 
results demonstrated by Walker and Reed[137]. Hence, it was sensible to use a 
smaller size fraction of SFD granules for die pressing at low pressures.  
SFD granules with sizes below 150 µm produced from a 55 wt% solids content 
suspension concentrated using 4 wt% of the β-alanine with 2 vol% of the ketone 
addition were also studied. The crushing behaviour of the granules was investigated 
in a similar approach but the pressure applied was increased gradually from 1 to 10 
MPa. Figure 4.49 shows the cross-sections of the samples obtained. With increasing 
pressure, the smaller sized granules were crushed and compacted before the large 
granules. However, this only applied to those situated on the stress transmitting 
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pathways. The contours of uncrushed large granules were still found in the sample 
when 5 MPa pressure was applied, which was beyond their fracture strength, as 
shown in Figure 4.33. Therefore, in a batch of powder consisting of mainly small 
sized granules, the presence of large granules was not desired since they may affect 
the compaction performance of granules during die pressing. 
     
     
Figure 4.49 SFD granules with sizes below 150 µm produced from a 55 wt% solids 
content suspension concentrated using 4 wt% of the β-alanine with 2 vol% of the 
ketone addition pressed at 1, 2, 5 and 10 MPa pressures. 
4.4.2.4 Processing of small SFD granules 
SFD granules in the 45‒150 µm size range offered adequate flowability but good 
crushability when die pressed at 200 MPa. The yields of granules produced in this 
size range were improved by using the twin-fluid atomisation process. Whilst the 
ultrasonication method may also be employed for the spray freezing stage to achieve 
smaller-sized granules, it would have required the suspensions to be delivered at a 
very low feed rate to allow droplets to be fully atomised; this would not be desirable 
for an industry scale manufacturing process.   
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Figure 4.50 shows the yields of SFD granules in different size fractions when using 
the twin-fluid atomisation process at high air flow rates. The suspensions used had 
55 wt% solids content and they were concentrated using 4 wt% of the β-alanine via 
the rotary evaporation route. The results demonstrate that ~74 wt% of the granules 
produced were in the 45‒150 µm size range when the air flow rate was 5.0 l min-1, 
whilst increasing it to 5.5 l min-1 resulted in more granules (~95 wt% in total) 
produced with sizes less than 150 µm. Whilst the ~5 wt% of coarse granules with 
sizes above 150 µm could be easily removed by sieving, it would be possible to use 
the atomisation process at a higher air flow rate to generate granules with sizes 
below 150 µm entirely. However, the flowability of the resultant SFD powder may be 
significantly lowered, especially if it contained an increasing amount of granules with 
sizes less than 20 µm[89]. Therefore, the majority of granules formed should ideally 
retain their sizes above 20 µm, even if a higher flow rate or a larger spray nozzle 
would be used. 
 
Figure 4.50 Yields of SFD granules in different size fractions when using the twin-
fluid atomisation process at high air flow rates. 
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4.5 SFD Granules with Different Binder Systems 
SFD granules containing different types of organic binders are discussed in this 
section; the binders were added into suspensions that were concentrated to 55 wt% 
solids content using 4 wt% of the β-alanine before granulation. The purpose of using 
binders was to improve the strength and machinability of green compacts after die 
pressing. 
4.5.1 Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA)-based binder systems 
PVA (Mw =31,000 g mol
-1) was investigated as a typical water soluble binder. The 
glass transition temperature (Tg) of this particular grade of PVA was ~47ºC, 
determined by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) analysis. Since die pressing 
was performed at room temperature, i.e. ~15ºC, polyethylene glycol (PEG, Mw =300 g 
mol-1) was added as a plasticiser to soften the PVA chains in the resultant SFD 
granules. 
4.5.1.1 Ethylene glycol (EG) 
As a viscous liquid solution containing long polymer chains, the addition of PVA into 
the concentrated suspensions necessari ly increased their viscosity, as shown in 
Figure 4.51, though the overall solids content was reduced since a 20 wt% PVA 
aqueous solution was used. The twin-fluid atomisation process was difficult to 
perform when using these suspensions; the viscosity increased significantly during 
and after mixing with the PVA. In order to reduce this, 1 wt% of ethylene glycol (EG) 
was added into the suspensions before adding any binder or plasticiser. Figure 4.51 
shows that the addition of EG reduced the viscosity of the concentrated suspension, 
especially when 1 wt% of the PVA binder was added, even though the overall 
viscosity increased. Figure 4.51 also shows that when 2 wt% of the EG was used, 
the viscosity of the original concentrated suspension did not change significantly, 
suggesting that 1 wt% of the EG addition was sufficient to stabilise the suspension 
for subsequent addition of PVA. 
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Figure 4.51 Viscosity of concentrated suspensions after adding different amount of 
PVA and/or EG; all measured ~5 min after mixing. 
When suspensions had high solids contents, the nanoparticles inside were closer to 
each other. Since the particle surfaces were hydrolysed, hydrogen bonding tended to 
form between them; see Figure 4.52. This promoted the bridging of particles in the 
suspension, though the overall viscosity may not increase significantly due to the 
breakage of these hydrogen bonds under a medium shear rate ~200 s-1. It was 
suspected that some of the EG molecules may have replaced water to form 
hydrogen bonds with nanoparticles, due to their similar molecular structure; see 
Figure 4.53. Whilst each EG molecule has two hydroxyl ends, therefore a similar 
network structure as shown in Figure 4.52 could have been formed, hydrogen 
bonding formed between the EG molecules and the nanoparticles may not be strong 
enough to hold the entire network structure. This is due to the increased molecular 
size of the EG. This may have prevented the bridging of nanoparticles and increased 
the amount of free water in the suspension, hence reduced the viscosity. When the 
PVA was added after the EG, the slight increase in viscosity was simply due to the 
adsorption of nanoparticles and entanglement of the polymer chains, rather than the 
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entanglement and possible interactions between the chains and the networks; the 
latter may result in a dramatic increase in viscosity.  
 
Figure 4.52 Illustration diagram showing the formation of hydrogen bonds between 
nanoparticles in the aqueous nano3YSZ suspension. 
 
Figure 4.53 Illustration diagram showing possible interactions between ethylene 
glycol (EG) and nano3YSZ particles in the suspension. 
In another possible explanation, EG molecules may attach to the surface of 
nano3YSZ particles and acted as a dispersant. However, the zeta potential profiles 
shown in Figure 4.54 suggest that the additional 1 wt% of the EG did not change the 
net charges on the particle surfaces, even though there is a slight shift of the IEP. In 
similar research conducted by Saravanan and Subramanian[173], they proposed that 
the ether oxygen from PEG molecules may attach to zirconia particles and provide 
stabilisation in a suspension. However, this cannot explain the fact that neither the 
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zeta potential nor the IEP measured in their research barely changed with the 
additional of PEG. 
 
Figure 4.54 Zeta potential profiles of as-received nano3YSZ suspensions with and 
without 1 wt% of the EG addition. 
FTIR analysis was used to investigate the two assumptions proposed; i f EG 
molecules attached to the nanoparticles, a strong peak of the ‒CH2‒O‒ group in the 
region of wavenumbers between 1050 and 1150 cm-1 would have been detected. 
However, the FTIR scans obtained from SFD powders with and without the EG 
addition were identical; see Figure 4.55. In the absence of the β-alanine, when 1 wt% 
of the EG was used to disperse the nanosuspension during concentration, the 
maximum solids content achieved was only ~40 wt% using the thermal evaporation 
route and the viscosity was too high to be measured. This suggests that the EG only 
performed to reduce the viscosity of nanosuspensions after concentration before 
adding any binder and plasticiser; it cannot be used to replace the β-alanine as a 
dispersant.  
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Figure 4.55 FTIR spectra of SFD granules produced using 55 wt% solids content 
suspensions (containing 4 wt% of the β-alanine) with and without 1 wt% of the EG. 
4.5.1.2 PVA‒PEG binder system 
PEG (Mw =300 g mol
-1) was used as a plasticiser in the resultant SFD granules. It 
was added into the concentrated suspensions after the EG and before granulation. 
Table 4.8 shows the densities of green compacts produced with different PEG 
contents. Note that the pressing pressure was 200 MPa and 2 vol% of the ketone 
was used for producing the SFD granules. 
Table 4.8 Densities of green compacts die pressed at 200 MPa using SFD granules, 
in the 45‒150 µm size range, with different PEG contents, measured before 
debinding. 
Amount of PEG / wt% 1 2 3 
Green density / % of theoretical 52.8 ± 0.3 52.5 ± 0.4 52.6 ± 0.3 
 
Results shown in Table 4.8 suggest that the additional PEG had no significant effect 
on improving the green density. When the PVA was added, the PEG molecules 
acted as a plasticiser which softened the PVA by penetrating into chains and forcing 
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apart the hydrogen bonding[143]. This increased the freedom of movement of the 
individual PVA chains and reduced the Tg of PVA‒PEG binder systems. DSC 
analysis was employed to determine the Tg of binder systems with different PEG to 
PVA ratios. However, for all the samples that contained at least 25 wt% of the PEG 
(i.e. the ratio between the PEG and the PVA was no more than 1:3), none of the Tg 
values were found in the temperature range ‒50 to 100ºC. This indicates that either 
the Tg values for all the samples were below ‒50ºC, or the change in enthalpy was 
too small to be detected using the current instrument. In another experiment, all the 
dried binder systems were cooled in a freezer at ‒10ºC for 24 h. They remained 
flexible at this condition, suggesting that their glass transition temperatures were well 
below room temperature; this was desirable for die pressing. 
Figure 4.56 shows the fracture behaviours of single SFD granules containing binders 
with different PEG to PVA ratios for granule diameters in the range of 130 µm. It is 
clear that with increasing PEG content, the resultant granules displayed the same 
fracture behaviour as those prepared without binder. Sharp drops found on the 
fracture curves after the first fracture points indicate the breakage of granules into 
two or more pieces. This suggests that the addition of PEG did not reinforce these 
granules. However, when increasing PVA contents to more than 1 wt%, whilst the 
granules yielded at the first fracture points, the broken pieces remained connected; 
the forces applied on the broken granules were continuous without a sharp drop. 
This indicates that reinforcement was achieved by adding  the PVA and therefore the 
granules crushed gradually during pressing, instead of breaking into individual 
fragments. Figure 4.57 clearly shows filaments of the PVA binder found in the 
microstructure of an SFD granule prepared using the 1EG-1PEG-3PVA binder 
system. 
The reinforcement provided by the PVA binder was desirable since it increased  the 
strength of the green compacts produced. The addition of binder also improved the 
chipping resistance when these compacts were subjected to green machining using 
conventional tools. However, it should be noted that granules containing excessive 
amount of binder are not always preferred since they may be difficult to crush during 
die pressing and the green machining would be difficult to perform if the strength of 
green compacts was too high; these will be discussed in the following sections 4.5.3 
and 4.5.4. 
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Figure 4.56 Fracture curves of single SFD granules containing binders in different 
PEG to PVA contents. 
 
 
Figure 4.57 Internal structure of an SFD granule prepared using the 1EG-1PEG-
3PVA binder system showing the presence of the PVA binder. 
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Table 4.9 shows the densities of green compacts produced using SFD granules with 
the addition of different binder systems. Compared to the results shown in Table 4.8, 
the green densities were improved significantly by adding the PVA. Note that some 
of the compacts pressed at 150 MPa exhibited the same, or even higher, green 
densities compared to those prepared at 200 MPa pressure without binder. This may 
be attributed to the better compaction achieved with the addition of the PVA; the 
granules yielded and crushed gradually during die pressing. However, when the PVA 
content increased to 3 wt%, the green density measured was much lower. This was 
due to the presence of uncrushed granules in these green compacts; the PVA 
increased the strength of SFD granules too much. Figure 4.58 shows the fracture 
surfaces of green compacts produced using SFD granules with the addition of 
different binder systems. The uncrushed granules can be seen clearly in the green 
compact produced using the 1EG-1PEG-3PVA binder system. 
Table 4.9 Densities of green compacts produced using SFD granules in the 45‒150 
µm size range with the addition of different PVA‒PEG binder systems. 
SFD granules Pressing 
method 
Pressure 
/ MPa 
Density before 
debinding / % 
Density after 
debinding / % 
1EG-1PEG-1PVA Die 150 53.8 ± 0.3 56.2 ± 0.3 
1EG-1PEG-2PVA Die 150 53.9 ± 0.5 55.9 ± 0.5 
1EG-1PEG-1PVA Die 200 54.7 ± 0.3 58.0 ± 0.3 
1EG-1PEG-2PVA Die 200 55.3 ± 0.2 58.4 ± 0.2 
1EG-1PEG-3PVA Die 200 50.3 ± 0.2 53.6 ± 0.3 
1EG-1PEG-1PVA CIP* 200 55.6 ± 0.3 58.3 ± 0.3 
1EG-1PEG-2PVA CIP* 200 56.4 ± 0.3 59.0 ± 0.3 
*Cold isostatic pressing. 
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Figure 4.58 Fracture surfaces of green compacts die pressed at 200 MPa using 
SFD granules with the addition of different binder systems. 
 
4.5.1.3 Moisture absorption of PVA‒PEG binder systems 
Since both the PEG and the PVA are hydrophilic polymers, they tend to absorb 
moisture from the surrounding environment when they are used in ceramic powders. 
Table 4.10 shows the amount of moisture absorbed by SFD granules with the 
addition of different PVA‒PEG binder systems; the granules were dried and placed 
in an environment with 30% relative humidity (RH) for 5 days before measuring. 
Table 4.10 Moisture contents in SFD granules containing different binder systems.  
SFD granules Weight loss at 105ºC after 5 days / %  
No binder 0.83% 
1EG-1PEG-2PVA 1.46% 
1EG-2PEG-2PVA 1.76% 
1EG-1PEG-3PVA 3.55% 
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The results show that the amount of moisture absorbed by the granules increased 
with increasing binder contents. The PVA demonstrates a more dramatic effect on 
absorbing moisture than the PEG. This is due to the difference in molecular structure 
between the two polymers, as shown in Figure 2.28. The PVA chains contain more 
hydrophilic hydroxyl groups than the PEG molecules. Whilst the moisture absorbed 
by both polymers can act as a plasticiser to soften the PVA, the presence of 
moisture in ceramic powders is not always desirable, especially for die pressing, this 
may impede the powder flow severely. Therefore, hydrophobic acrylic-based binders 
were briefly investigated. 
4.5.2 Acrylic-based binder systems 
Aqueous emulsions containing suspended acrylic-based polymer particles were 
used as potential binders. Since the polymers are hydrophobic, they do not absorb 
moisture from the surrounding environment when they are used in ceramic powders. 
The binders used were commercially available and recognised by their trade names, 
e.g. Duramax B-1000, Tenacel MS-66, etc. However, the exact polymer species 
contained in these binders were unknown. The selection of binders was based on 
their suitable working pH, active contents and glass transition temperatures, as listed 
in Table 4.11.  
Table 4.11 Examples of acrylic binders used for concentrated suspensions prepared 
using different dispersants. 
Acrylic binders Active 
content / wt% 
Tg / ºC Working 
pH 
Suitable suspensions 
Duramax B-1000 55 ‒26 9.0-9.8 55 wt% concentrated using 
TMAH/TAC (pH ~9) 
Tenacel MS-66 35 ‒17 6.0-7.0 55 wt% concentrated using 
β-alanine (pH ~4) 
 
The use of different acrylic binders in suspensions concentrated using either the 
TMAH/TAC or the β-alanine dispersant was not successful. Whilst the viscosity did 
not increase, large agglomerates were found after mixing a binder with either of the 
suspensions. EDS analysis shows that these agglomerates consisted of mainly 
carbon based compounds (see Figure 4.59), suggesting that they were clusters of 
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the polymer particles. A screening process could have been used to sieve out these 
agglomerates, hence enabling spray freeze drying using the twin-fluid atomisation 
process. However, the actual amount of acrylic binder remaining in the resultant SFD 
granules would have been unknown, making it very difficult to compare and 
characterise the granules based on their binder contents. Hence, the use of acrylic 
binders was not investigated further in the current research, though future studies 
could be conducted by knowing the exact polymer species in these binder emulsions. 
 
Figure 4.59 SEM/EDS images showing elemental analysis of agglomerate formed in 
the TMAH/TAC added suspension after mixing with 2 wt% of the Duramax B-1000 
acrylic binder. 
4.5.3 Green strength measurements 
Figure 4.60 shows the compressive strength of green compacts produced using the 
benchmark Tosoh powder and different SFD granules via die pressing; the pressure 
was 200 MPa and the data were measured at 60% relative humidity environment. 
Compared to nano3YSZ granules, the compressive strength measured for the Tosoh 
compacts was significantly lower, due to the poor compaction of the spray dried 
granules. In the Tosoh compacts, uncrushed granules were found across the entire 
sample and hence the compacts fractured at low stress levels. In contrast, SFD 
nano3YSZ granules with and without additional binders crushed and compacted well 
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during die pressing; flaws retained in the green bodies were on a much smaller scale 
and therefore the compressive strength was higher. The probability of a critical flaw 
occuring in the stressed regions in these samples was also variable, which explains 
the large error bars found in Figure 4.60. The green density data also shown in 
Figure 4.60 indicate that green compacts with high densities generally display high 
compressive strength. Whilst the Tosoh samples had low compressive strength, their 
green densities were ~4% lower than the nano3YSZ compacts. 
The strong cohesion forces present between nanoparticles may also contribute 
towards the increased compressive strength of the nano3YSZ compacts. Note that 
the surface area of the SFD nano3YSZ granules was measured as ~45 m2 g-1 using 
the nitrogen adsorption isotherms, whilst it was only ~16 m2 g-1 for the benchmark 
Tosoh powder. This indicates that the surface energy of the nanoparticles would be 
considerably higher, which probably contributed to the higher strength of the 
compacts. 
 
Figure 4.60 Compressive strength and density of green compacts produced using 
the benchmark Tosoh 3YB powder and different SFD nano3YSZ granules via die 
pressing at 200 MPa pressure. 
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When comparing the nano3YSZ samples with different binder contents, the 
compressive strength of green compacts produced with 1 wt% of the PVA was 
measured to be similar to those prepared without any binder. This may be due to the 
reinforcement provided by the binder not exceeding the natural cohesive forces 
between compacted nanoparticles. When the PVA content was increased to 2 wt%, 
the green strength increased significantly, suggesting that the additional binder 
provided extra adhesion between the nanoparticles. Whilst green compacts with high 
strength is sometimes desirable, especially during ejection from a die and to allow 
subsequent handling, when the green strength is too high, green compacts are likely 
to have poor chipping resistance and machining is difficult to perform. Green 
compacts with high density but low strength are ideal for subsequent machining. To 
achieve this, a lower pressure, i.e.150 MPa, was used for die pressing and the 
compressive strengths measured are shown in Figure 4.61. It is clear that whilst the 
green strength decreased as desired, it was achieved without compromising too 
much on the good green density achieved. 
 
Figure 4.61 Compressive strength and density of green compacts produced using 
SFD granules with different binder contents via die pressing at 200 MPa pressure. 
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The effect of moisture on the strength of the green compacts was also investigated, 
as shown in Figure 4.62. Whilst the nano3YSZ samples produced without binder 
displayed similar compressive strengths in different RH environments, the green 
strength of those prepared with the addition of binder decreased considerably when 
the RH was increased to 80%. This indicates that water molecules penetrated into 
the PVA chains and acted as additional plasticiser in the binder system; this softened 
the green compacts and hence reduced the compressive strength measured. A 
similar effect on the green strength was not observed for samples produced without 
additional binder. This suggests that whilst the green strength is increased by adding 
binder, wet machining may be a possible approach if these green components need 
to be machined into the desired size and shape after die pressing. The green 
strength would decrease a lot when the RH is high. 
 
Figure 4.62 Compressive strength of green compacts produced using SFD granules 
with and without binder via die pressing at 200 MPa pressure , measured in different 
relative humidity environments. 
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4.5.4 Green machining 
Conventional machining methods, including lathing, drilling and milling, were used to 
assess the machinability of die pressed green compacts. Before machining, a green 
compact was clamped rigidly on a machine. Sufficient green strength, typically no 
less than 2 MPa, is needed for green compacts to avoid cracking during clamping[174].  
For all the different machining methods, the benchmark Tosoh samples were more 
friable and displayed better machinability than the nano3YSZ samples. This may be 
due to their low compressive strength. Without additional binder, nano3YSZ 
compacts could not be machined using any of the methods; they shattered into 
pieces during machining. Green compacts produced via die pressing at 200 MPa 
using the 1EG-1PEG-1PVA SFD nano3YSZ granules are discussed in this section. 
Whilst the machining of green samples with higher PVA contents was more difficult 
due to their higher strength, they could also be machined into desired shapes with 
good edge retention and surface finishing, if the machining process was performed 
carefully. It was found that the machinability of green samples was less dependent 
on their compressive strength, but related directly to different machining approaches 
used, in agreement with the work of Song et al.[175]. 
4.5.4.1 Lathing and drilling 
In the lathing trials, the aim was to create steps on green samples along the vertical 
(Z-axis) direction. Two different approaches were used for lathing and the finishing of 
green samples was quite different, as shown in Figure 4.63 and Figure 4.64. 
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Figure 4.63 Schematic diagrams showing two different lathing approaches. 
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Figure 4.64 Green samples machined by lathing via different approaches. The 
nano3YSZ samples were made from the 1EG-1PEG-1PVA SFD granules. 
Whilst the benchmark Tosoh samples could be machined using both approaches, for 
the nano3YSZ samples, the first approach was not successful. In the second step of 
approach 1, lathing was performed along the X-axis of a green sample; see Figure 
4.65. This inevitably built up cutting pressures on surface ‘b’ that was created against 
the machining direction. Cracking was due to stress concentration on the new step 
formed. When using the second approach, however, the lathe tool travelled along 
the Z-axis direction. In this case, the majority of the cutting pressure was applied on 
surface ‘a’, which was towards the support provided by the substrate. Therefore, the 
stress was transmitted through the green body to the machine, without being 
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concentrated at a specific location and causing cracking. It should be noted that the 
sharpness of the lathe tool also affects the finishing of green samples after lathing; 
wear on cutting edges as little as 0.1 mm wide can built up extra cutting pressures 
and causes edge chipping and cracking[174].  
 
Figure 4.65 Schematic diagram showing the crack formation using the approach 1 
for lathing. 
For the nano3YSZ compact shown in Figure 4.64, a hole was also drilled in the 
centre of the sample along the Z-axis, showing that dri lling was able to be performed 
on these green samples. A schematic diagram of this process is shown in Figure 
4.66. Compared to lathing, drilling was easier to perform on these samples without 
significant chipping found on the edges of the hole. This was due to the support from 
the substrate during drilling; the stress was transmitted through the green body to the 
machine without causing damage to the green sample. 
 
Figure 4.66 Schematic diagram showing the drilling process. 
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Swarf collected from both the benchmark and the nano3YSZ samples after lathing 
was analysed. Whilst the Tosoh compacts could be machined using both 
approaches without cracking, as previously stated, indicating their better 
machinability, their swarf was generally larger than that collected from the nano3YSZ 
samples; see Figure 4.67. This was attributed to the lower green density of the 
former samples. The spray dried granules did not crush and compact as densely as 
the nano3YSZ; during lathing they were removed easily from a green body when 
only a small cutting force was applied; this released the stress concentrated on the  
newly created surface and preserved the integrity of a green sample. In contrast, 
nano3YSZ compacts exhibited higher green densities and it was more difficult for 
compacted nanoparticles to be removed from a green body. A magnified FEGSEM 
image provided in Figure 4.67 shows the plastic deformation occurring in a piece of 
swarf. This indicates that primary particles were still in contact , even under high 
shear forces, and the additional binder provided plasticity to the green compacts, 
which enabled them to be machined. It should also be noted that alongside the fine 
swarf collected from the nano3YSZ samples, there were some considerably larger 
chips. This was due to edge chipping, caused by density variations within the green 
compacts. This could be avoided by performing the lathing process more carefully 
and ensuring the laths tool used were very sharp. 
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Figure 4.67 FEGSEM images showing swarf collected from the benchmark Tosoh 
3YB and nano3YSZ samples in low (left) and high (right) magnifications. 
4.5.4.2 Milling 
Compared to lathing and drilling, milling was more difficult to perform on both Tosoh 
and nano3YSZ green samples; the failure rate was much higher. This was because 
of the higher shear forces that green samples experienced during milling, especially 
when a deep step was created. Typical fractures were edge chipping and cleavage 
of green compacts, as shown in Figure 4.68. The strength of green samples played a 
crucial role in terms of retaining integrity. The Tosoh samples were more susceptible 
to fracture, since they had much lower green strength compared to the nano3YSZ 
compacts. Figure 4.69 shows that even though a step was created successfully, the 
Tosoh sample fractured at the end of milling. Compared to the Tosoh samples, more 
of the nano3YSZ compacts survived the milling process, due to their higher green 
strength. 
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Figure 4.68 Illustration diagram showing the distribution of forces during the milling 
process. 
 
Figure 4.69 Green samples machined by the milling process. 
4.6 Sintering Performance of Nanozirconia Compacts 
The sintering behaviour of nano3YSZ compacts was studied using the two-step 
sintering approach. This method was used previously at Loughborough University to 
sinter nano3YSZ samples formed via slip casting to >99.5% of theoretical density 
whilst maintaining low mean grain sizes <100 nm[7][28]. Nevertheless, different 
sintering conditions were studied here for dry formed components. Figure 4.70 
shows the TGA curves for the β-alanine; this is to prove that the new dispersant was 
burnt out completely during binder removal. TGA analysis on the PVA and the PEG 
are not shown here since both of these polymers are the most commonly used 
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binder and plasticiser in the ceramics industry; plenty of research has demonstrated 
that they can be removed from green samples completely after debinding[82]. 
 
 
Figure 4.70 TGA curves for the pure β-alanine and SFD granules consisting of 
nano3YSZ powder and 4 wt% of the β-alanine addition. 
Sintered densities of nano3YSZ compacts produced at different pressing and 
sintering conditions are shown in Figure 4.71. For producing nano3YSZ compacts 
with densities in excess of 99% of theoretical, the lowest T1 and T2 temperatures 
used were 1250ºC and 1150ºC and the dwell time was 3 h. The good sintering 
performance was attributed to the lower organic contents in the green compacts as a 
result of using of the β-alanine dispersant. Note that organic binders and plasticisers 
(~3 wt% in total) are needed in the SFD granules to improve their crush and compact 
properties, which remain in the green bodies to provide adequate green strength 
prior to sintering. For green samples formed under the same pressing conditions, but 
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using SFD granules containing a total of >10 wt% of TMAH and TAC, similar 
densities were only achieved using 1400ºC and 1300ºC as the T1 and T2 
temperatures, respectively, and 5 h for the dwell time; the resultant average grain 
sizes were consequently much larger, as shown in Table 4.12 and Figure 4.72. 
Whilst these SFD granules crushed and compacted well at 200 MPa pressure, the 
increasing amount of organics presented in green compacts necessarily created 
more pores after the binder removal; this resulted in densification occurring at much 
higher temperatures and inevitably, encouraged grain growth. The reduced sintering 
temperatures and dwell time were able to be used when β-alanine was used; this 
saved energy and limited excessive grain growth occurred during sintering. 
 
Figure 4.71 Sintered density of nano3YSZ compacts produced under different 
pressing and sintering conditions. 
For green compacts produced with different PVA contents, those with 1 wt% of the 
PVA retained higher sintered densities, whilst green compacts containing 2 wt% of 
the PVA displayed lower densities due to the increasing amount of organics. Since 
the use of 1 wt% of the PVA in the binder system was sufficient to produce green 
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compacts with good machinability and sinterability, the average grain sizes obtained 
after sintering these samples under different conditions were measured and are 
summarised in Table 4.12. 
Table 4.12 Average grain sizes of nano3YSZ compacts formed using different SFD 
granules and sintered under different conditions; all produced at 200 MPa via CIP. 
Sintering 
conditions 
Dispersants Binder systems Density / % Mean grain 
sizes / nm 
1400-1300-5hrs TMAH/TAC No binder 99.5 280 
1340-1250-3hrs β-alanine No binder 99.8 300 
1EG-1PEG-1PVA 99.8 290 
1340-1200-3hrs β-alanine No binder 99.5 300 
1EG-1PEG-1PVA 99.7 270 
1300-1200-3hrs β-alanine No binder 99.8 290 
1EG-1PEG-1PVA 99.8 280 
1300-1150-3hrs β-alanine No binder 99.2 250 
1EG-1PEG-1PVA 99.3 230 
1250-1150-3hrs β-alanine No binder 99.3 230 
1EG-1PEG-1PVA 99.8 210 
*The heating and cooling rate for all samples were at 5ºC min-1. 
   
Figure 4.72 FEGSEM images showing differences in grain sizes between two 
nano3YSZ compacts formed and sintered at different conditions. Mean grain sizes: 
(a) 280 nm, (b) 210 nm. 
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4.7 Hardness and Indentation Toughness 
Vickers hardness and indentation toughness values of the benchmark Tosoh and 
nano3YSZ compacts are presented in Table 4.13. All of these samples measured 
were sintered to 99.9% of theoretical density (ρ = 6,050 kg m-3). It was found that the 
nano3YSZ compacts displayed slightly higher hardness, but similar indentation 
toughness values, compared to the benchmark Tosoh samples. Note that the 
indentation toughness for the nano3YSZ samples measured here was slightly higher 
than the data reported previously by Binner et al.[69] of ~3.9 MPa m1/2. This may be 
attributed to the increased grain sizes of these compacts , ~210 nm. The nano3YSZ 
samples used in the previous studied were formed by slip casting and sintered using 
a hybrid sintering approach; the mean grain sizes were only ~128 nm[69]. This result 
is in agreement with the research presented by Cottom and Mayo[70]. They proposed 
that the indentation toughness of nano3YSZ ceramics is dependent on their average 
grain sizes; fine grained compacts exhibited lower toughness values due to the over-
stabilisation of nanocrystallites by 3 mol% of the yttria. 
Table 4.13 Vickers hardness and indentation toughness values of the Benchmark 
Tosoh 3YB and nano3YSZ compacts. 
 Benchmark Tosoh 3YB Nano3YSZ (1EG-1PEG-1PVA) 
Measured MSDS* 
Hardness (1 kg) / GPa 13.00 ± 0.12 / 13.62 ± 0.31 
Hardness (10 kg) / GPa 12.93 ± 0.15 12.50 13.21 ± 0.23 
Indentation toughness / 
MPa m1/2 
4.5 ± 0.1 5.0 4.4 ± 0.3 
*Materials safety data sheet. 
4.8 Scaling Up the SFD Process 
The possibility for producing larger quantities of SFD nano3YSZ granules using 
alternative spray nozzles was also investigated. Two internal mixing twin-fluid spray 
nozzles with different orifice sizes were used. Nanosuspensions concentrated to 55 
wt% solids content using the β-alanine dispersant were fed into the nozzles under 
pressure for spray freezing. Note that there was no binder systems used in these 
suspensions. Figure 4.73 shows the size distributions of the resultant granules when 
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different nozzles and pressures for feeding the suspension and the compressed air 
were used.  
 
 
Figure 4.73 Size distributions of SFD granules produced using PR 50 and PR 250 
internal mixing nozzles under different suspension to air pressures.  
For the PR 50 nozzle, it is clear that the maximum yields of SFD granules in the size 
fraction of 45‒150 µm was >90 wt% when both suspension and air were supplied 
under approximately 200 kPa. In a continuous spraying process, an estimated yield 
of SFD granules using the current spray condition was ~1 kg per hour. A larger 
internal mixing nozzle, PR 250, was also used to increase the total yield. It was 
found that a maximum of ~11 kg of SFD granules were produced per hour using the 
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larger nozzle when the feeding pressures for the suspension and the compressed air 
were 200 and 500 kPa, respectively; however, the yield of granules with fine sizes 
(<150 µm) was less than 40 wt%. In addition, the use of a larger spray nozzle 
necessarily required a much larger liquid nitrogen reservoir to collect all the droplets 
formed and more liquid nitrogen would be needed due to the air blast during the 
spraying process. Considering the use of this nozzle in an industrial-scale SFD 
process, even though the overall yield of SFD granules with small sizes (<150 µm) 
may be increased, a much larger SFD rig would be needed and the operating 
conditions need to be optimised further. 
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5 CONCLUSIONS 
In this research, as-received, diluted 3YSZ nanosuspensions were concentrated to 
~55 wt% solids content using 4 wt% of the β-alanine dispersant via the rotary 
evaporation approach. The resultant concentrated suspensions retained similar 
viscosities of ~20 mPa s at a 200 s-1 shear rate as those prepared using the 
traditional TMAH/TAC dispersants via the thermal evaporation route.  In the former 
approach, it was believed that the nanoparticles were stabilised via an electrosteric 
mechanism, though the IEP did not change since the dispersant that attached to the 
particle surfaces did not contribute extra charges. This allowed the concentration 
process being conducted in an acidic pH and, hence, reduced the amount of 
organics needed to achieve stabilised suspensions compared to the TMAH/TAC 
route. The use of the rotary evaporation approach also reduced the processing time 
and energy required for concentrating the nanosuspensions significantly. The 
concentrated suspensions demonstrated good ageing resistance, suggesting long 
shelf lives; this would be desirable for industry scale processing, especially if these 
suspensions would be used in a subsequent spray freeze drying process. 
A peristaltic pump was used to control the feeding rate of nanosuspensions during 
an ultrasonic spray freezing process; this improved the yields of the granules 
produced within the 125–250 µm size fractions from 35 wt% to 47 wt% compared to 
the results obtained previously at Loughborough University. A twin-fluid atomizer 
was also used for spray formation and allowed further increases in the yields to ~60 
wt% granules in the size 125–250 µm, without compromising the good flowability and 
crushability of the resulting granules. The use of this twin-fluid atomisation process 
allowed a much higher feed rate of the nanosuspensions and it was believed that it 
could be scaled up more easily for industry scale processing of the SFD granules. 
The granules obtained from the twin-fluid atomisation process displayed the best 
flowability in terms of their volume flow rates due to the formation of individual 
spherical granules. In terms of crushability, the individual granules produced via the 
atomisation process retained low strength and were as good as those produced via 
the ultrasonication method, resulting in flaw-free green bodies with densities up to 55% 
of theoretical when die pressed at 200 MPa. 
By analysing the internal microstructure of the resulting SFD granules, it was found 
that 2 vol% of the Freon used in the previous research generated micrometre -sized 
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holes that originated from the sublimation of fine ice dendrites formed during spray 
freezing. A very similar microstructure was obtained when using 2 vol% 3-methyl-2-
butanone (ketone) as a replacement additive. This was attributed to the similar 
properties, especially the water solubility, to the Freon. The SFD granules yielded 
using the ketone demonstrated good crushability as they crushed completely at 200 
MPa and yielded high green densities up to 56% of theoretical. It was also found that 
the granules produced using additives that were miscible with water retained large 
internal flaws, which were susceptible to remain in the green bodies as structural 
flaws after pressing. Meanwhile, additives with extremely low water solubility did not 
mix well with the nanosuspension, which resulted in an inhomogeneous distribution 
of holes within the SFD granules. This caused variations in the granule strength and 
led to the inconsistency of the green components produced by using these granules. 
Therefore, in this research, ketone was used as a suitable additive for producing 
SFD granules with good crushability. 
The use of SFD granules in separated, narrow size distributions for dry forming was 
also investigated. Whilst these granules demonstrated good flowability and they 
crushed well at a conventional pressing pressure of 250 MPa, the micron-sized voids 
which remained inside the green bodies suggested poor packing of the original 
granules and poor compaction of the broken granule pieces. This was attributed to 
the large intergranular pores remaining before compaction. Homogeneous green 
bodies with high green densities of ~54% of theoretical before debinding were 
achieved when die pressing was performed using SFD granules in a smaller size 
fraction, viz. 45‒150 µm. Despite of their higher granule strength, it was believed that 
the small-sized granules that filled in the intergranular pores experienced higher 
levels of stress during pressing, which crushed and compacted even before the 
larger granules. The yields of SFD granules produced in the small size fraction was 
improved by using the twin-fluid atomisation process at higher air flow rates; a 
maximum of ~74 wt% of the granules were produced in the 45‒150 µm size range 
using 5.0 l min-1 air flow, whilst increasing it further to 5.5 l min-1 yielded ~95 wt% of 
the granules with sizes below 150 µm. This would be of interest in a large scale SFD 
process since the presence of granules smaller than 45 µm should not affect the 
crushability and they increased the die fill density by occupying intergranular voids. 
However, it was also proposed that the presence of an increasing amount of 
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granules with sizes less than 20 µm was undesirable since it may reduce the 
flowability of the SFD powder significantly. In terms of the scaling up of the 
laboratory scale SFD process, an alternative internal mixing spray nozzle with larger 
orifices was used. The results showed that the yields of granules in the 45‒150 µm 
size range was improved to >90 wt% when both the air and the suspension were fed 
into the nozzle at similar pressures, ~0.2 MPa, using this nozzle. 
A water soluble binder, polyvinyl alcohol (PVA), was used to improve the strength of 
the green components produced. This was accompanied by the use of polyethylene 
glycol (PEG) as a plasticiser to reduce the glass transition temperature of the PVA. 1 
wt% of ethylene glycol was added into the concentrated suspensions to ‘unlock’ the 
hydrogen bonding formed between the nanoparticles and hence prevented a 
dramatic increase in viscosity after adding the PVA-PEG binder system. The fracture 
curves of individual granules suggested that the additional PVA provided the binding 
effect, whilst the PEG acted purely as a plasticiser and did not contribute as a binder.  
The SFD granules produced containing an excessive amount of the PVA, 3 wt%, 
was not desirable since it necessarily increased their strength and impaired thei r 
crushability at 200 MPa. The compressive strength of the green bodies increased by 
increasing the PVA contents; nevertheless, it decreased drastically when increasing 
the relative humidity in the surrounding environment to 80%, suggesting that water 
acted as an additional plasticiser that softened the green compacts produced. When 
the latter were produced with the 1EG-1PEG-1PVA binder system, they could be 
machined successfully using conventional lathing, drilling and milling processes. It 
was also proposed that the machining parameters, rather than the properties of the 
green compacts, played a more important role during green machining. 
High densities of >99.5% of theoretical were achieved when sintering the green 
compacts produced with the 1EG-1PEG-1PVA binder system using conventional 
two-stage sintering approach. The lowest sintering temperatures used were 1250ºC 
for the T1 and 1150ºC for the T2 and the dwell time was 3 h; the average grain size 
achieved using this sintering profile was ~210 nm. In terms of the mechanical 
properties, the hardness of the fully dense nano3YSZ compacts was slightly higher 
than the benchmark Tosoh samples, whilst the indentation toughness was slightly 
lower, due to the fine grain sizes retained of the former samples. 
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6 FUTURE WORK 
In this thesis, the use of β-alanine as a dispersant enabled the concentration of 
nano3YSZ suspension using the rotary evaporation method. The amount of organics 
contained was reduced significantly compared to suspensions prepared using the 
combination of TMAH and TAC dispersants. However, the optimum amount of β-
alanine that is sufficient to stabilise the suspensions at both low and high solids 
contents is yet to be determined. This requires studies on the surface chemistry of 
nano3YSZ particles to pin down the exact stabilising mechanism for using this 
dispersant. For potential industry scale processing, a novel design of a vacuum 
assisted evaporation system may be required to accommodate large quantities of 
suspensions during production. Mixing of the β-alanine powder to achieve 
homogenous dispersion in a large scale process is also worth exploring in the next 
stage of this project. 
The effect of different spraying methods, i.e. ultrasonication and twin-fluid 
atomisation on size distributions of SFD granules produced from these suspensions 
can be investigated further. Whilst the current research showed the suspensions 
concentrated using different dispersants with the same solids content displayed 
similar viscosity and surface tension, they may behave differently during spraying, 
considering their large differences in organic content. Especially when the twin-fluid 
atomisation method is used, the suspension at the tip of the spray nozzle may dry off 
easily if the organic content is too high, due to the high flow rate of compressed air 
used for spraying. This may affect the size distribution of SFD granules resulted. A 
high speed camera may be employed to capture the size and shape of droplets 
which are formed immediately after atomisation. In terms of the ultrasonic spraying 
method, ultrasonic generators that operate at different frequencies can also be used 
to study the size distributions of granules produced in the next stage of research. 
Effect of different freezing and freeze drying conditions on the internal microstructure 
of SFD granules has not been investigated extensively in the current research. 
Different cryogenic agents, such as liquid nitrogen, dry ice, etc. can effectively vary 
the freezing of concentrated suspensions, hence resulting SFD granules formed with 
different internal microstructures. In the next stage, a high resolution cryogenic SEM 
instrument can be used to monitor the formation of ice dendrites during freezing, as 
well as their removal during freeze drying.  
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The use of the PVA-PEG binder systems yielded SFD granules with good properties 
that were used in conventional dry forming processes. However, since both the PVA 
and the PEG are sensitive to moisture, the flowability of the resulting granules 
containing these polymers would be impaired severely if they are stored and used in 
a humid environment. Acrylic binder emulsions are typically hydrophobic; therefore 
they do not tend to absorb moisture actively when they are contained in granulated 
powders. However, the use of these binders in the current thesis was not successful, 
mainly due to the large aggregates formed by the interactions between the polymer 
and the nanoparticles. Instead of using commercial acrylic binders, in the next-stage 
of the research, polyacrylic emulsions with tailored properties that are specifically 
matching the nanozirconia suspensions can be synthesised. This would require a 
study of the surface chemistry of nano3YSZ particles and the possible interactions 
between different functional groups in a polymer chain and the nanoparticles. 
The scaling up of the laboratory scale SFD process also needs to be explored further.  
Whilst larger spray nozzles and a pressurised system for both the air and the 
suspension were introduced and discussed in this thesis, a prototype SFD rig needs 
to be built that can accommodate large quantities of suspensions being sprayed in a 
longer operation. This would require a novel design of liquid nitrogen feed system to 
minimise unnecessary loss during spray freezing, a much larger reservoir to capture 
all the frozen droplets, a delivery system to transfer these frozen droplets  into a 
freeze drying system and most importantly, a system that could perform freeze 
drying in a fast and continuous manner. The development of this work would very 
much rely on industrial collaboration since the equipment required will not be readily 
available in a university laboratory. 
Some of the properties of the SFD granules, as well as the sintered components, 
should be measured in the next stage of the research, especially when a continuous, 
large scale SFD operation is achieved. The granule size distributions of the resulting 
SFD powders need to be tested when a continuous operation is achieved; this is to 
ensure the batch consistency of the powders produced. In the current research, the 
die pressed components were only sintered using a conventional furnace and the 
two-step sintering profiles have yet been optimised. In the next stage, apart from 
optimising the current two-step sintering profile, other sintering methods, e.g. 
microwave assisted hybrid sintering, can also be employed to evaluate the density, 
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mean grain size and mechanical properties of sintered components against current 
samples.  
Mechanical properties, especially strength and hydrothermal ageing (HTA) 
characteristics of the sintered components need to be studied particularly in the next 
stage of research. These were not characterised in this thesis since it mainly focused 
on resolving the difficulties associated with the processing of the SFD granules. In 
the next stage, prototypes of industrial products should also be made using the SFD 
granules produced. The sintering performance, as well as the mechanical properties 
of these prototypes should be tested and assessed in real applications. 
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APPENDIX I 
 
Appendix I: FTIR spectra of the β-alanine powder. 
